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DEFINITIONS OF DISCIPLINES
ASTRONOMY — This category includes all observations of astronomical objects, both outside and within
the solar system, made at various wavelengths (i.e., gamma rays through radio waves). Observed
objects outside the solar system include stars, nebulae, galaxies, and all other matter. Observed objects
within the solar system include zodiacal light sources, meteoroids, asteroids, dust, micrometeorites,
and planetary radio ernission source. Other planetary observations (see Planetary Atmospheres,
Planetology, or Ionospheric Physics) and solar ob^:rvations (see Solar Physics) are excluded.
Observations of cosmic-ray particles are listed under Particles and Fields. Celestial mechanics
measurements are included under Geodesy and Gravimetry.
GEODESY AND GRAVIMETRY — This category includes experiments that measure size, shape, mass,
coordinates, altitudes, or gravity fields or experiments concerned with the mapping of a body. It
includes the mechanics of orbiting artificial and natural bodies.
IONOSPHERIC PHYSICS : This category includes observations of the ionosphere, which is defined as
that region of a planetary atmosphere which contains a significant number of free thermal electrons
on a daily ba6s and which has a free electron density maximum in the vertical direction. Its upper and
lower extents are roughly defined as the areas in which densities approach 10- 4 of the peak values.
Included are all in Situ and remotely sensed observations of ionospheric charged particles with thermal
energies. This category is used for remotely sensed propagation experiments that primarily focus on
the ionosphere, including very low frequency (VLF) and extremely low frequency (ELF) experiments;
for other remotely sensed propagation experiments, an appropriate category, such as Particles and
Fields, is used.
METEOROLOGY — This category includes observations made in the Earth's hydrosphere and atmosphere
up to the mesopause or D region.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS — TFe subcategory Particles includes all in situ charged-particle measurements
except those of thermal plasma in terrestrial or other planetary ionospheres (see Ionospheric Physics).
It includes all neutron measurements artd electromagnetic signal propagation experiments dfsigned to
measure columnar electron densities (except those in which the most significant portion of the free
electrons within the column is within ar. ionosphere). The subcategory Fields include; ail in situ
measurements of electric and magnetic fields. It includes VLF and ELF experiments other than those
primarily concerned with observii;g ionospheric properties. It excludes electromagnetic radiation
(radio waves through gamma waves) propagating away from remote sources. (In such cases, either
Solar Physics or Astronomy is used, as appropriate.)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES — This category includes all observations of the gaseous envelope above
the surface of a planet. For the Earth the lower limit for observations that belong in this category is
about 55 km, the height of the menopause or D region. (For studies below this altitude, Meteorology
is used.) The upper limit is defined as the transition !;wel to the lightest gas. This region overlaps the
ionosphere for planets w'-ich have an ionosphere; however, ionospheric observations are restricted to
observations related to the charge aspects of matter, while Planetary Atmospheres relates to the mass
aspects of matter (e.g., composition measurements). For cases in which both atmospheric and
ionospheric categories app l y, both may be used.
PLANETOLOGY — This category includes experiments for the purpose of deriving and analyzing data
from the solid or liquid parts (excluding the oceans of the Earth) of any solar system body. Chemical,
physical, and geologic studies or properties of gross or small surface features, materials of the surface,
internal properties, magnetic properties, etc., are included. Gravitational and geodetic experiments are
excluded from this category (see Geodesy and Gravimetry). When t he primary purpose of the study is
to measure the residual effects of some external phenomena (such as meteorite or cosmic-ray
impacts), the external phenomena should determine the choice of category. If necessary, the
experiment may be assigned to more than one category.
SOLAR PHYSICS — This category includes all solar observations regardless of the wavelength being
observed. the source region considered here extends outward from the Sun to include that area
observed with solar coronagraphs (nominally to 10 solar radii). All in situ measurements of electric or
magnetic fields and of particles for which the source is')elieved to be the Sun are considered to fall in
the domain of Particles and Fields.
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PREFACE
P
This document was produced through the efforts of many people. Outstand-
ing among them are the personnel at the National Space Science Data Cen-
ter (NSSDC), the Viking Project personnel at the -Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, and those investigators who have provided data. My thanks to all
of them.
NSSDC strives to serve the scientific community in a useful manner so that
the data deposited can be disseminated for continu?d and further analysis.
Scientists are invited to submit comments or recommendations regarding
the format of this Catalog, the data announ-ed herein, and the services
provided by NSSDC. Recipients are urged to inform others of its avail-
ability.
Robert W. Vostreys
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INTRODUCTION
THE VIKING PROGRAM
The two Viking missions to Mars -ach consiste& of an Orbiter and a Lander.
Viking 1 was launched on August 20, 1975, and was inserted into an areo-
centric orbit oil June 19, 1976. The Viking 1 Lander touched down in the
Chryse region at a latitude of 22.27°N and a longitude of 47.94°W on July
20, 1976. Viking 2 was launched on September 9, 1975, and was inserted
into an areocentric orbit on August 7, 1976. The Viking 2 Lander touched
uown in the Cydonia region at a latitude of 47.67°N and a longitude of
225.71°W on September 3, 1976. The primary Mission for 'fie two Vikings
lasted until November 8, 1976, and an extended mission lasted until May
1978 (1 full Martian year). A continued mission is expected to last until
March 1, 1979.
Both Vikings carried identical instrumentation and experiments. With the
exception of the seismometer on board the Viking 1 Lander, which failed
i	 to uncage, all experiment- functioned satisfactorily. The Orbiters carried
instrumentation for imaging, radio science, thermal mapping, and water
vapor detection. The Landers moasured characteristics of the Martian at-
mosphere from the time they separated from the Orbiters until they touched
down on the Martian surface. Then, on the surface, Lander instrumentation
was utilized for biology, imagery, meteorology, organic and inorganic
chemistry, physical properties, magnetic properties, radio science, and
seismology investigations.
NSSDC MISSION
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (^'SSDC) i s to be the
repository of space science data and the distributor of these data to the
scientific community. To organize and systematize the volume of data re-
ceived, NSSDC has a computerized file that maintains information oil space-
craft, experiments flown on the spacecraft, and data stored at NSSDC from
those experiments. For filin g purposes, these reco ,-ds are each given iden-
tification numbers (NSSDC ID's) utilizing a spacecraft/experimen~;data set
hierarchy. Data are ordered from NSSDC by these numbers.
NSSDC has reproduction services, data viewing resources, and personnel to
assist scientists in procuring the desired data products. In order to ac-
quaint the user public with the data products stored at NSSDC, the Data
Center publishes catalogs and other types of documents.
1
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CATALOG ORGANIZATION
NSSDC publishes catalogs of data for the disciplines described on the in-
side front cover. The purpose of this Catalog is to announce the present/
expected availability of scientific data acquired by the Viking missions.
This Catalog contains descriptions of the Viking spacecraft, experiments,
and data sets. An index is included that lists the team leaders and team
members for the experiments. There are also two appendixes: information
on NSSDC facilities and ordering procedures, and a list of acronyms and
abbreviations.
.,
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DATA DESCRiPTIONS
This section contains descriptions of the Viking spacecraft, experiments,
and data sets obtained from the NSSDC information system. Because NSSDC
is receiving Viking data on a continuing basis, experiment and data set
descriptions are included where .rata are scheduled to become available
through NSSDC in the future. This Catalog, for the most part, contains
descriptions of primary mission data; some extended mission data are also
included.
r
The descriptions are organized by spacecraft in the following order:
Viking 1 Orbiter (NSSDC ID 75-075A), Viking 1 Lander (NSSDC ID 75-075C),
Viking 2 Orbiter (NSSDC ID 75-083A), and Viking 2 Lander (NSSDC ID 7S-083C).
As mentioned previously, the NSSDC ID is a code used to identify spacecraft,
experiments, and data sets. Spacecraft ID's are appended with an experi-
ment sequence number (e.g., 75-07SA-01) and a data set sequence letter
(e.g., 75-075A-01A). Each spacecraft, experiment, and data set entry is
composed of two parts: a heading and a brief description. The spacecraft
heading includes selected orbit parameters for the Viking Orbiter space-
craft. In addition, the heading includes the launch date, spacecraft
common name, the NSSDC ID code, and spacecraft personnel. Spacecraft per-
sonnel for the Viking missions include the program manager (MG), program
scientist (SC), project manager (PM), and project scientist (PS). The
experiment heading includes the NSSDC experiment name, the NSSDC ID code,
and the names and affiliations of the team leader (TL) and team members
(TM) associated with the experiment. The data set heading includes the
time period covered by the data (when available and verifiable), the quan-
tity of data and the medium on which they are stored, and an indicator
describing the availability of the data. The indicators used to describe
the availability status of Viking data are:
"Data at NSSDC Being Processed" -- identifies data sets for
which documentation and verification activities are in pro-
cess. These data are usually sufficiently documented and
verified to satisfy routine requests.
"Data Identified but not Received" -- identifies data sets
that are not yet available at NSSDC, but for which descrip-
tive information is available.
11 Data in Published Reports" -- indicates that the data are
contained in a published report or journal, or that the only
accessible source of any reduced data from an experiment is
the published document.
d.^
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SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VIKING 1 URBI TLR
NSSDC ID - 75-L 754
tAUNCH DATE- 08/20775
ORPIT PARAMETERS
UNIT II IYPE - ANEOCENTR IC
	 EPOCH DATE- 06721776
O g BIT PERIOD-	 1479. MIN	 INCLINATION-	 37.9 .EG
PERIAPSIS-	 IS13, KM	 APOAPSIS-	 32600. KM
PERSONNEL
MG - W.	 JAKOBOWSKI
	 NASA Mf ADQUARiIRS
YOUNG	 NASA READQ UAR tf qS
PM - K.S. YATKINS
	 NASA-J EL
PS - E.W.	 SNYDER	 NASA-JPL
bR1EF DESCRIPTION
THE
	
VIKING
	 SP A CE CRAP	 CONSISTED Of	 AN ORPIIER AND A
LANCER.	 THE	 LANCER	 SE P ARATED	 {ROM THE ORBITER, ENIFR:D THE
MAR IIAN	 ATF0SPNERE, AND 5011-LANDED JUI I
 .0. 1V76.	 SCIENTIFIC
DATA	 WERE	 COLLECTED	 AND TNANS ► ITTED i0 EARTH FROM THE LANCER
DURING	 fNi g Y	 AND	 WHILE	 Ii	 WAS ON IHE SURFACE. AND FROM THE
URBI
IF
R	 Bf FCRE AND AFTER LANDEI SEPARATION.
	 1ME ORBITER WAS A
SOLAR - CELL -POWERED	 SAtELLI I 	 Sy A81LIZED	 IN	 THREE AXES USING
INERTIAL	 AND	 Cf LESIIAL
	 RE Ff Rf NOES.	 THERE WAS A I ')-W POWER
CAPACITY
	 FOR
	
IMF
	
ORBITfq,	 1;	 CARRIED	 INSiRU^I%TS	 FOR
CONDUCTING	 IMAGING,	 ATMO 5DMf RIC WA IER VAPOR. THERMAL MAPPING.
ANC
	
RND30	 SCIENCE	 INVESTIGATIONS.
	
THE
	 SCIENTIFIC
	
ANU
FMO TOGRAPHIC	 ANALYSIS	 INST IUMLNTS HAD A MASS Of APPROXIMATELY
72 KG (158 LB).
INVfS71GAT ION ANNE- ORBITER IMAGING
NSSDC ID- 75-CFSA-01
PERSONNEL
TL - M,N.	 CARR	 US LF Ol04ICAl SURVEY
W,A,	 BAUM ED WI LI OPSERVITORY
IM - H.
	 MASURSKV	 USGEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TM - I . BRIGGS
	 NASA-JPL
TM - J.A.	 CJTTS	 SCIENCE A11
14
	 INE
TM - T.C.
	 DUNPURY	 NASA -JPL
IM - K.P.	 SLA SIUS	 PLANE FART SCIENCE INST
TN - R,	 GREELEY	 ARIZONA STATE U
TM - J.E.
	 C.UES7	 U Of LONDON
TM - X.A.	 HOWARD	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TM - M.A.
	 SAI TM	 U Of AA11DNA
IM- L.A.	 SODERBLO N
	US GECLOGI CAL SURVEY
iM- J.
	 VEVENKA	 CORNELL U
iM - J.P.	 WEL L.. AN	 NASA-JPL
BPIEF DESCRIPTION
THE	 VINI N,;VISUAL
	
IMAGING SUBtYS TEM (ViS) CONSISTED Of
7Y14	 HIGH-RESOLU/IU N,	 SLOW-5CAN	 IFLE VISION	 FRAMING	 CAMERASM OUNTED	 ON	 THE SCAN PLATFOA4 Of EACH ORBITER WITH 1ME OPTICAL
..ES	 OFFSET 81 1.3E DEG.	 EACH OF 1ME TWO IDENTICAL CAMERAS OM
EACH	 ORFI TER	 MAD	 A	 475-MM	 FOCAL
	 LEN6TH TELESCOPE, A 3 	 MM
DIAMETER VIDICON, 7ME CENTRAL SECTION Of WHICH YAS SCANNkD IRA
RASTER	 FORMAT	 Of	 1056	 LINES	 BY 111,2 SAMPLES; AND SIX COLORI LL 1  RS	 TC	 RF SIR ICI	 THE	 SPECTRAL	 BAND PASS
	 Of	 AN IMAGE IO
LIMITED	 POP71GN5
	
OF	 THE
	 CAMERAS'	 NEAR-VISUAL PESPONSE
CHAR A CTERI 5/1(1.	 EACH	 FIELD	 OF VIEW WAS 1.54 OE4 N 1.69 DfG
HIT 	 EACH	 PICTURE ELEMENT (PIXEL) SUBTENDING 25 MICRORADIANS.
THE
	 SLIGHT	 Of FSIT	 Of	 THE
	 OPTICAL	 AXES	 AND	 THE ALTERNATE
SHUIT INING 
of 
U  OPERATION (THE INTERVAL BETWEEN FRAME  BEING
4.48	 S)	 PROVIDED	 OVERLAPPING.	 WI Df -SWATH	 COVERAGE	 OF	 THE
SURFACE.	 INDIVIDUAL
	 IMAGES	 ARE IDFNT IF IED BT PICTURE NUNR'A
(P1CNG),	 YMICH	 IS A UNIQUE IDENTIFIER OF IMF SCENE-
	 ELEMENTS
Of	 THE 
D04:
ICNE AS FOLLOWS: THE FIRST THREE DIGITS Df%U1E THE
RE VOLUTIN 	 )	 DURING YNICN	 THE
	 INAGf YAS SHUT if RFD;HE
LETTER	 A	 IS	 WINING OR  ITER 1. B IS VIKING ORBITER 2; AND THE
LAST	 TWO OIGIIS ARE THE FRAME NLMBf R,
.....................
ON TA 5 E T NAME- B/W PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGR APMV
ASSOC ID - 7S -i7SA-CIA
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT ASSOC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD LOWERED- )6/23/76 10
	 2/20/77
QUANTI IY Of DAIA-	 c6 FRAMES
FRIES DESCR1PT104
THIS
	
DAIA	 SET CONSISTS OF 4- A 5-IN. B/W NEGATIVES THAT
WERE RELEASED BY THE PROJECT FOR c UPl1C DISTRIBUTION. 	 SOME ARE
INDIVIDUAL	 FRAMES
	
ON M OSAICS Of POTENTIAL LANDING S1TE5 TAKEN
• ARLY IN THE MISSION.	 THE REST •ERE CHOSEN TO SHOW FEATURES OF
PARTICULAR	 INTEREST.	 Df SCRIFTIONS
	
OF	 EACH	 PHOIOGNAPN 	 OF
INCLUDED.
DATA k(I NAME- COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC IP- 75-075A-CID
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- C6112170 f0 06125/26
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 7 fRAMES
PRIES DESCRIPTION
THIS	 DATA	 SET	 CONSISTS OF	 4- K 5-IP. COLOR Nf6A11VES
RELEASED 91	 THE
	 PROJECT FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUI ION.
	 BECAUSE Cf
COLOR	 INACCURACIES	 IN 
NIPRO 
DU C II ON,	 IN E 	 COLORING CANNCI BE
CONSIDERED
	
ACCUPA11'
	 IT	 IS	 NOT	 M "SSIBLE	 TO	 REPRODUCE
ACCURATELY	 THE
	 RED	 SPECTRAL RAMGE THAT WOULI of YENCE.VED BY
THE
	 HUMAN EYE, BECAUSE
	 OF	 A LACK Of	 ADEQUATE	 DATA	 f0R
Y AVE L  NGTHS UT 65U NF1,
• ....................
DATA SET ANNE- I'll 1ECIILINF/Q PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 75-0754-LIB
AVAILABILITY Of DAIA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVEREP- 06/22176 10 05/13/77
Q')A47111 Of DA I A- 12843 fRAMfS
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONIH ESE	 DATA, SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER IMAGING TIAN, ARE ON
5-	 N	 5-IM.	 B/W FILM AND REPRf SETT INE SUN, ,, CF AS VIEWED FROM
THE	 OR 91 Tf.	 SCAN	 PLATFORM	 WITHOUT GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS FOR
OBLIQUE -V If WING
	 D1I To "IT
	 MOST IMAGES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO
PROCESSED	 VERSIONS;	 (1) 1.1 SHADING CORRECTED (SCR2) VERSION,
SUITABLE	 FUR	 ALBEDO CONTRAST AND PHOTOG'AMMFIP I[ STUDIES; AND
(2)	 THE	 HIGH-PASS	 fILTf RED	 INGF)	 VERSION,	 WHIZ.	 PROVIDES
MAXIMUM	 {EATURE	 DISCRIMINA 8 ILI T Y	 (A1 THE COST Of TRUE ALMEDO
CONTRAST),	 ROTH VERSIONS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED TO AEMOVf OR FILL
IN	 If LEME I q Y BIT ERRORS, CAMERA BLEMISHIS. AND N OMUNIFORMIT I ES
1N	 VIDICON	 RESPONSE.	 CORRECTED
	
DATA
	 ARE
	 THEN	 LINEAR LySTRETCHED	 IN	 CONTRAST	 TO FILL THE OINAMIC RANGE Of THE fILM,
EACH	 PROCESSED
	 PICTURE	 HAS
	
A	 DATA	 BLOCK	 CONTAINING
	 ALL
PERTINENT' 	 ORMA110N FOR iME IMAGE. 10 SELECT THESE DAIA, USE
THE
	 SE DR	 (7S-O7SA-CIE);	 IHE	 REC IILINEAI	 AND ORTHOGRAPHIC
PH0IOGRAPNV
	 14 DEK	 l7S-C7SA-01L);
	 IHE QUADAANT, LATI TUGS. AND
LOMi,ITUDF	 INDEX	 (7S-C7SA-O/M);	 OR	 IHE
	
1C-CEG 80'	 'No"75- 	 IN ORDERING.	 SPECIFY	 BOTH THE PICNO AND THE
ROLL/f ILE NUMBER.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- B/W ONTNOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 75-075A-01C
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA Al ASSOC BEING PROCESSED
TI M E PERIOD COVERED- 07/23/76 TO 05113/17
QUANTITY Of DATA- 3682 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DATA, SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER IMAGING TEAM, ARE ON
5-
15-
	
B/W
	 FILM AND ARE A SUBSET Of THE TOTAL IMAGE SET
THAT HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED 10 AN ORTNO GRAPHIC MAPPING PA
 0, f C T ION
SO	 THAI THE SCENE APPEARS AS IF VIEWED FROM DIRECTLY OVERHEAD.
INE
	 CENTER	 OF	 P P CJf CTION :N ALL CASES IS THE CENTER POINT Of
THE
	 FRAME,	 TO PRESERVE MAXIMUM DISC RIMINABILITY OF FEATURES.
'iE 511E Of THE P P OJFCTED ]IMAGE IS FORMATTED TO FILL. AS NEARLY
AS	 POSSIBLE,	 THE
	
MASK	 DIMENSIONS	 (1564	 PIXELS
	 SQUARE).
T MERE F ORE. IHE SCALE WILL VART FROM :RAGE TO IMAGE IN A S'AIES.
THIS	 1S	 ESPECIALLY	 EVIDENT	 IN	 THOSE	 SEQUENCES OPIAINED AT
PEIIAPS15 WHEN THE VIEWING GEOMETRY AND ANNGE ARE CHANGING MOST
RAPIDLY.	 THE	 SCALE
	 Of EACH IMAGE IS GIVEN IN THE DATA BLOCK
UNDER	 5C1
	
(AM/PI AFL).
	 7. SCALE BAN TO THE RIGHT OF THE IMAGE
FACILITATES
	
PRO T OGR APHIC
	 RECONST R NC T I ON OF A SERIES OF IMAGES
TO	 A	 SIMILAR	 SCALE.	 NOT	 ALL	 IMAGES	 ARE AVAILABLE IN INE
ORTHOGRAPHIC
	 VERSION.	 MOST ORT ,OGRAPHIC IMAGES AVAILABLE WERE
PRODUCED IN THE N 
G 
I 
WE 
151 ON AND, TNE1E/ORE, DO NOT PRESENT TRUE
ALBEDO	 CHARACTERISTICS.
	 10	 SELECT	 TRISE	 DATA, USE THE SE 11(75 -07
	
THE RECITE 
TAN 
AMC ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
I40f9
	 (75-075A-01L);
	
THE
	 9UADRAN71	 LATITUDE.
	 AND LONGITUDE
INDEX (75-075A-01MI; OR THE 1C-DEG BOX INDEX 175-075A-011)-
	 IN
ORDERING,	 SPECIFY BOTH THE PICNO AND THE ROLL / FILE NUMBER.
.....................
DATA SFT NAME- REC I ILINEAR AND ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
1NOEX ORDEPED 8T ROLL/FILE NURSER
NSSDC ID- 75-07SA-C1L
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY Of DATA-
	 4 CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE
01
t	 ^
f
t
MIGI;1^
OF PURR PACE
QUAL1 
IS
I DESCRIPTION	 TY
IMIS	 PAIA	 SET	 IS	 ON M/W .l[RUF ICNE GENERATED AI NSSDC
wA RDCOPT
	 SUPP11lD BY IHE OAB'IE n IMAGING TEAM.	 INE DATA
AN INDEX 10 THE III( III INE AN 175-O75A-C1PI AMD ORTHOGRAPHIC
115-07SA-OTC)	 PHOTO GAAPHY, A ND ARE SON TED BT All L I I ILf 411:911).
THE	 INDEA	 LISTS	 INE	 PIIIU.I	 NUMBER I PI(N0) AND TNf VFaS10N
(IRMO(LAB).	 IMF
	
INDEK	 IS PERIODICALLY UPDATED 61 TNf IR46ING
TEAM.
DAIA SP  NAME- INDEK 0E IMAGES OR DINED BI QUADRANT,
	
LA711W If	 AMD LONGI111 Df ON MICR
RI I;
MSS*(. 10- 75-GISA-OIM
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 1 REEL($) Of MICPOFILM
BRIEFDESCRIV • I ON
I"ESF	 DAt4, SUPPLIED BY THE ON81111 IMAGING TEAM, ARI IN
INDEX	
I 
	 RECTILINEAR, ORTHOGRAPHIC, AND MOSAIC IMAGES OR D  AID
BY QUADRANT, LATITUDE,
	 AND LONG. IUD, ON 16-RM MICROFILM.	 A
QUADRANT	 IS INE OF INE 30 SEC110NS INTO WHICH THE MARS SURFACE
IS	 DIVIDED OM	 1HE	 SFI	 01 USGS 1:5,000,000 SCALE MAPS. 	 1.1
I M.0 MITION	 LISTED	 INCI ODES	 PICNU.	
CENTER
	 LAll IUDf. [INFER
LONGI IUDf,	 lNL 10F MCI	 ANGLE,	 EMISSION AN Gk E, FILTER, RANGE IO
SUA IACE,
	 SCR -2
	
VERSION.	 NG/ VERSION, ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION
VERSION,	 AND
	 TOUR	 POSSIBLE	 MOSAIC	 APPEARANCES.
	 THIS	 IS
CON51 OF A E 0 IHf BEST	 AND MOST	 COMPLE 
I 
	 11)ItI	 FOR ORDERING
ORBITER ::AGES IRJM NSSDC.
DATA SET NAME- 10-DEG BOX INDEX AND LATITUDE AND
LONGITUDE INDEX ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID - 75-07 SA- 011
AVAILABILITY Of DAIA SET- DATA AI NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY Of DATA-
	 1 LARD(S) Of B/Y 141CROFICHE
PRIEf OESCRIPTION
IH IS
	
DATA	 III, SUPPLIED BY THE OR81TER IMAGING TEAM, IS
ON	 B/W MI CROFICNE.
	 I1 CONSISTS Of IY0 INDEFES:
	 CNE LISTS INE
IMAGES	 BY	 CENTER	 LAIIIUDf, AND T,IE OIHfA LISS THE IMAGES BT
IO-DEG	 BOIES LF LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE. 	 INE FIRST III. IS AI C
DEGLONGITUDE AND IN; NORTH POLE. AND COVERS THE AREA 0 DEG TO
1C DEG W LOM611UDE AND QC DEG TO 80 DEG N LA TI IUDE.
	 IHE Sf COND
BOX IS 1- DEL 
TO 
20 of  Y LONGITUDEsf IUDf AND 90 
OF 
4 i0 PG DEG N
I AT  IUDf.	 TNF LA IITUDE AND L0NGI TUC 
	 Of IMF INTERCEPT POINT 5
(CENTER
	
Of	 1NAGE)	 ARE	 USED FOR THESE COMPUTATIONS. AND ONLY
IMAGES WNf RE INE INTERCEPT POINT 5 IS ON THE PLANET (EMAS LT 9'
DEG) ARE LI • T[D.	 EACM INDfT CONIRINS iHFSF PAR4Mf TFRS:
	 PI(N0:
FRAME	 ST AR7	 CJJNT	 (f SCI	 NU:BFQ:	 CENIkR	 LAIITUDf:	 CENTER
LONGITUDE: EMISSION ANGLE, TNf RNGLE BETWEEN THE SOAFACE 40PARL
AND	 THE
	
LINE
	
TO	 TNF	 SPACECRAFT: INCIDENCE ANGLE. THE ANGLE
BF TWEEN	 TNf	 SURFACE	 NORMAL AND THE LINE TO THE SUN: RANGE TO
SURFACE:	 AND MANS TIME.
DATA SET NAME- SEDR PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT DATA ON
AICAUI ICNE
NSSDC ID- 75-0754-011
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME P ERIOD COVERED- 06/23/76 TO 09/20/76
QUANTITY 0 1 DAL/	 24 CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SF
	 DATA 
ARE ON B/W MICROFICHE SUPPLIED BT THE ORBITER
IMAGING	 IFAR.	 THIS	 DATA	 SIT	 IS	 DERIVED	 FRO M	INE VIKING
SUPPLEMENTARY 	 	 DATA	 RECORD (SE O1).	 11 DEFINES THE
Gf OMETRICAL	 AND OTHER OBSERVATIONAL CONDITIONS THAT PERTAINED
TO	 'VERY	 VIS
	
/RIME
	 ACQUIRED.	 PICTURES	 ARE
	 LISTED	 IN
14.... LOG  CAL	 ORDER	 Of	 AC DU I'., ION, ID[NT IFIED PY PIC NO WI'.
S I A
	
FRAMf5 ON A PAGE.
	 SEVENTY-EIGHT PARAMETENS. YNICH INCLUDE
TNf
	 FOLLOWING IYPIS OF INFORM AIION. ARE INCLUDED:
	 l..F Of 1.f
EVENT:	 CAMERA	 INFORMATION,	 INCLUDIN(,	 IDEN71FICAIION	 AND
fX ►OSUAf.	
ORR'FEE	
POSITION AND CAMERA ORIENTATION; FRAME SIIE
AND 3 IENTA1l.. ON INE SURFACE: LAI ITUDf. LONGITUDE, AND RANGE
FOR	 THE
	
CENTER	 AND
	 CORNERS Of
	
THE
	
iRAN1
	 VIFWI NG ANGLE.
LIGHTING
	 AMGIF, AND PHASE ANGLE 01 INE CFNIE. AND CORNERS: AND
ROLL	 AND	 FRAME	 NUMPERS	 FOR	 IUENTIf PING DIFFERENT PROCESSED
VERSIONS OF EACH FRAME.
DATA SET NAME-940805. DE IMOS. STAR. IEN41NAT04, 6ND
LIMB IMAGE$ INDEK ON MICR Of ICHF
NSSDC ID- 7S-C7SA-0IK
AVAILABIIITY Of DATA SE I- G! T A Al NSSD( Bf ING PROCESSED
QJANiIIt Of DAIA-	 1 (ARDIS) OF H/Y MI( p CI CNI
NRIFE OFSCRIP110IF
THIS DATA SET IS AM INDEX OF IMAGES OF INE MARTI A N ROOKS,
STARS,	 MAAS
	 IERMINAIOR,	 AND	 MARS	 LIMB	 OM	 6/Y	 MllhOF IC HE
I'[ 
ME  AVID AT NSSDC IRON NANDCOPI SUPPLIED hT TNf DANIIF
MAGING TEAM.
	
11 LISTS PICNO: Ill i E A: FAPDSU AE: THE RANGE IRO.
THE	 ORBITER
	 TO	 PHOBOS, 011405. ANt IHE LI MB Of MAAS: AND tHF
SURFACE
	 [OORDINATFS OF THE C.ANEP ON CENTER OF INE PICTURE, 11
MANS APPEARS IN THE PICTURE.
	 A 'I ANIhAIOY' PICTURE IS D..1.1.
AS	 A PIC LURE FOR WNICN AT LEAST O.E CORNER IS ON TNf UhLIGNTcD
P ORTION OF THE MA AS SURFACE.
	 A 'LIMP' PICIULf NAS AI LEAS1 ONET.
ORM14 OFF IMF SURIAIE 'NIT RYET.
.....................
DATA SET N A ME- B/Y MOSAICS
NSSDC 10- 75-075A-0II
AVAILAbILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT ASSOC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERf D- 06/23/7! 1C 1210F/77
QUANTITY OF DAIA -	 306 ERA ► ES
BNLEF DESCRIPTION
THE SF	 DATA, SUPPL 110 61 THE ORBIIFN IMAGING IE AM, AR! 4-
A	 5-IN.	 B/W MOSAICS.
	 NAND-RENDERED MOSAICS ARE AV AI
	 BE, FUN
MUCH OF	 THE
	 COVERAGE 0SIRI NfO PY IMF VIKING ORdIlkA CAMERAS.
FOR THE MOST PA R1, THESE MOSAICS PROW16E CONTIGUOUS COVERAGE Of
SCENES	 MADE UP FROM INDIVIDUAL IMAGES, AND NO AIIEFLPT HAS PEEN
MADE	 10 CONFORM TO A GL Ob AL C. NY A 
0  
WE I.	 MEASUREMENTS MADE
F.O. 1. ESf MOSAI
	 WILL f1F HIGHLY 14A000'ATE.
	
0 05AICS F'RCDGCED
P 
	 THE UNITED	
Cl
STATES GEOLOGICAL SO  VEY (USGS) OF 51"A TED AS MC
QUADS CR MC
	 5UBOVADS	 AND
	 BUILT UPON THE APPROPRIAI' S. ACED
RELIEF MAP ARE VAIID MAPPING COVERAGE.
	 EACH MOSAIC, IDFNTIFIf'
BY	 I.E.PREFIX 211- AND A f0UN-D1C.IT NUMBER, IS SUPPLIED WITH A
FOOTPRINT	 Pi 07
	 PROVIDING TNf INDIVIDUAL P ICNU AS WELL AS ROLL
AND FILE OM DEA NUMBERS FOR IN' INDIVIDUAL FRAMES MAKING UP 
IN MOSAIC.	 All OF THESE NUMBER! SHOULD BE SPECI F IED WHEN CRDFR G
INDIVIDUAL FRAMES.
	 IN A YEN CASES 'HERE THE PAS	 CU(All VERSION
OF A FRAME IN IN 
	 MOSAIC 15 N07 AVAILABLE, A	
AS
	 VERSION Of
FIAT	 FRAME
	 IS 	 	 ON IHE FOOTPRINT P LOT.	 THE I^SAIC
SUMMARY AND INDIA (7S-C7SA-0111 SHOULD dF USED TO SELECT DATA.
DATA SET NAME- 040511, SUM-A41 AND INDEX ON MILK Of1CNE
NSSDC LD- 75-075 A-C"
AVAILABILITY Of DAIA SE I- DA/A AT NSSDC BEING YSOCESSED
QUANTITY 0f 	 OF  2 CARDIS) Of B/Y M1C IT
	 ICNE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 DAIA	 SET,	 SUPPLIfD
	 BY	 'HE OR PII,I IMAGING TEAM,
CONSISTS	 OF	 A	 SUMMARY AND INDEA Of VIKING 
I  
BIIEH
	 .'A 
I'S CH
N/W
	
M ICA011CHf.	 THE
	 SUMMAFIT CON T AIMS IDENTIFICA 110N NUMBFA.
MOSAIC	 ID,	 CONMENII
	
(AREA	 OR	 FEATURES IN VIEW), PRODUCTION
T 141,	 REVOlUT1O.1 NUMBER,	 NUMBER Of IMAGL5 MOSAICKEC, M)hIMUA
AND MAXIMUM LATITUDE. AND W INI.UM AND : AKI M UM LONGITUDE.	 THISSUMMARY
	 IS	 FOLLOWED b y
 AN INDE/ ORDERED HY P1CNO NUMBER THAT
CROSS-REFERENCES
	 IN 	 PAGE NUMBER Of THE MOSAIC IN THE SUMMARY
SECTION.	 THE
	 INDEK	 INCLUDES. PICNO,
	 CENTRAL	 LATITUDE, AND
IFNYA AL LONGITUDE OF EACH PHOTO IN INE MOSAIC.
DATA SET NAME- E/W STEREO PAIRS
NSSDC ID- 75-07SA-014
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/23176 TO 04/22/77
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 28 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONTHESE
	 DATA, SUPPLIED HY THE 0RBITIR IMAGING TEAM, ARE ON
5-	 X 5-IN. ./Y FILM AND CONSIST OF / RAN f5 I., NIIFIED AS HAVING
OVERLA P PIN,	 COVERAGE.	 STEREO	 STUDIES	 Of	 VIAING IMAGES ARE
STILL	 IN THE EARLIEST STAGES AND NO STEREO PRODUCT AS SUCH 045
4	 Z	 DEFINED.	 FR 4MES
	 SHOULD
	
OF ORDERED IN INE O0
	 11. RA PNIC
VERSION	 FOR	 STEREO STUDIES.
	 IT I.0 U)0 BE UNDERS TOOC INAT TOE
VISUAL	 IMAGING	 SUBSYSTEM ON IN E VIKING I.P. TENS WAS NO1 Yf LL
AD AP "
	 FOR	 ACQUIRING STENCO OITA, IN11 THIT THEIR A(QUISI110N
WAS	 N01	 A	 MAJOR OPJECIIVE OF INE PRIMARY MISSION.
	
THE PAIRS
CONTAIN
	 SIGNIFICANT	 BUT VARIABLE AMOUNTS OF OVERLAP.	 IN SOME
CASES	 THE
	 TWO	 FRAMES WERE TAKEN AT WIDELY DIFFERENT TI : ES SO
THAT	 LIGHTING	 CONDITIONS DID .01 MA TIN WELL.
	 STEREO COVE RA GF
Of	 MIGHER QUALITY
	 AND	 GREATER	 QUANTI IT WAS OB TAINEO IN THE
EXTENDED MISSION AND WILL BE AVAILABLE AT A LATER TIME.
;04
5
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED TH(RPAL MAPPING (IRTM)
NSSDE TO- 75-075A-02
PERSONNEL
	
IL - H.M.	 K'EFfER	 U Of CALIF, LA
TM -	 M1NCN	 CAI If 1NS1 OF TECH
	
TR - F.D.
	 MINER	 NASA-JPL
TN - G.
	 NEUGEdAUER	 CALIF 1451 OF TECH
	
IN - S.C.
	 CHASE, JR.	 SANTA BAREARA RES CTR
ERILF DESCRIP110N
IME
	 PURPOSE	 Of	 THE	 TRI P
 EXPERIMENT WAS 10 MEASURE THE
T EMPERATURI$
	 Cf	 Ink
	
ATPOSPNERI
	
AND
	 AREAS ON THE SURFACE OF
MARS.
	 THE AMOUNT OF SUN'IC,
 T RLfLECTEO NY IME PLAhfI YA •. ALSO
M E A SURED.	 THE	 IRIM	 y AS A M UL II C^ i NNEL RADIOMETER MOUNTED ON
THE
	 ORBITER'S SCAN PLAIf URM,	 FOUR SMALL IF LF SCOPES, EACH WI TN
SEVEN	 IN F RARED	 DE IOC TORS,	 WERE	 AIAED PAN ALI EL TO IHE VISUAL
IMAGING	 OPTICAL AXIS, AND MADE OWSERVAIICNS EVERY 1.12 S.
	
TNf
INSTRUMENT	 WAS
	
CAPAHLE
	 OF	 M EASURING
	 DIFFERENCES Of	 1 C
INROU
	 UT	 A	 If . PER1IURE RAN CE OF -111 C TO • 57 C-
	 141 FIELD
Of VIEW WAS C10E JL AR. 5 MILLIRAD 1 0 .S Ih DIANE TER.
DATA SET NAME- DECAL IF RA I 1 0 1 N f R AA E 	 THERMAL M A P P I N(
DAIA ON MAGNETIC IN PE
NSSDC ID- 75-CISA-OLA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/,2/76 TO 09/09/76
GUANIIIY Cf DATA-	 13 RftL(S) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
ERIEf DESCRIPTION
THESE
	
DX TA
	 ARE
	 CONTAINED	 ON 9-TRACK, bINAll, 1,]O-bII
MAGNETIC TAPE SUPPLIED 8Y THE INVESIIGAIIDN TEAM, THEY CONTAIN
THE DF CALINRATED VALUES OF BRIGHTNESS FOW EVERY OBSERVATION AND
A VAR I  IY CF GE ME/RICAI PAP AME TENS TO OF  1NE THE AREA VIEWED
AND
	
I F
	 PERTINENT	 ORSERVAIIONA,	 PARAMETERS,
	 INCLUDED ARE
HEADER	 RECORDS SPECIFYING THE GEOMETNY Of THE ORBIT AND Of THE
SHA(FC HAFT AI TM: TIME Of THE OPSI RVATIONAI SlQUENCE, AN  DA•A
RFCONDS GIVING Tnf BRIGHTNFSS
 DATA AND THE GEOMETRIC PARAMEIERS
PE R TAlN1NG 10 EACH MEASUREMENT.
INVESTIGATION NAME- MARS ATMCSPHENIC WATER DETECTION (MAWD)
NSSDC 10- 75-075A-C3
PERSONNEL
	
IL - C,B.	 FANNER	 NASA-JPL
	
TM - D.D.	 LAPOR TE	 SAN IA BARdARA RES CIR
	
D.W.	 DAVIES	 NA5A-JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MAWD USED AN IN F RARED CRATING SPECTROMETER MOUNTED ON
THE
	 ORB I TEN	 SCAN	 PLATiORM	 TNAF	 WAS EON ISIGMT EO WITH 	 THE
TELEVISION CAME RAS AND IME IRTM,
	
'HE INSTRUMENT M EASURED SOLAR
INFRARED	 RADIATION	 REFLECTED	 FROM	 TMF	 SURFACE
	 T H ROUGH THE
ATMOSPHERE 10 THE SPACE CNAT I- 	 SPECTRAL INTERVALS WERE SELECTED
COINCIDENT	 WITH THE yXVCLENGIN Of WAiE T. VAPOR ABSORPIION LINES
IN	 TM: 1,1- M ICROMEIER BAND,	 THE VUANIITV OF y AT EN VAPOR ALONG
THE
	 LINE
	
OF
	
SIGHT	 WAS PE AS::REO FR! 1 TO 100 MICROMETERS OF
PRICE P ITABLI	 WAIFR	 WITH	 AN ACCURACY OF S PiRCENT OR BETTER,
THE
	 INSTANTANEOJS	 FIELD	 Of VIEW OF TNf INSTRUMENT WAS 2 X 17
MILLIRADIANS,
	
AND	 A STEPPING NIPPON ROTATED THE LINE Of SIGN;
THROUGH	 15 POSITIONS TO PROVIDE A ROUGMIY NECIANGULAR FIELD Of
viCW OF 17 X 31 0 1(L 1W4DIA%,.
..............•......
DATA SET NAME- MAWD RADIANCE AND GEOPEIRY DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC 1D- 75-07SA-01A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCF5SED
IIPE PERIOD COVERED- 06/18/76 TO 01127/77
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 21 REELS) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
GRIEF DESCR!HTI ON
THE 5E
	
DATA	 ARF	 CONTAINED ON 9-IIA(X, BINARY, 800-BPI
MAGNETIC TAPE SUPPLIED BY THE INVESTIGA LION 'CAM.	 THEY CONTAIN
THE
	
DE C AC IBRATED	 VALUES	 Of	 IHE	 INfNARED RADIANCE FROM EACH
OBSERVATION AND A VARIETY OF GEOMETRICAL PARAM_TERS THAT DEf INS
THE
	
AREA	 VIEWED,	 AND	 INCLUDE	 PERTINENT	 CBSERVATIONAL
PARAMETERS.
	
EACH	 TAPE
	
RECORD CONTAINS ALL THE DATA FROM ONE
COMPLETERASTER	 (15	 CONSECUTIVE MCA 5U IFEMENT S), INCLUDING 181
RADIANCES
	
AND	 THE	 AREA OF	 THE	 SURFACE VI ENE D, FOLLOWED BY
AVERAGE	 VALUES FOR	 Tnf	 WHOLE	 FINS TEN AS WELL AS PERTINENT
GEOMETRICAL AND TIMING INf ORMATI ON.
..........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ORBITER RADIO SCI100 C I
Assoc TD- FS-0751-G1
PERSONNEL
	
It - Y.M.	 MICHAEL, JR.	 NASA-LANE
	
TM - I.I.
	
SHA ► ILO
	 MASS INST Of IECM
IM - 4,
	
F"L"'
	 NASA-JPL
	
J.G.	 DAVIES	 U 01 MANCHESTER
	
IM - D.L.
	 CAIN	 NASA-JPL
	
IM - M,D.
	 GROSS'	 RAYTHEON CORP
	
TM - G,L.
	
11L IN
	
STANFORD U
	
IM - l.P.
	 ", E NXLE	 NASA -JPL
	
TM - R.H,	 TOLSON	 NASA-'ARC
	
IM - C.T.	 STEITRIED	 NASA-JPL
IF NASA -JPL
RFASENBf N%i	 MASS IMST OF TECH
BRIEF DESCRIFTION
THERE AMC FOUR DISTINCT SETS Of VIKIN4 p "TO SCIENCE DATA
-- THAI  USING ORBITER DATA AND ONE PRIMARILY USING LANDS. DATA
WIT. CAL'HRA110.5 FROM ORBITER DAIA, IME ORBITER TRACKING
DATA, OB TAIMEG FROM THE TWO-WAY ORBITER-f ANTH S-BAND I.ND A-BAND
RADIO	 LINOS, CONSIST Of DOPPLER FREQUENCIES ANJ 'IMF-OF-FLIGHT
RANGE	 MEASUREMENTS.	 THESE DETERMINED ;ME POSITION AND MOTION
Of	 THE
	 ORBITERS,	 AND CAN BE	 USED 10 STUDY	 THE MARS
GRAVITATIONAL	 FIELD,	 THE
	 PLASMA IN INTERPLANEIAPY SPACE, AND
THE	 STRUCTURE
	 Of THE SOLAR COM^^...,	 THE OCI LIAT ION DATA HANDIMF
OBTAINED FROM THESE SAME RADIO LINKS BY ANALOG RECORDING OF THE
SIGNAL WHFN A SPACECRAFT WAS PASSING INTO OR OUT OF OCCUL 7AIION
WI IN	 MAR 5.
	 IHE DATA CAN BE USES' 10 PP DUCE ALTITUDE PR0 FIE ES
Of	 IHE
	 TEMPERATURE,
	 DENSITY,	 AVD PRESSURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE
(INCLUDING
	
IME
	 IONOSPHERE)
	 AND TO MEASURE THE RADIUS OF THE
PEARCE	 USING A LANGI
	 NUMBER Of SURFACE P0IN T X .	 THE 	 OF
PRO P1.IIES
	 ASPECT	 OF THIS INVESTIGATION UT IL: T ED THE UN 	 IS BY
M" 1)
	 SIGNAL	 ON WN1 CM	 THE	 LANDERS
	
TRANSMITI:O	 DATA 10 THE
ORBITERS.
	
Al	 THE	 8EGINNING OR	 :NO Of A DATA TRANSMISSION
SESSION,	 WHEN	 THE
	 000I1tR WAS NEAR THE LANDER'S NOR IJON, THE
SIRCNGIN Of	 /NE RFCCIVED SIGNAL WAS RICORDED,AS A FUNCTION Of
TIME.	 THESE
	 SIGNAL
	 "FADING	 PATTERNS•"	 RESULTING	 FRO
INTFRACl'ON Of THE RAD10 WAVES YIT:F 7 M MARTIAN SURFACME,
CONTAIN	 INFORMATION AB"I
	 INC	 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF 	 THE
SURFACE
	 NEAR	 IHE
	 LANDERS.
	 THE LANDER TRACKINU DATA FROM THE
TWO-WAY	 DIRECT LAN LAND
	 S- BAND LINK, PERMIT OETERMINATION
OF THE LOCATION Of 7HE LANDERS AND STUDIES OF IME MOTION Of THE
PLANET,
DATA SET NAME- SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTY DATA >'OTS ON
MIf RO1IL0
NSSDC 'D- 75-075A-04A
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TITH E PERIOD COViRFD- 07/21/76 TO 10/04/76
QUANTITY Of DA T A-	 1 REEL(S) Of MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IHESF DAIA ARE ON 1u-MM MICROFILM GENERATED B1 NSSDC fR011
PAPER PLOTS SUHPL IED BY 1NE RADIO SCIENCE TEAM,
	
THE PLOTS SNOW
AMPL I TUDL	 V5	 TIME OF LANDER IELtMSETRY SIGNALS NICE IVED BYTHE
ORB!TFRS.
	 THIS DATA SET INY I UDFS ORBITER 2 AND LANDER 1 AND 2
DAIA-	 THERE
	 ARE	 11(A EE
	 5ECI'ONS	 TO	 THE	 DATA:	 MULTI PATH
RESIDUAL	 DATA FROM '_0.1)(0 1 10 1 1 1111EN 1, GAIN AND AXIAL RAT 10
^ATA	 FROM LANPiR 2 TO ORBITER 2, ..ND GAIN AND AXIAL RATIO DATA
FROM LANDER 2 TO ORBITER 1.
DATA SET NAME- RADIO OC CULTA71ON OBSERVAI'.:NS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-075A-018
AVAILABILITY OF DA T A SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TI 	 PERIOD COVERED- 10/06/76 TO 11/01/76
QUANil 11 OF DAIA-
	 7 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
T NE SE	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED BY	 1NE
	
RADIO	 SCIENCE TEAM, ARE
CONTAINED ON ]-'RACK,	 B00-BPI, BCD MAGNf7IC 'APES.
	 IN ONE
OCCULTATION US SIRVATION SEVERAL HUNDRED TO SEVERAL TM'JUSAND
MEASUREMENTS OF	 DOPPLER
	 FR
	 MERE NADE USING EI T-(ER THE
S-BAND OR X-BAND
	 FREQUENCIES, OR BOTH.	 FOR EACH MEASU,FCALNI
THERE
	 IS TRAJECTORY INFORMATION AND F^EGO'ENCY INFORMATION-
	 ON
THE TAPES, ?RAJECTORY FILES GIVING THE POSITION AND VILOC'TY Of
TNf ORBIIEN AND EAR TN RELATIVE TO NABS Al1ERNA_ YITP DATA
FILES GIVING THE MEASURED DOPPLER FREQUENCY OR FREQUENCIES AT
CORRFSPONDING TINES.
.a
i
T
t ^^
I
I
6
Y'
OR
6
R
DATA SET NAME- ORBITER RADIO SCIENCE TRACKING DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 10- 75-07SA-041)
AYAILABIL III OF DATA SET- DATA IDS N T If Stu PUT r,OT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
THESE
	
7-TRACK, 800-9Pl
	
MNGNE II( TAPES. SUPPI LEO tlI INF
RADIO	 SCIENCE TEAM• ARE MERGED AND Rff ORMA1.ED VERSIONS OF TNf
ORIGINAL PROJECT TRACKING TAPES.	 EACH 4ECUND CONININS AL	 OII A
SUBSET	 OF	 THE	 FOLLOWING	 PARAMETERS:	 TIME.	 S - SANO DOPPLER
FREQUENCY. A-BOUND DOPPLER FREQUENCY, S-BAND RANGE AND X-BAND
RANGE ILIGHI TIME IN NANOSECONDS). AND (ERIAIN ]RACKING STATION
Ihf
	
OR M A IION,	 SPACING BE 1WEEN DOPPLER POINTS IS 1 MIN OR LESS
AND BETWEEN RANGING POINTS 1S FROM 5 TO 20 MIN. 	 /0R OR IT
Of	 THE
	
DOPPLER AND RANGE TRACKING DATA FROM THE ORBITERS. TWO
TYPES
	
Of	 ADDI110NAL	 DATA	 ARE	 REQUIRED:	 (I) ORBIFIJI :TATS
VE CIORS	 --	 IIESE	 ARE	 TABULATIONS	 (USUALLY	 DAILY)	 Of	 IN,
POSITION	 AND	 VEL OCIIT
	
VECTORS
	 Of	 THE SPACECRAFT IN VARIOUS
COORDINATE STS TEMS•	 AND	 (2) CALENDAR OF ORBITER HART UVkRS --
THESE
	
ARF CHRON 0LDGICAI	 LIS IINGS Of	 TNf	 "." OF ORBIItR
MANEUVERS.	 PROPULSIVE	 MANEUVERS CHANGED IM F SPACECRAFT 011811
DISCONlINUOUSLI.	 NOMPROPUISIVE	 RANFUYKRS,	 WHICH RFFFLT
REORIENTED THE ORBITER. ARE NEVERT HELF SS LLEARLY VISIBLE IN FME
DOPPLER	 DATA.	 THESE	 TWO ADDIIIONAI Tf'ES OF SUPPORTING JAYA
ARE INCLUDED AS PART Of THIS DATA SET.
DATA SET NAME- DECAIIBRAIED RANGE DAI, ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-075A-O:E
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NUT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
THESE	 DATA.	 SUPPLIED BY THE RA0111 SCIENCE TEAM, ARE ON
7-TRACX ♦ 	 BOD-BPI MAGNETIC TAPES. 	 FOR TNf 'GOOD' RANGE POINTS•
WHI'H	 ARE
	
A	 SUBSET	 OF IHE RANGE POIN 15 ON IHf TRACKING 0-7A
/APES	 (SEE	 75-075 A-DAD).	 THE	 RESULTS OF	 AN	 EXIENSI VE
CALIBRATION PROGRAM ARE PRESENTED. 	 THE PARAMETERS LISTED ARF
/INE,	 UNCORRECTED	 RANGE	 IN NANOSECONDS. CORRECTION FOR TIME
DELAY	 IN THE SPACECRAFT TRANSPONDER, CORRECTION FOR TIME DELAY
IN	 THE	 TRACKING	 SIA 110N EQUIPMENT.	 CORRECTION	 FOR 1 
H F
IN/ERPLANETARI PLASMA EFFECT (FROM COMPARISON Of S- AND X -BA.IT
DAIA), AND FINAL CORRECTED RA IIGE. THE LATTER 51'.OULD BE 1HF
BSS; OBTAINABLE VALUE Of THE RANGE BETWEEN THE TRACKING STATION
ANTENNA AND THE SPACECRAFT ANTENNA.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VIKING 1 LANDER
NSSDC ID- 75-075C
LAUNCH DATE- 08/20/7S
PERSONNEL
	
MG - Y.	 JAKOBOYSKI	 NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - R.S.	 IDUNG	 NASA Mf ADQUARIERS
PM - K.S. WATKINS	 NASA-JPL
PS - C.Y.	 SNIDER	 NASA-JPL
BRIEF DF SCRIP710N
	
]NIS
	
SPACECRAFT WAS THE LANDING VF HICLE FOR 7HE IWO-PART
SPACECRAFT MISSION.	 IT	 SOFT-LANDED ON JULY 20. 1970• IN THE
CERISE	 REGION Of MARS A 22.27 DEG N LA7I YUDE AND 47,9A DEG W
LONGITUDE.	 THE	 LANDER	 ClARRIED
	 INSTRUMENTS
	
TO	 STUDY	 THE
810l0GY.	 CHEMICAL	 COMPOSITION	 (ORGANIC	 AND	 INORG :LAIC),
METEOROLOGY. 	 SEISMOLOGY,	 MAGNETIC	 PROPERTIES	 SURFACE
APP EARANCE•	 AND PHYSICAL `ROPFRTIESOF TNT MARTIAN SUR/ACE AND
ATMOSPHERE.	 THE LAND EA IAD A 70-W POWER ,APRIL " AND A
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD OF A-PROXIMATELY 91 KG (200 LB). SOME OF
THE DATA COLLECTED WE RE RETURNED BI D1NEC7 RADIO LINK TO EAR IN•
PUT MOST OF INE DATA MERE RETURNED BT RELA1 THROUGH ONE 01 Th'-
ORBITERS.
INVESTIGATION NAME- PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
NSSDC ID- 75-07SC-01
PERSONNEL
TL - R.Y.	 SHORTHILL	 U OE UTRH
1M - R,E.
	
MUTTON	 TRY SYSTEMS GROUP
MOORS• I1	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TM - R.F.	 SCOTT	 CAL IE INST OE TECH
M P.IEF DESCRIPTION
THE PURPOSE OE THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES INV SIIGAIIGN WAS
10 DEIERRINI THE PIISICAL PROPERTIES OF IN  MA R  IFN SURFACE AND
ENVIRONMENT Al INE LANDING S  IE. OF US1N,, ,N 
GIN 
EERING
MEASUREMENTS AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED 10 MEET OTHER
MISSION OBJECTIVES.	 IN PARTICULAR. IT ATTEMPTED 10 DE IERNINE
SUCH PROPERTIES	 AS BULK	 D: NSIIV• BEARING SIRE NGIH. ANGLE OF
REPOSE•	 C:niSION,	 ANGLE	 OF	 INfERNAI	 FRICTION, PARTICLE
CHARACTERISTICS.
	
IHIRMAL
	
PARAMETERS. EOLIAN IRAN$PDRIABIlill•
1OPO4RAVn1.	 AND .ERIAIN ENV IRONMENIAI lop' ,I', SUCH AS MIND•
1fM PERATURE,	 AND SOLAR	 TLUX LEVELS. MAXIMUM USt WAS MADE Gf
HARDWARI
	 AND INSTRUITENIS 1 Nlf LADED FOR O1HfR APPELLATION:. SULM
AS	 IwF MkCNaMI(AL SUPSTiIEPS AND LANDER CAMENAS. 	 ONE: VAS SI Yt
DlVICES.	 SUC'I	 A:	 M'NRORS AND LANDING LEG STROKE GAU4,
1A11
S. YEW!
ADDED FOR T H IS EXPiFFMEMI.
DMA SET NAME- PUBLISHED REPORTS ON Twk RkSULI$ UP THE
PIISII AL PROPER/1F5 [XPf R14IN1
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-01A
AVAIL A BILI TT Of DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORT($)
QUA NIIIT OF Di.TA-	 12 PAGEIS) Of UNBOUND HAROCOPY
bmi
	
DISIRIPIION
THIS	 DATA	 SET	 CONSI511	 Of	 REPORTS	 PUBLISHED
	
BY I E
INVESII6 A IION	 TEAM	 THAI	 DISCUSS	 IHE RE SOLIS OF IHE PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES	 EXPERIMENT.	 TNf REPORTS DISCUSS THE HARDWARE USED,
TNF RI SUL TS Of IF S15 USING THE 51S T 104  1 E S I BED. INF RE,UL IS Of
THE
	
IMAGING	 SCIENCE	 I  515.	 AND	 THE	 RE S'JL 1S 0f THE SCIENCE
END-TO-END	 TESTS.	 THE APPROXIMATE DATES OF THE if STS AND TIk
FIf M  NIS	
I  ST.D ARE AI SO DISCUSSED.	 II 15 EMP 8ASIIkC THAI INE
RFSULIS	 ART PRELIMINARV AND. THERffOAF, SJBJECT 10 CHANGE.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENTRY SCIENCE ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-02
Pf RSONNEL
TL - A.O.C.NIfR	 U Of MINNESOTA
IM - A.	 SEIiE	 NASA ARC
7M - N.Y.	 SPENCER	 NASA - GSFC
PR1Ef DFSCRIPI(GN
THE	 ENIR1
	
$CIENCE ..TMOSPNERIC STRUCTURE EXPERIMENT /ONE
Of	 THREE	 THAT	 YE RE	 PAA1 OE InE EN IRT SCIENCE INVESTIGATION)
STUDIED	 THE MARTIAN A/MOSPHf RE GfIOW AN ALTITUDE OF 11[ KM,	 N
VARIETY	 Of
	
INS TRUPENTS	 (ACCFLFROMEI E R S.	 RADAR	 ALTIMETERS,
III M0 EYE	 PRESSURE	 SENSORS)	 COLLECTED	 DATA	 TO	 PROVIDE
AI IITUDE PROFILES Of PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE OF INE ATMOSPHERE
AND	 A(CELCR All ON	 OF	 THE	 IANDER	 LAPSULI.	 IRON IMESE DAIA,
ATMOSPHERIC	 DENS  TV AND MFAN A7OMIC MASS CAN BE CRT(: i. ID.
DATA SET NAME- I APULATIONS OF ENTRY MEASUREMENTS FOR
A T MOS PI IRIC STRUC T URf ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-02A
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
IRIEF DESCRIPI:--N
I HIS	 DATA SET, SUPPLIED BY THE INVESTIGATION TEAM, IS ON
B/W MICNOT I1HI, AND CONIAINS /ABULAI'ON' OF VARIOUS PARAMETERS
AS	 FUNCTIONS Of TIME. COVERING TWO PHASES OF THE DESCENTS: (1)
I ROM	 132
	
KM	 10 6	 KM	 IA ALTITUDE WE TM THE LANOFRS IN THEIR
AEROSHELLS	 AND (2)	 FCOM 6 KM TO 1.5 KR ON PARACMU TES.	 THE
PARAMETERS
	
L I S I I D
	
FOR BRIM LA 
AUDI 
RS ARE ACCELERATION ALONG TWO
AXES,	 ALTITUDE	 MEASURED BY THE ALTIMETER. VELOCITY (MAGNITUDE
AND PA IN AN,'LE), PRFSSURE• AND TEMPERATURE.
INVESTIGA7IO N NAME- BIOLOGY	 ORIGINAL' PAGE IQ
NSSDC ID- 75-0,5C -O3 	 OF POOR QUALITY
PERSONNEL
It - N.P.	 KLEIM	 NASA-ARC
TM - J.
	
LEDE RBERG
	
5T ANFORD U
IM - A.	 RICH	 MASS INST OF TECH
TM - N.N.	 N.ROWIII	 (AL IF INST Of TECH
iM - V.I.	 CIAC
IM - G.V. LE VIN 
	
NASA-ARC
 BIOSPHERICS, INC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE
	 8101 OGY	 EXPERIMENT	 SEARCHED	 FOR	 TIE	 PRESENCE Of
MARTIAN ORGANISMS BY	 LOOKING	 FOR METABOLIC PRODUCTS.	 THREE
DISI INC I
	
INSTRUMENTS
	 (PIR ULY T IC RELEASE (PR), LABELED RELEASE
(LR1.	 AND GAS EXCHANGE (Gf X)) INCUBATED SAMPLES Of THE MARTIAN
SURFACE	 UNDER	 A NUMBER OE DIFFERENT fNVIRONMENTAI CONDITIONS.
iN	 SOME INSTANCES A SAMPLE Wf.1 HE AI .(ERILIII	 AND REPROCESSED
AS A CONTROL.
	
THE
	
PR, OR CARBON ASSIMILATION. INSTRUMENT
SOUGHT 10 DETECT THE PHOTOSYNTHETIC OR CHEMICAL FIX AT EON Of 
Co'!OR	 CO CONTAINING L- 1A. 	 THE SAMPLES YFR[ INCUBATED TO 	 SF Vf 
'AtDAIS	 IN	 THE	 PRESENCE
	 OF
	 IMF
	
RADIOACT 1 Vf GAS 
ME 
lull	 SOME
SAMPLES WITH	 SIMULl ID SUNLIGHI AND SON E WITHOUT.	 NEAT, EACH
SAMPLE WAS HEATED TO 123 C TO REMOVE UMRf ACTED CC' 	 AND CO.	 THE
SOIL	 WAS PIROLIIED	 Al	 650 C	 AND ANY ORGANIC PRODUCTS WERE
COLLECTED	 IN	 AN	 ORGANIC VAPOR TRAP (GVI). 	 FINALLY. TNk TRAP
WAS HEATED	 10	 COMBUST	 THE	 ORGANIC	 M. IEPIA, 10 CO2 AND ANY
EVOLVED RADIOACTIVE GAS WAS M EASURED.	 IHf .R EIPEREMENI SOUGHT
TO	 DETECT	 METABOLIC	 PROCESSES	 THROUGH RADIORESPIROMETRY.
110UID	 NUTRIENTS LABf LED PITH RAD10A(iI TIECARBON WE Rf ADDED TU
THE SAMPLES AND INE ATMOSPHERE ABOVE WAS CONTINUOUSLY MONIIUREO
7
s!!
s
10 DETECT ANV RADIOACTIVE GASES RELEASED FAO. THESE WD TO
	
M ILL
NUTRIENT..	 'wE	 GEX M(ASUPED TN! PPODUC110N AND/O q UPIAKE OF
CCZ.	 N2•	 CHA,	 H2. AND G2 CURING INCUBATION OE A SOIL SAMPLE.
SHE
	 SAMPLE	 WAS SEALED AND FURGfD b y HE: IMEN A MIXTURE OF 
HEK.• AND CO2 WAS INTROD')CE0 AS AN IN
	
14'UBA7107 AIMOSPNFA .
Af IER	 THE
	 ADDITION	 Of	 A	 SELECTED	 ..AN1. TI	 Of	 A NUIRIFNT
SOLUTION	 (SA T 
URA 
IED YI TN TH' DIAGN0 1 .:" 'SAS• NEON), THE SAMPLI
YAS INCUBATED. AT CFR IAIN INTERVALS, SAMPLES Of THE AIPOSPHFRE
WfAF REMOVED AND ANALYSED b y A GAS CHROMATOGR•PH WITH A t.FRMAL
CONDUCTIVITY DETECTOR.
CSIA SET NAME- GAS EA(HANGE• IAPFL10 RC I ASE; AND;
	 YT IC REIf ASE DATA ON M'CROIII"
4SSDC 1D- 75-075(-03F
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROI:ESSFO
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/20/76 10 05/30/77
DUANII IT Of DATA-	 13 REEL(S) Of MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
TNCSE
	
OA TA,	 SUPPLIED	 b y
 SHE INVESTIGATION TEAM, ARF ON
It-"M	 MICROFILM	 AND	 CoNSIST	 Of DISCa I  110NS Of l,I C ".ANDS
THAT WERE SENT TO OP  PATE I E THREE INSINUME NIS AND IABUL ATIONS
Of	 RAW	 AND REDUCED	 DA IA RETURNED.	 THE COMMAND DATA INCLUDE
MARS
	 TIME	 FOR	 EACH	 EXPERIMENT	 SEQUENCE. THE COMMANDS SERI.
PREDICTED	 DATA	 POINTS FUR EACH COMMAND FILE THAT WERE USED TO
TIME	 TAI. THE DATA WHEN 
IF 
CAME BACA FROM THE INS IRUMENT. AND A
SUMMARY	 OF	 THE	 MAJOR EVENTS OF FACN COPMAND 5f QUINCE.
	 THESE
COMMAND	 DATA ARE 1DE NT If ILD A, HIOLOGY/C.	 IRE TABULA 71ON/PLOT
DATA INCLUDE INSTRUMENT P ESPUNSE. TIME-TAGGED. ENGINEERING. AND
SUMMARY PLOT DATA.	 SHE INS T RUMF .'T RESPONSE DATA CONSIST OF RAW
.`.TURN
	 DOWNLINK	 DATA IN OCTAL FORM.THE SAME DATA AF 1fN BASIC
NEDUC T IJN•	 AND	 THE TIME - TAGGED DATA IN VALUE POINT FORM.	 THE
TIME-T A',UED	 DATA	 ARE	 IRE	 PRIMARY	 REDUCED FORM Of THE DATA.
THESE DATA ARE MANS .15510" TIME (MMT1 OL THE DA IA POINT, LOCAL
LANDIA	 TIME	 CLLT I, TYPE Of MEASUREMENT, IHE VAl UE OF THE DATA
POI',/.	 AND	 DIAGNOSTIC	 INFURMATIah	 ABOUT	 EACH	 DATA	 POINT.
11 1GINEFRING DATA	 ARE INCLUDED AFTER SHE RAY AND REDUCED DATA.
HE
	
FOURTH	 PART OF THE DATA IS PLOTS THAT SUMMARIZE IMF DATA.
14E
	
REDUCED	 DATA	 FOR	 THE
	
BIOLOGV	 :NSIRUMfNT	 ARE	 GEX
C'ROMATOGRAM	 VOLTAGES,
	
GEX NA NOMOLES VS TIME	 PLOTS,	 PR
RA 5I OBI C T I VI IY 	 VS	 TIME, L. COUNTS/MIN SUMMARY, AN	 TIMI-IAGGID
INSTRUMENT VALUES.
INVESTIGATION NAME- MOLECULIR ANALYSIS
NSSDC 1D- 75-075L-04
PERSONNEL
	
TL - K,	 b1EMANN	 MASS INST Uf TECH
TN - H.C.	 " Y	 U Of CALIF. SAN DIEGO
IM - D.M.	 ANDERSON	 USA -CRREL
	
IM - T.
	 OPEN	 STATE U OF NEW YORK
	
TM - J.	
0 N
	 U OF ROUST ON
IM	 L.E.	 ^RGEL	 CALKIAST BIOL STUDIES
1M - A.O.C.NIER	 U OF MINNESOTA
`	 TM -
	
P.
	 IOULPIN, 3RD	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
r`
	PR  I  DESCRIP110N
	
IMF	 M OLECULAR	 ANALYSIS EXPERI MENI SEARCHED FOR CHEMICAL
COMPOUND	 ♦ THE	 UPPER SURIACI	 IAr ER Of MARS AND MEASURED
ATMOSPNER.	 CO. POSI I:0" NEAR	 I " I SURf ACE.
	 THE SOIL ANALYSES
WERE	 PERFORMED USING A GAS CNNOMATOGRAPH MASS 
S 
P I C7  O NEIER
(GCMS)	 THAT HAD 41GH SENS111V ITT, HIGH STRUCTURAL SPECIFIC[?/,
AND
	 BROAD	 APPLICABILITY	 TO A	 WIDE RANGE
	 Of	 COMPOUNDS.
SUOSIA NC FS	 WERE
	 VA PO411ED	 FROM	 THE	 SURFACE
	
MATERIAL	 BY A
HEATING PROCESSWHILE	
"I 
(LABELED WITH C-13) SWEPT THROUGH.
THE
	 MA T 1 A I A L WAS TNEN CARRIED IN 10 A YE NEI G A S- C H R ORA fO G R A P H IC
COLUMN	 THAT
	
WAS
	 SWEPT WITH MYDROG14 AS A CAR RIIR GAS. WHILE
P ASSING	 THROUGH THE	 COLUMN•	 SUBSTANCES WERE	 S S PARATED BY
I	 DIffEPENt DEGREES OF REIFNTION, 	 TNf RESIDLAL SIRE All MOVED INTO
THE MASS SPECTROMETER (AFTER HYDROGEN WAS ^f MOVED 
byHYDROGEN-ONLY-PERMEABLE PALLADIUM. AND A MASS SPECIRUP (PASSES
FROM 12 TO 200 U) WAS OBTAINED EVERY 10 S FCR THE BA MIN OF THE
GAS CHROMATOGRAM.	 IN SOME CASES. IMF SA Mf SAMPLE YAS aEME A TED
Al A HIGHER TEM PERAIURE AND ANALYZED TO DE TECI IESS VOWLA71IE
MATERIALS.
	
FOR	 AT MOSPMERI( MEASUREMENTS, GASES WENS DIRECTLY
1NTAODUCED	 INTO	 THE	 MASS	 SPECTROMETER.	 IT T4F HAS
1	 CHROMATOGRAPH COLUMN.
DATA SET NAME- GAS CHROMATOGRAPH MASS SPECTROMETER SOIL
ANALYSIS DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDL ID- 7S-075C-G4A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IDENTIF I ED BUT NOT RECEIVED
t3Rlkf DESCRIPTION
• f5E
	
DATA.	 ON	 9-'RACK•	 dC0 BPI•	 UNl	 IN;
IBM - (OM PAIINLE
	 'APES.
	
ARE
	 1 9	RAY	 10.. d	. B P1	 AS IwLY Wk Rf
RECEIVED	 BY	 THE	 VIKING	 EX^ERIMENIf RS	 FRU.M	THE	 TELEMETRY
DECOMMUTAT ION PROGRAM OUTPUT.	 EKCE PI I4AT 1411 HAVE hIIN PU1
INTO	 IUGI(AI	 ORDER	 AND	 GAPS	 HAVE BEEN fIIIED 
I.
	 THEY ARE
UNLIKELY
	
10	 BE	 USABLE	 BY	 • 1110 N{ N0/ 11.1 1AMII IAN WI 1H THE
MISS1^4 OPERATION; AHD THE	 :.$IRUMENT DESIGN.	 EACH SAMPLE RUN,
COMPRISING	 ONE	 FILE	 ON	 THE	 TAPE, INCLUDES SEVEWAL SPECTRAL
SC A NS	 DIVIDED	 A RBIIRARILY	 1"10 SMALL bLUCK5.	 THE Q  AN TI TIES
LIS7IU ARE	 "" OUTPUT Of THE ANALOG - IO - DIGI I A I C0NVI 
AT[
R ON A
LOGA.II..EC	 SCALE	 AS	 A I NCT I ON Of Y IME.	 SEPARATE BLOCKS O/
fN41 NEFRING DATA	 CONTAIN	 TEMPERATURES, PRESSUWES. AND OTHER
INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS.
DATA SET NAME- SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA ON MACNETIC
IAPE
NSSDC 10- 75-075(-04b
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECCIVFD
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IMF	 MASS
	
SPECTRUM DATA. UN 9-TRACK, DOC-bPI IAPES• ARF
REDUCED	 VERSIONS Of THE 41MS SOLI ANALYSIS DATA (75-075(-CAA).
EACH	 SAMPLE RUN IS ON A SEPARATE FILE. AND THEN( 1S CNE AECOND
FOR	 FACN	 SPECTRAL	 SCAN.	 INCLUDING MASS	 SPECTRUM	 DATA AND
INGI NEE D ING	 DA IA,	 LISTED IS 1.1 INTENSITY IN ARBITRARY LINEAR
UNITS	 AS	 A	 FUNCTION Of	 MASS	 NUMBER	 IN ON 12 TO 215 IN 14F
CONVENTIONAL MASS SPECTRUM FORMAT,	 iNf ENGINEERING IAFGNM ATION
INCLUDED	 PFPMI IS CONVERSION Of INIE NSIIIES 10 CURRENT UNITS.
DATA SE1 NAME- SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA ON IICROFILP
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-04C
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RFCEIVEt
BR.EF DESCRIPTION
IMF
	 SAME DATA AS ON THE MASS SPECTRA TAPES ARF PRESENTED
AS BAR GRAPHS	 ON	 16-MM MICR Of ELM.	 EACH iN AMf CONTAINS ONE
COMPIETEGRAPH	 01	 THE	 NIENSI TIES
	
Of
	
All MASSES DETECTED,
BECAUSE	 THE LOWER MASSES 
I
MOSTLY 102 AND 1120) ARE PREDUM INANE,
A SECOND GRAPH STARIING AT ABOUT MASS AS SNOWS THE NE AVT
ELEMENTS	 AI	 A	 MORE APPROFR IATE SCALE.
	
GRAPH	 Of EN(,INEERING
PARAMETERS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
DATA SET NAME- GCMS ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS DATA ON
MAGNE I:C .'AFf
NS50C ID- 75-075C-040
AVAILABILITY OF DAIA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NUT AE':EIVED
PRIES Df SCRIPT IONTHESE	
DATA, ON 9-(RACK. B00-BPI IAPE, ARE THE G[MS NAY
DATA	 FOR	 THE
	 AIMOSPHE RIC ANALYSES.
	 FOR THE VIKING 1 PRIMARY
MISSION	 THERE	
WERE 
A ,IIIEP,0 ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLES WJIM CC AND
CoZ PEMOVFD.	 17 UNFIL TER"
	 SAMPLES.	 AND 3 SAMPLES AFT EN 10
ENRICHMENT	 CYf TES
	 TU	 INCREASE	 /HE	 CONCEHTP A TION	 Of	 TRACE
ELEMENTS.
	
fop	 THE
	 VIKING	 2	 FRIMARY	 MISSION	 ThIll WE E 1
I ILIERED	 ATMOSPHERIC SAMPLES
WITH 
CC AND CL2 A  MOVED
A
• 2
UNFIL T ERED	 SA MPLES•	 1	 SAMPLE	 AFTER	 5	 ENRICHMENT CYCLES. 2
SAMPLES	 Af T FR	 1G	 ENRICHMENT	 CYCLES,	 AND D SAMPLES AFTER 15
ENRICHMEN T
	CYCLES.	 THESE
	
TAPES
	 CONTAIN	 DATA	 1N RAW FOR.
SIMILAR 10 THAT ON THE SCIL ANALYSIS ILIGNI DATA IAPES, BUT THE
DATA	 DUANT IIT	 IS	 MUCH	 LESS.	 THE	 PA.AME TERS
	
AN 
	 MASS
SPECTROMETER	 ELECTRON MUL/IPLIFit OUTPUT AS A FUNCTION O1 TIME
FOR	 EACH MEASUREMENT SCAN AND THE ASSOCIATED BACKGROUND SCAN.
INVESTIGATION NAME- UNDER IMAGING
NSSDC ID- 75-(75(-06
PERSONNEL
ll - T, A.	 MUTC^I	 tlROYN U
7M - C,
	
SAG•.M	 101 NELL U
TM - A,B,
	 BINDER	 SCIENCE APP[, IN'
TM - E.C.
	
MORRIS	 US GEOLOGCAL SURVEY	 -
TM - E.O.
	
.0	 NASA-LARCI
EM - E.C.	 IIVINTHAL	 STANFORD U
IM- S.
	 LIEGES	 JR.	 STANFORD U
TM - J.B.
	 POLL AC 	 NASA -ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1NFLANDER
	 "AGING	
TAP [NINE
NT	
VJEW'
D	 THE
	 SCENE
SURROUNDIN4	 lHE IAN[ M. THE SURFACE SAMPLER W AND O1MER FA g 15 GI
THE LA DER•	 THE	
SUN'
	 PHOBOS• AND oil ATOS TO PROVIDE DAIA FOR
OPERATIONAL
	 PURPOSES	 AND	 fOR GEOLOGI C AL	 AND ME IE'IROIOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS.
	
TWO	 SCANNING	 CAMERAS,
	 CAPABLE OF RESOLVING
0•'71	 DEG (NIGH RE 101 UTION) OR 0.12 DEG 'IOW 1110LUIION. COLOR,
AND	 I.) NFRE USED ON EACH LANDER.
	 EAC'. IMAGE ACRUI.ED COVERED
A VERTICAL	 FIELD	 OF	 20 DFG (NIGH RESOLUTION) OR 6C DEG CLOY
'ESOLI:ION,	 C 0LUA.	 AND	 IAI	 AND	 A HORIZONTAL FIELD THAT WAS
COMMANDABLE
	 FROM 2.5 DEG 70 342.5 DEG IN 2.S-DEG INCREMENTS.
Y
. A ^	 , 	 •,T
sF
W
r
IMAGES	 WERE	 ACQUIRED fNOM 40 DEG ABOV	 :HE NOMINAL HORIZON TO
6I DE4 BELOW, AND YE RE COMMANDABLE IN 1C-DE4 INC g FRF of	 '	 INE
CAMERAS 'MIRE MOUNTED 1.5 M ABOVE THE NOMINAL LANDING PLANE AND
WERE	 CAPABLE	 Of	 VIEWING	 TWO FOOTPADS AND MOST Of THE AREA
ACCESSIBLE	 10	 THE	 SU01 ACE	 SAMPLER.	 THE	 TWO	 CAMERAS WERE
SEPARA WED	 BY	 J.8	 M,	 AND STEREOSCOPIC PICTURES MERE Otl1AINED
OVER	 MUST	 Of THE SCENE.	 BLACK AND ^Hlif 1MAGES 1N EITMER LOW
OR NIGH !E SOLUTION INCLUDED RAOIATICV WAVELENGTHS FR ON O.A TO
1.1	 MICROMF IF:S.
	
INE	 WISE	 Of	 A SII.GLI DEIE CIO: 10 IMA61 AN
EN URE /RANI ALIOYED A 	 US WYE RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY Of PC U5 GR
MINUS 10 PERCENT.	 FOR MORE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CAMERAS,
SEE
	 HUCK	 Y Y	 AL.,	 SPACE	 SCIENCE	 INSTRUMENTATION 1, 189-241
(1975).
.....................
DATA SE/ NA M E- H/W PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
ASSOC 1D- 75-075(-06A
AVAILABLL I I 	 OF DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSEC
TIME PERIOD COVERED- (7/20176 IU 07/25/76
GUANII TY CE DATA-	 14 FRAMES
U01EF DESCRIPTION
T HESE	 DAIA	 ARE	 ON 4- A 5-IN. 61W H.EGATIVE, RELE A SED 6,
TNf	 PAOJECI FOR PUBLIC O1S TR18UII0 N.	 TNESf PHO TOG:A 
PH' 
ARE OF
SEkECTED SCENES NEAR INE CANOkO 14AT ARE OF GENERAI. INTEREST TO
THE PURL IC.	 A DESCRIPTION OF EACH PHOIUCRAPH IS INCLUDED.
.....................
041A SET NAME- COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 15-075C-060
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07721176 10 07/26/76
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 4 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DATA	 ARE ON a- 1 S-IN. COLOR FILM RELEASED BY IMF
PROJECT	 FOR PUBLIC	 DISIRidI)TION.	 THESE PHOTOGRAPHS ARE OF
SELECTED SCENES HEAR THE WANDER IN AI AME Of GENERAI INIE RE ST TO
THE
	
PUBLIC.	 A DFIIAIII TOM OF 111H PRO ICGRAPM IS INCLUDED. INE
COLORING	 CANNOT BE CONSIDEREB 10 BE ACCURATE BECAUSE Of COLOR
INAC CU RAVES IN REPRODUCTION.
.....................
DATA SET HA R E- fRPERINENI DAYA RECORD (EDR) B/W IMAGES
ON FILM
NSSDC 10- 75-075C-060
AVAILABILIT Y OF DATA SET- DATA AT ASSOC BEING PROCESSEO
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07720/76 TO 11702776
0,14 1 11/1 OF OAIA-	 704 FRARFS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INIS	 DATA	 SET,	 SUPPLIED IFY	 THE
	
LAND ER IMAGING If AM,
CONSISTS Of IHE f1/W (OR VERSION Of THE LANDER PHOTOG RA PN Y. 	 THE
DATA	 BLOCK	 ON EACH FRAME CONTAINS IDE N/IFIC.ATION, PROCESSING,
AND	 CAMERA EVENT INFORMATION.	 IHE 
DATA 
ARE AVAILARLE ON 5-I N.
ROLL	 IILM UR AS	 INDIVIDUAL	 5- X	 5-IN. FRAMES, AND )WAY BE
ORDERED WI1N ON WITHOUT THE DATA BLOCK.	 'HIS TOTAI DATA SET IS
A COMPLETE	 RECORD OF	 THE LANDER IMAGING DAIA AS RECEIVED ON
EAR IH.	 'HE	 PICTURE	 CATALOG	 Of	 PRIMARY	 NiSS10N E0
(75-075C-DOE) SHOULD PE USED TO ORDER [DR IMAGES.
DATA • SET • NAME- PICTURECATALOG Oi PRIMAV MISSION
ERPERI M ENY DAYA REC	
R
ORD (F^R^
ASSOC TO- 75-075C-06E
IV  II ARIL 111 Cf DATA SET- DAIA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
R^ffii	 QUANTITY Of DATA-	 5 CARD(5) Of N/Y MI(RO F'ICXE
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOW
TWIST
	
DATA A
E
	RE U11 B7W MIC:OFICNf GENERATED AT NSSDC 1RON
NASA R FE RENEE	 PUB LI CATION 1007 PRkPAPEO B1 ROBERT B. ;UCKE:.
THIS	 PUBLIC Al10N	 IS	 A GENERAL REFERENCE FOR IHE IMAGING DAYA
FROM INE
	
VIKING LANDER p aINANY MISSION.	 II	 PRES(NIS THC
RESULTS I'	 TXE PROCEDURES THAI YFRE A p Pl 1E0 f0 fHF. IMAGING DATA
10 PRODUCE	 AN ORGANIZED RECORD THAT	 IS AS COMPLf IF AND AS
ERROR-f PEE
	
AS FOSSIPLF.	 THE RESULT IS CALLED THE EKPE0INENI
DA 14	 RECORD.	 THIS PUBLICAl104 CONTAINS ALL IMAGES RETURNED BY
TMI	 TWO VIKING CANOE AS ]U4 LNG 7 H PRIMA:I ME$$ION. SKYLINE
DMAYIN(S	 DISPLAY	 THE OU ILIHIS 0/ THE INAGES AS THEY APPEAN IN
>.3	 THE
	
VIEWING	 AREA.	 ALSO	 INCLUDEC	 ARE	 A	 SELEC II ON	 OF
N	 COMPUTER -GE NI RAIED	 CAMERA EVENT REPO R15 THAT LIST SUPPLEMENTAL
INFORMATION	 ABOUT	 THE	 CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH THE DATA RINF
COLLECTED	 AND NOW THEY	 WERE PROCESSED AND RECORDED.	 IN
AODlTIN	 TO A COMPREHENSIVE N(POR /,	 SEVERAL	 LISTINGS ARE
IM(LUDE
O
D FILE GROUP THE IMAGES IN A VARIETY Of WA7t fE.G., BY
TIME	 Of	 DAY).	 A SECTION ON TERMINOLOGY HAS BEEN INCLUDED TO
AS
	 WE IN
	 1 
H
	
1 N If R"L T A 111) M Of THE LIS11 NGS AND THE INACE
PR E SCN IA 110N.	 SEVERAL DIAGRAMS ALSO PAOVID[ ASSISIAN(E ON IN15
SUBJECI.	 THIS	 PUBLICATION WILL	 ACa UAIN1	 THE USER WITH THE
IMAGING OAT 	 14AI ARE AVAILABLE IRON THE VIKING LANDER PRIMARY
MISSION AND THE PROCECU" USED f0 OBTAIN PHO TO G  APHII PRODUCTS.
it	 15	 NECESSARY	 TO	 ORDER INIS DATA SET TO SELECT EDR IMAGES
:1 5_
.....................
DATA SET NAME- TEAM DATA RECORD (IDR) B/W IMAGES ON FILM
NSSDC ID- 75-07SE-06C
AVAILA31lI1Y Of DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIN( PEN 100 COVERED- 07/20/76 TO 11101177
GO NIIYI OE DAYA-	 647 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
T HE SF	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED B1 THE 1 
AND 
10 IMAGING IIA:, AN 	 ON
5-	 X 11-1M. a1W FILM.	 TDR DATA ")	 I,I OF THOSE CARERA EVENTS
(CE) IRON THE EDR IHUUGHI 10 BE OF MOSI GFMERAt INTERE$I. 	 IHEY
EKCCODE	 SUCH	 IN1465	 AS	 5 P CIALIIED PH0'014E TRY 	 SERIES,
CALIBRATION	 AND	 SCAN	 VERIFICATION	 EVENTS, AND SOLAR IMAGES.
THE PROCESSING PARAME IERS FOR THE CAMERA EVENTS IN THE TOR WERE
CHOSEN	 To	 .REATE	 PHOTOGRAPHIC	 PRODUCTS OF	 IHE	 HIGHEST
SCIENTIFIC	 QUALI II.	 EACH FRAME IS DIVIDED INTO SEGMENTS, WITH
TXf DAIA BLOCK APPEA:LNG ON IHE LAST SEGMENT Of TXE CAMERA
EVENT .	 1HF	 TDR AND fDN	 CE	 LABELS ARE IOf MY IC At.	 THE To 
VERSION WILL 2f USED FOR REQUESTS UNLESS EDR IS SPECIFIED. IN 
IDR-1 PL
	
PRIME MISSION CATALOG (75-075C-O&K) SHOULD BE USED 10
ORDER 1DN IMAGES.
..............••.•...
DATA SLY NAME- TEA: DATA RECORD (TOM) COLOR IMAGES ON
FILM
NSSDC ID- 75-.75C-06F
E
AVAILAAIIITI OF DAIA SEW- DAIA A7 N15DC tlE1N6 PROCESSED
TIME f RIOD iOVERED- 07/22/76 10 T1/051:6
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 45 FRANCS
BRIEF DESCRIP110N
THIS	 DATA SET, SUPPLIED BY	 14C	 LAND - : IMAGING TEAR,
CONSISTS	 OF S- K 12-IN. COLOR I:AGES SEL11 1 11 /ROM .nK ^/W 10R
IMAGES.
	
IHE Rf	 ARE GENERALLY IN 	 WENSION3 OF EACH SCENE.
	
THE
TWO VERSIONS	 R[ p ::SENT	 IHE COLORS AS S,EN 0.: MARS UMDEA RAMS	 j
LIGHTING CONDITIONS AND AS SEEM ON EARIX UNDER L. R IN LIGHTING	 1
CONDITIONS.
	
INCLUDED ON EA CM FRAME ARE GRAY SCALE Wf SGkf, DAIA
BLOCKS,	 AND	 COLOR SPECIRUN HISTOGRAMS. 	 OCCASION ALL I. A TNIRD
7VPE	 IS	 GIVEN	 IN WHICH 1H1 COLOR IS AS ON MARS BUT WAS MADE
FROM PRODUCTS	 THAI	 DID	 NOT	 HAVE	 THE full SIR-CHAPNEL DATA
ACaU.AEO.	 THIS	 TTPE	 IS	 CALLED ':ADCAM'.	 THE 10R-:PL PHI"
MISSION	 (AIALO.	 (75-075C-OAK)	 SHOULD BE	 U$ED 10 (:DER TOR
IMAGE;.	
THE
	 COLORING	 CANNOT	 BE	 CONSIDERED	 TO BE ACCURATE
BECAUSE OF COLOR INACCURACIES IN REPRODUCTION.
DATA , SET NAME- TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG ON 0j;a GINAI; PAGE TS
N1t:OF1(Nf	
OF p^R QUALM:NSSDC ID- 7S-075C-06K
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 2 CARD($) OF B/W :1CR0/1CNF
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TNT  DAIA $ET, SUPPLIED BY IHE LANDER IMAGING TEAM, IS ON
B/W MICROF TIME.	 THE NECESSARY ORDERING INFORPA71ON IS CAMERA
EVENT	 (CE)	 LABEL,	 VERSION,	 SEGMENT,	 A M D	
I 
P 
L
	 PIC	 ED.
ENGIMEENING PARAME IE'.S ANf ALSO INCLUDED. 	 AN ASTERISK WITH THE
CE	 IRBFL	 INDICAIE5	 INC AVAILABILITY OF A COLOR IMAGF.
	
IT IS
NECESSAR Y	10 ORDER THIS 0AIR	 SET	 TO SELECT
	
TON 	
(7S-075C-OO. AND -06F).
DATA SE1 NAME- HIGH-NFSOLUIIOM BIN MOSAICS
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-06N
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
P.RIEF.DFSCRIPTION
INIS	 DAIA SET,	 SUPPLIED 01	 T1.	 .ANDER I:AGING TEAM,
CONSIST5 OF (GMPUTFR-GENERATED MiGM- p ' n !UTION :OSAICS ON F- X
10-IN.	 B/W
	 ME GAIIV[S.	 TWO SETS Of	 .SAILS WERE PRUDUCE O: ON:
SET	 FOR	 INAGES ACQUIRED EARL1 IN IHE MORNING AND A SECOND SE'
FOR	 IMAGES ACQUIRED IN THE MID-AFTERMOON.TNF	 COMPLETE
MOSAICKto	 SCENE	 FRIENDS 542.5 Dk6 IN 11INUIM.	 IHE IMAGE A:EA
EXTENDS	 FMOM APPROXIIIAIELY	 5 DEG ABOVE THE 
NOR 
..ON .0 60 
RFIGBELOW.	 IN  MOSAIC NEGATIVES HAVE BEEN :ADE IN TWO FORMS. IN
ONE CASE. USING A 25-MICR ONETEN SPOT SIZE, 7HE COMPLETE FOUR
GOAOR ANT 5 01	 A SINGLE MOSAIC ARE CONTAIN ED ON A SINGLE :- X
10-IN.	 NEGATIVE.	 IN THE SECOND CASE, INAEE PRODUC IS AN  MADE
E
..............
9
L
USINGA	 100-MILROMfl1: SPUI Silt.	 TMtV (OVER YUADNANIS 1 ANC
AND A. 
a 
O 1 AND a ON EA(N UI IN lit M- A 10-110. NI UA FIVE S.
IHI
	
QUADRANT A1111UIH LIMITS ARI AS FOILOWS: QUADRANT 1 1, 0 10
VO Of 4.	 QUADRANT ! IS Ba 10 174 DI I., QUADRANT 4 IS 169 TO 730
DIU, ANO P;,+ p RA;: 1 a IS 252 TO 14.2 DIG.
.....................
DATA Ill NAME- DONUT PROJECTION IMAGES ON f I I M
NSSDC ID- 15-073C-061
AVAIIARII.I IT Of DATA Sit- DATA JOINT IF IFD FlU l NOT RICE IV(0
NRlfl of SCRIPIION
IRIS	 DA IA	 Sll.	 SUVYl 110	 BT	 INf	 IANDFN IRA 
'IN" 
IF AN
CONSIST 
	
01	 -	 A	 /0 -IN, d/W NL4A LIVES Of "IN Y 01ER-IINIRAIl0
PANORAMAS YRODUCID Ii SNOW A 161-Oft. IISNIYF-ITP 	 IM A(,I Of iNE
MANILAI
	
IIRNAIN	 WI I 	
THE
	 CAMERA IN IMF (ENTER OF THE IMAGE.
THIS PRODUCES
	
A	 'HOII'	 WHIRF THI CAMIRAS COULD NO1 SCAN AND
HENCE	 THE NAME '00401'.	 IIII AAF USl 1 01 Pit PAN " FUR  SHOW ING
INI
	 to
	Of FEAIU4IS MILAT IVF TO IME LANDERS.	 EALM DONUI
IMAGE	 WAS CMEAILD USING A MIEN-RESOLUTION MOSAIC FROM DATA SIT
75-075 C-U6N.	 IIIESF	 MOSAICS	 WERE	 SUB-SAM PIID N/ A 111100 01
TMRIE. NE DUC T N4 IHI RESOIUT ION. 10 CONSERVE 
CUM' 
LIIIN PRO(ISSINU
IIMF,	 THE	 OONUI	 IMAGES	 WERE	 GE 41RA/10	 FOR	 THE SAME IIMF
VINIODS AS IHt MOSAICS.
..........................................
INWf STIGAtION NAME- METEOROLOGY
MSSO( 1D- )5-075[-07
Pt R SONNEL
	
TL - S.L.	 NESS	 "On IDA STATE U
	
iM - C,B.	 1EOVY	 U 01 WAII NGION
	
IM - I.I1.	 MI NRY	 NASA-LARC
	
IM - J.1.	 R  AN	 CAI 1F SI U• FULLERTON
	
IN - J.E-	 TILLMAN	 U Of WASHINUION
HAM DESCRIPTION
IRIS	 IlPERIMt%1	 ANALYZED III "111GROLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
NEAP	 TNf
	
PLAYl1ARY 14AIAC1
	
AND DNTAI NID	 lNED RMAIION ABOUT
MOTION	 ITS I1. S  01 VARIOUS SCALFS.	 THE ATMOSVN:l1C PARAMETERS
Dl 1f RMINfO	 WERE	 PRESSURE.	 /EMPFRAIURI.	 WINO $PkID. :NO RIND
OIRkEY ION.	 DIURNAL AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS Wf Rf UI PAPIICUI AR
I:PORIANCE.	 IRE	 SAMVLIN4	 RAIEl	 AND DUa AI IONS	 IOM AMY ONF
MARTIAN	 DAY
	
WI RI	 SIIFC IAtlIF	 PI GROII NO COMMAND.	 IMF SENSORS
WF:f MOUN 1l0 ON AN IITABII BOOM. 	 INRff NOT-FILM AMINONf IERS.
IMNOUG4	 WHICH AN ELECTRIC CURRENT WA$ PASikD /0 4"' TIIU GI ASS
Nf I DIES
	
COAIE0 W114 PLAII NUM AND UVF RC All	 IN IN AIUNENUM
OAIOt.	 WERE
	
I1 
St	
10	 Mf ASURE WIND SPf tD. 	 THE ELECTRIC POWER
NEEDED	 10	 MAINTAIN THIS[ SENSORS AT A IIAtD 1lMPER.AIURk AROVE
INf SURROUNDING AIR WAS IIk Ml ASURE OF WIND SPEED.	 AIMOS ►Mk01C
If11YEN Al 
ON 
I	 WAS	 MEASUAID	 BV INRE! TINE -WINI INEAMOC OU PEES IN
PARAILCL.
	
A	 THIN METAL DIAPHRAGM, MOUNTED IN A V A CUU M SEALID
CASE, WAS USED 10 MEASURE A1040SPHIRIC PRtSSURE.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- SANNET LISIINI.S Of TEMPERATURE AND VECTOR
WIND VS TIME
NSSDC ID- 71-0730-07A
AVAILAOILIIY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/20/76 10 03713177
QUART I I 	 Of DATA-	 208 CARD S) OF P/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCRIP7104
IHIS	 DAIA	 SET, ON SIR "1CR011141,CONSISTS 01 A COPY OF
TM!	 CUM PU IER	 PRINIUUI	 OF IRE SC II NCI ANAL/S IS Of NE II ONOLOI:Y
I S ANNE II	 PROURAM.	 WNICN PRF SI NIS All	 IME INIORMA 11010 AP OUI
[V[PY	 NE AtURINFNI THAI WAS AVAIL AtlLF 10 IN" VIMINU ME IE(INDl0UY
SC'[%(I	 SEAN,	 RAW
	
DATA IIM SIRURINI VOI IAUE RIADINUS), Of DUCEO
DAIA,	 AND	 SIATISIIC At 	 SUMMARIES	 ARE	 IN(LUDID.	 MUCH 01 III
INFORMATION	 IS REDUNDANT OR 01 NO VALUE • 0 1Hl USER.	 TOD 1All
MARS
	
DAY	 THERt ARE TOUR S[1S 01 DAIA 11511 N4 S: 11) IN I IRIIMENI
VOLIA0 OUIPUIS (RAW 011A): (2) CAL CUI A I 1 0 VO11AU(. RESISTANCE,
AND	 IENPC RA TURF	 VALUES:	 031	 WIND	 AND	 IIMYERAIUR(	 DATA IN
GEOPNTSICAL	 UNITS: AND S; 	FNlSSUNE DAIA IN GI OPN TS i CAL II NI IS.
INf RF	 IS	 ALSO	 INIONMAIION	 ON	 THE	 DATA	 HAS[	 INPUT	 IRA;
C 0 N IIT OIIFD	
I 
E	 SAN41I	 RUN	 AND ON PA :III lRRORl IN iK1 011A.
/H!	 REOUCFD	 DA 	 CI IFMS	 S	 AND	 aI Wf R! USED 10 P p FPAIF I INf
APRIOUfD DATA SETS -070 AND -07C.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- HIGH IIME RC SOLUTION PLOT$ 01 VECTOR MIND
AND IF MPERA T 
On  
V'S TINE ISf C0%0S)
NSSDC ID- 73-0750-C1B
AVAILAOILIIY Of DATA f!I- DATA AT MSSOC BF ING PROCESSEO
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07170/16 10 OA/27176
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 1 REEL(S) Of MICROFILM
IIRIfI DISCRIYlION
T I. IS 16-NN MILNOf It 14 DATA SII	 AS GIN: NA1tD AI	 11 11 1 I UM
NARD(OPV	 Rf DUCID DATA PIVIS IMlP AHED II III IA /'l IT MI NIIM.	 III
DATA	 CONIIS1	 OF	 P101S	 DI THREE VARAMI TENS WIND SPItD. WIND
DI:f( HUM.	 AND	 It M1'} p AIUNI)	 VS	 IIMI	 (MAN) 51(1101,) 
I  
AV510
)I.CE	 INI	 Pl 41NNINU	 01 11-	 MIA>URl MkNi. 	 SUCH 110/OR.AIION AS
IANT1	 START AND 5101' TIMES Of INI OM>t RV AIOI. IS VNINIID At IHI
F
OV 01 'A" INAMI. ....  AIL' IHIRE IS LINT S-MIN CHIIMVINu
P100	 TOR	 IIIN	 MARS	 HOUR.	 1111 PI 1MAI IN! 111051 UBS:NV.SG
1 . 1 MILD	 EACH	 OAT IS ION 10 :IN.	 INCH P101 DISPIAf) RELAIIVILT
IINI	 IIMF
	
SC All	 DATA IAMfN FOR ONE 01 IN 
	
HO UNIT ObS:NVAIION
1'l 101015.
DATA Sit NAMI- l0W TIME R('.UIUIION (A VF RAG() Pl OII 01
IF 	 loll RIND AND II PPF 
If
	 ON 	 VS IIMF (MRS)
NSSDC ID- 7S-075(-07C
AVAIL 11111111 OF DAIA III- DATA AI NSSDC BFIAU PROCESSED
IIM! F't RIOD COVE 111 D- 07/20/76 10 Otl/!1/76
QUANTITY UI CAIA-	 1 RIEI(S) 01 MICROFILM
XNIEI OISCRIP110N
IRIS 16-MM 010001 IIM DATA Sfl WAS Uf htMAilD AI NSSDC IRON
MARDf UPS	 ANALYZED	 DATA	 PNt I'ANFD XT IN 	 !AI'FN1M11.	 IN 	 IHI
NFDUCtO	 OR I.	 IN	
DAA
	 S11	 7S-07 S C-C18.	 INf DATA CONS ISI Of
SE R IIS	
'M*'
	
IIIN	 FNAM1T, ONE /RAM( EACH FOR WIND SPEED•
WIND	 DIRICIION.	 AND	 If MPt4A1lIRF.	 EA(I	 V(UII'D	 POINT	 IS
OHIIINl1 01	 AVFRAGIN:	 AL 
	
OP S  RVA110 NS IAAIN DUNINU ONI MANS
NOUN	 (MODll11 l-	 EACH	 .'101 DIP.tll DAIII VINAMf11R VANIAT IONS
FOR A PANIILULAN ON V.
INVL5116ATION NAM!- MAUNIIIC Y01OI'(R11l5
"""To- 75-075(-11
YF NS OYNlI
Il - R.tl.	 NARUR AVE S	 PRINCFION U
PNIkF OfSCRIPIIONTHE
	
14AUNkTlC PROPERIItS INFER THIN T DE/EC IFD III PNl Sf NCF
Of	 NAGAI I I C	 PARTICLES	 IN	 PAN IF AN SIN/ACE MA IE 
IT
AL.	 I1 USED
THREE
	
PAINS
	 OF	 SAMIMIUM-COtlAII 	 MAGNl IS.	 lY0 MOUNTED UN iM!
PACMNOE 01 THt SUR f AC k- SAM P L IN COLLIE 100 MEAD AND ONF ON IOP 01
;.
It (AND(R. TACK PAIR COMSISILD Of AN OUTER RING MAUNif AP.0U1
2.5 IN IN 11110E IlR WI IN AN INNER CORE MAGNl1 01 - POSIT,
POL ANIIT.	 TNf
	 MAGNk 15	 WINE	 DIRECT"	 IMAUID	 nY IMF LAMIRA
$IS11M	 IN	 PI ACM AN A WMIIF AND IN COLOR.	 A a-1. 010lIT MAUNIITI104
01116101 WAS USED i0R MAXIMUM Rt SOIUIION.
.....................
DAIA SF1 RAN!- INOFA Of MA41111 IMAGES ON MICROI TIME
NSSD( ID- lS-0750-ICA
AVAIIAPILIIY OF DATA SF I- DATA Al ASSOC QEING PROCESSED
IIMI PIRIOD COVt p f D- 07/20176 /U 10/06/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 fARO(S) Of B7W MICROFICHE
HRIff DESCRIPTION
IH111DATA All ON Ill.MI[ROF 1(10[ 4141/111/ AT NSSDC IRO:
A	 HINDI GP
IF
	 IN DfA	 SUPPI IID
	
IF
	 IIIE IIVI SI 
I G 
A IOR.	 INI, /ND II
ITSIS
	
THE	 LANDIR	 CAMERA	 IMAGE,	 (AMEN	 Of	 THE MAGN(I PAIRS
0Cr UN I10	 ON	 INf	 SAMPLER ANN AND THE LANDtit HUDY.	 IMF 1IS11NU
CONTAINS
	
THE	 MAN 	 1'AT 11011: IMAGE REFER If CE NIIMSIR PT [1
LANFI:	 OESOIUIION:	 If COLOR, PLACM AND WH111. CW INIRANED: 11
IN THE SUN ON SHADED. AND COMMENTS.
.....................
DATA $11 NAME- MIGNl1 IMAGES ON ROIL FILM
NSSDC ID- 75-0750-ICB
AVAILAOILIII O '1	 IA SET- OAIA 1/ NSSD( 811144 PIUL(SSFD
IINI PE IfIOD COVE RF D- 0/720/76 10 1C/Cr/16
OU ANi11T Of DATA- 	 37 TENANTS
XAlfl Dt5(PIPIION
IMESF	 DAIA ART ON S-IN. P/W NOEL III N GINl IAItl AT N1111
 RUM	 IAN DFR CAMERA IMAGES SUPPL IID MI ENE IANUIN IMAGING I  AM.
THESE DAIA All I I PC SI WAGES 01 IMI MA',..l PAIRS IARIN XT IN 
I ARDEN CAMERA. IMEV ART ALSO AVAII.Abtf AS INDIVIDUAL H/W
WARES.
10
6,A
INVESTIGATION NAME — 	+ RADIO SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- 75-CISC-11
PERSONNEL
TL	 - Y. N. MICHAEL,
	
JR. NASA -L ARC
TM	 - I.I. 5HAP1 NAS5	 INS(	 OF
	 III.
TM - G. FJELDBU NASA-JPL
TM - J.G. DAVIES U OF	 MANCHESTER
IM -	 D.L. CAIN NA 
'A-'P'TM	 - M.D. GROSSI RAYTHEON	 CORP
iM	 - G.L. /YLfR STANFORD	 U
TM	 - J. BRE NKLE NASA-JPL
TM	 - R.N. TOI SON NASA-LARC
C.T. SIELIRIED NASA _JP L
TM- G. BJAN NASA-JPL
TM	 - R. REASENBERG MASS	 INS(	 OF	 TECH
BRIEF DE>CRIPTION
 SIX PERIMENT USED THE LANDER S-BAND RADIO TRANSMITTER
TO ACQUIRE DOPPLER AND RANGE FOR 1 
H 
I LANDER, UT ILIIING THE SANE
DEEP	 5PACE
	 HE Tr
 
OR 
K IACIIIILIS THAI WERE USED BY THE ORbITF RS.
THE
	 RESULTING	 DATA WERE USED TO DETERMINE THE LOCATION OE THE
I ANDER	 ON THE PLANET SURFACE,	 THEY ALSO PROVIDED MORE PRECISE
INFORMATION
	 ABOUT	 THE
	
ORBITAL,
	 ROIATI^HAL, AND PR ECE SSEONAL
MO l 1 O OF MARS
	 THAN MAD PREVIOUSLY 9Ec. AYAIIABLE.
	 IRE TWO
PRINCIPAL
	 DIFFERENCES BE TEIEEN ORBITER AND LANDER TRACKING DATA
ARE:	 (1) LANDER TRACKING 
PE 
LOOS ARE NEVER LONGER THAN 2 H AND
ARE SOMETIMES MUCH SNORTER BECAUSE OF THERMAL CONSTRAINTS ON
THE
	 DURATION	 OF LANDER TRANSMITTER OPERATION, AND (2) LANDER,
HAVE NO X-BANG SIGNALS 70 PROVIDE THE CONRFCT IONS 10 RANGE DATA
FOR	 THE
	 INTERPLANEIARY PLASMA EFFECTS.
	 CONSEQ UE N/L Y. LANDER
RANGING SESSIONS WERE SCHEDULED TO BE NEARLY SIMULTANEOUS WITH
O'PITER	 RANGING	 WHENEVER POSSIBLE, SO IHAI THE ORBITER S- AO
X-BAND DATA COULD SUPPLY 7NESE CORRECTIONS.
DATA SET NAME- DOPPLER AND RANGE TRACKING DATA ON
MAGNETIC IAPL
NSSDC ID- 75-05C-1I8
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
RUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
PRIEF DESCRIPTION
TR ISDATA	 SET,	 SUPPLIED	 BY THE RADIO SCIENCE IFAM, IS
CONTAINED ON	 7-TRACK,	 800-BPI	 TAPES	 THAI	 ARE MERGED AND
REFORMATTED	 VERSIONS OF
	
THE ORIGINAL PROJECT TRACKING TAPES,
AND HAVE	 ESSENIIALLY	 THE
	 SAME	 FORMAT AS THE ORBITER TAPES.
EACH	 RECORD	 CONTAINS ALL,	 OR	 A	 SUBSET OF, THE FOLLOWING
PARAMETERS: TIME. DOPPLER FREQUENCY, RANGE (l .E ., LIGHT 71M1 1N
NANOSFCONDS),	 AND	 CERTAIN
	 (RACKING STATION INFORMATION.
SPACING BE7WEEN DOPPLER POINTS 15 USUA'LY 10 S: BEIWECN RANGING
POIN IS
	 IT	 IS	 IADIT 2 10 20 "IN.	 IALA IAPE CONTAINS DATA FROM
ONF	 SPACECRAFT.	 A 5ET OE 1BM CARDS LIST Ikl- THE RANGE HARDWARE
DELAY	 CALIBRAI ION	 DATA	 1S	 INCLUDED	 WIT 	 THESE	 DAIA.	
1 
11 E
CALIBRATIONS	 ARE	 GIVEN	 FOR THE COMBINED EIT EC 	 OF THE 5IGNAL
DELAYS	 CAUSED 81 BOIN A TRACKING STATION'S EQUIPMENT AND 711E
SPACECRAFT TRANSPONDER.
DATA SFT NAME- DECALIBRATED LANDER RANGE DATA ON
MAGNETIC TA "E
NSSDC ID- 75-05C-111
AVAILAEILITi CF CATA	 LT- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 DATI	 SET,	 , PLIED	 BY THE RAu10 SCIENCE TEAM, IS
CONTAINED ON	 TRACK,	 800-811	 IAPES.	 FOR THE 'GOOD' RANGE
POINTS,	 WHICFI ARE A SUBSET Of THE RANGE POINTS ON THE TRACKING
DATA	 TAPES
	 (75-O75C-110),	 THE	 RE SUL IS	 OF	 AN	 EXTENSI'IG
CALIBRATION PR OGN AN ARE PRESENTED.
	 THE PARAMETERS LIS FED ARc
TIME.
	
114CORREC /ED	 RANGE
	 IN	 NANOSECONDS. CORRCC'iI0
	 FOR 7111E
DELAY	 IN IRE LANDER TRANSPONDER, CORREC/fON FOR IIME DELAY IN
THE
	 TRACKING	 STATION	 EQUIPMENT.	 CURRECTIGN	 FOR	 THE
IN' ERPIANETAP^ PLASMA EFFECT (FROM NEAR-SIMULTANFOUS ORBITER S-
AND X- BAND
	
TA),	 AND
	 FINAL	 CORRECT fD
	 RANGE.	 INC	 FINAL
CORRECTED	 RANGE	 SHOULD BE	 THE	 BEST OBTAINAtlIE VALUE Of 1 
RANGE PEIWEEN THE IRA IKING STATION ANTENNAS AND 111E LANDER.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENTRYSCIENCE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC
COMPOST TION
NSSDC ID- 75-075(-12
PERSUNNEL
/C - A.O.0 ..N TER 	
U Of 
MINHESOIA
TM - M.B.	 MCELROY	 HARVARD U
TN - N.Y.
	
SPENCER	 NASA-GSFC
BRlff DESCRIPTION
THE	 VIKING ENTRY SCIENCE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
EXPERIMENT	 (ONE	 OF	 IHREE THAI WERE PA RI Of 111E ENTRY SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION)	 WAS DE S'GNEC	 TO PROVIDE THE COMPOSITION DATA
f0A	 THE VARIOUS NEUTRAL SPECIES THAT WERE NEEDED TO Dt iI"I THE
PRESENT	 PHYSICAL AND CMFMICAL STATE Of 1H  MARTIAN AIMOSPHERE.
MOUNTED IN AN OPENING IN THE AEROSNELL WITH 115 ELECTRON-IMPACT
OPEN	 ICN SOURCE RECESSED BELOW Ti( SURFACE Of IRE AEROSMELL. A
DOUtlIE-FOCUSING	 (ELECTR OSIA1lC Ar:D MAGNC TIC) MASS SPECTROMETER
WAS U5ED	 TO MEASURE
	
INC
	 CO NCENIRATI0 NS
	 Of THE ATMOSPHERIC
SPECIES THAI HAVE MASS-10-CH ARGE RATIOS FROM 1 TO A9. TWO
COLLECTORS WERE USED, ONE FOR THE MASS RANGE FROM 1 
iC) 
7 U, AND
THE OT NER SIMULTANEOUSLY 
MIA
UA H., IN THE MASS RANGE FROM 7 TO
A9	 U.	 MASS	 SPECTRA WERE DETAINED BY SWEEPING THE
	
Ii ACCELERATION VOLTAGE ANDTHE Df FLECTION VOLTAGE ACROSS THE
ELECTROSTATIC
	 PLATES.
	 THE SWEEP PERIOD WAS APPROXIMATELY 5 S,
AND A DYNAMIC RANGE OF 1.E5 WAS PROVIDED WITHIN EACH SPICIRUM.
DATA SET NAME- TIME-ORDERED MASS SPECTRA PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ED- 75-075C-12A
A V AILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIMCPERIOD COVERED- 07120176 TO C7/20176
QVANI17, OE DATA-	 1 REEL(S) Of MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
7HIS 16 'MM MICROFILM DATA SET WAS GENf RAZED AT NSSDC FROM
HARDCOPI	 DATA PLOTS SUPPLIED BY IRE IN VEST 1 uA T 10N TEAM. 	 THESE
DATA INCLU OF
	 TIME-ORDERED "ASS SPECTRA PLOTS DISPLAYED ON A
SEMIL OG	 GRAPH.	 THE	 0ADINATE	 $CALF	 I5 'ON CURRENT, AND THE
LINEAR	 ABSCISSA SCALE IS WORD NUMBER.
	 0ENCATH THE ABSCISSA IS
PRINTED SPACECRAFT IIME (MEASURED FROM THE TIME 01 DEORB I T) AND
UNIVERSAL	 TIME.	 WITH	 THE	 ACCOMPANYING D01 UMEN 1A110N, IT IS
POSSIBLE	 TO CONVERT CURRENT VALUES TO AMBIENT PARTICLE NUMBER
DENSITIES, WORD	 NUMBER 70 ATOMIC MASS, AND TIME INTO ALTITUDE
IN KILONE IERS.
DATA SET NAME- TIME-ORDEPED ION CURRENT LISTINGS ON
MICR ^I 
I I M
NSSDC ID- 75-075(-121,
AVA I AB IL17Y OE DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/20/76 TO 07/10/76
QUANTITY Oi DATA-	 1 REEL(S) Of MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IHIS 16-M" MICROFILM DATA SET WAS GENERATED 
AT 
NSSDC FROM
HARD 
Cop 
Y	 TABULATED DATA PROVIDED BY THE 1NV ES7IGAT ION
	
F
THESE	 DATA CONSIST
	 OF	 1ME 71 ME -OR DE RED ION CURAINY LISTINGS
FROM WH I I H THE
	 MASS SPECTRA PLOTS WERE PRODUCED.
	 THE 
IT[ 
M5
TABULATED INCLUDE:	 WORD NUMBER.
	 FRAME NUMBER, ELECTROMETER
CURRENT READINGS, AND GAIN STEP. 	 AT THE END OF THE FILM ARE
ADDITIONAL	 ION	 CURRENT DATA NOT	 1N TEMPORAL ORDER AND
MISCELLANEOUS NOUS1 EEPING DATA.	 THE ACCOMPAN7ING DOCUMENTS
PERMS111E CONVER510N OF	 CURRENT 10 AMBIENT PARTICLE NUMBERSi;,.
DENT 	 WORD NUMBER	 TO ATOMIC MASS, AND TIME TO ALTITUDE IN
KILOMETERS.
INVESTIGATION NAME- INORGANIC ANALYSIS
NSSDC lD- 75-OISC-13
PERSONNEL
TL - P.	 TOULMIN, 3RD
	 US GEOLOGICAL SJRVEY
IM - A.X. BAI10
	 PITMONA COLLEGE
1M - K.	
K' L
	 U Of NEY NEXICG
I" - N.J.
	 ROSE	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVET
1M - B.C.	 CLARK	 MARTIN-MARIE T A AEROSP
BRIEF DESCPIP110N
1'llS
	 EXPERIMENT	 UTILIZED	 AN	 ENERGY -DISPEASI VE	 X-RAY
FLUORESCENCE SPECTROMETER (XRFS) IN W-LIN FOUR SEALED.
GAS-FILI ED PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS 111'51 DETECTED X-RAYS ENT IIED
FROM SAMPLES OF MARTIAN SURFACE MATERIALS IRRADIATED BY X-RAYS
FROM RAOIOISOIOF	 SOURCES
	 (IRON-55
	 AND CADMIUM-109).
	 THE
OUTPUT	 OF	 INC
	 NROPORTI ORAL
	 COUNTERS YAS SUBJECTED TO PULSE
HEIGHT	 ANALYSIS BY	 AN ONBOARD SIEP-SCANNING, SINGLE-CNAMNEL
ANALYZER 
WE 
IN ADJUSTABLE COUNTING PERIODS.
	 TNIS INS TRUMFNT YAS
LOCATED
	 INSIDE	 THE LANDER BODY. AND $A"PIES WERE DELIVERED 10
I T BT' THE LANDER SURFACE SAMPLER.
	 CALI0 R,1 ION SIANDARDS WERE
AN INTEGRAL PART OF	 THE	 INS7RUMENI" RECONSTRUCTED SPECTRA
YIELDED SURFACE COMPOSITION DATA 
WE 
IN ACCURACIES RANGING FROM A
FEY TENS OF	 PARTS
	 PEA 	 	 FOR TRACE ELEMENTS TO A FEY
PERCENT FOR MAJOR ELEMENTS.
'0R1GVA1% ?AGE IS
OF POOT►t QU AL1TY
11
L-1
44
l
•I 7
DATA SET NAME- SPECTRA PLOTS ON PICROfICHE
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-13A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSE.:
TIME PERIOD COVERFL- 07/20/76 TO 11/03/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 18 CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF )ESCRIFTION
T81S DATA SET CONSISTS Of B/W MICROf1CNE PRUVIDED tlY THE
INVESTIGATION	 IEAM CONTAINING LOGARITHMIC PLOTS OF 1.1 DATA IN
THE 'PE CIRAL HISTORI FILE (SEE 75-075[-13E1.
	
THE TITLE ON EACH
PLOT	 INCLUDES IA NDER	 ID. SPECi g UM NUMBER, PC TUBE. SAMPLE OR
CALIBRATION INFORMATION, 	 COMMAND HISTORI	 INf 0:"AT10N, COUNT
PERIOD	 (1F	 OTHER THAN 7.7 S), OPERATOR, DETECTOR VOL IAGE. AND
DAZE.
	
IHE
	 -AXIS REP.ESENTS ENE.11 (CHANNEL NUMBE 1). AND IHE
T -AXIS .EP.,I:ATS INIENSITY THAT HAS PEEN NORMAL'1E0 TO REFLECT
A	 30.7-5	 COUNT PERIOD/CHANNEL.	 THE PC 1 AND 2 DATA REPRESENT
THE
	 IRON-55 RADIATION SOURCE INFORMA T ION WHILE PC 3 AND A DATA
REPRESENT THE CADM I TIN-109 INf O gNA T I _N.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- COMMAND, SPECTRA, AND TEMPERATURE HISTORY
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 10- 15-075C-13E
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/20/76 TO 10/29/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INESE	 DATA	 ARt	 ON	 7-TPACK•	 JIGO-BPI, BCD, EVEN PARITY
MAGNETIC	 TAPE	 SUPP'. IED	 01 1.1E 1NVESTIGA 110N 
TEAM.
	 EACH IAPF
CONTAINS	 THREE	 `I'_f 5.	 THE COMMAND HIS10Rt <F IIF 1) CON, AINS
IHE	 IN5IRUME NI PARAMETERS
	 THAT WERE	 SFM1	 IO IHE GUIDANCE
CONTROL AND SEQUENCING COMPUTER (GCSC). THE FILE CONSISTS Of A
HEADER; THE NUMBER OF COMMANDS IN EACH GROUP; THE NUMBER Of THE
FIRSI COMMAND IN EACH GROUP; THE PURPOSE; THE f.PMAN0 TABLE
UMBER; THE NUMBER Of IN 
	 Of 1111 ENT41; THE PC T^.BE NUMBER; THE
I4H-VOL IAGE	 BIAS:	 THE
	
CODE	 USED 10 IDENTIFY DUMP. FIAU. OR
SAMPLE	 INFORMATION;	 THE
	 COUNT PERIOD PER CHANNEL; THE WIND04
GROUP
	 (START CHANNEL); THE EXECUTION TIME; THE IIME IN SECONDS
TO BEGIN EXECUTION ON MARS; AND THE PREDICTED NUMBER Of DAIA
FRAMES.
	
IHE
	 TEMPERATURE	 HISTORY
	
FILE
	 (FILE	 2)	 CONTAINS
TEMPERATURE MEANU REMENIS 1N INf XOFS BUX.	 THE FILE CONSISTS OF
A HEADER, THE TOIAL NUMBER Of TEMPER A TURF GROUPS AS PROVIDED Bt
TNF
	 VIKING DAIA SOFTWARE (EACH GROUP CONTAINS A MAXIMUM Of 675
MEASUREMENTS).	 IHE	 NUMBER	 OF	 GROU P S STORED IN THE FILE, THE
IEMPERATURF	 READINGS	 IN	 INf	 XRFS 80X, AND THE GCSE TIME (1N
SECOND$)	 WHEN EACH	 TEMPERATURE	 AS MEASURED.	 THE SPEC IRAL
HISTORY	 FILE	 (FILE	 3) CON IAl AS IHE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE DATA.
THE
	 FILE CONSISTS 01 A HEADER, THE 1PECIIUM NAME. RAW SPECTRUM
DATA	 NORMALIZED TO A COUNT TIME Of 30.7 3 PER CHANNEL. IHE PC
TUBE	 7HAI	 GENERATED THE	 SPECIR UP,	 IHE	 IIME	 AND OA IE IHE
SPfCIkU14 WAS	 ASSEMBLED AT JPL, THE DATA TRANS NUMBERS USED TO
M I KE
	
THE
	 SPECTRUM,	 THE COUNT PERIOD FOR EACH DATA FRAME. AND
?ME' NAME OF THE OPERATOR WNO GE NE RA 
TED 
THE 5PECTRUM.
IN11STIGA1lON NAME- 14101 SCIENCE IONOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
NSSDC 10- 75-075C-1A
PERSONNEL
TL - A.O.C.NIERU Of MINNESOTA
TM - V.P.
	 HANSON	 U Of TEXAS. DALLAS
LM - M.W.	 SPENCER	 NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE	 VIKING	 ENTRY	 SCIENCE	 IONOSPHERIC	 PROPERTIES
EXPERIMENT	 (ONE	 Of	 THREE THAT WERE PAR/ OF THE ENTRY SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION)	 STUDIED
	
HE
	 COMPOSITION.	 SIRUC LURE.	 AND
TEMPERATURE	 OF	 THE	 IONOSPHERE. YNICH WERE PROBED DURING THE
DESCENT Of ;HE LANDER CAPSULE BY MEANS Of A RETARDING POTENTIAL
ANALYZER	 (RPA)	 MOUNTED	 F  USH WITH	 THE	 FRONT	 FACE	 Of THE
AN OSHELL.	 YO CONSERVE BATTERY POWER, THE INSTRUMENT 
WA OPERATED	 INTERMITTENTLY	 BE IWEER	 16.000 AND 5.000 KM ALTITUDE
BUT	 CONTINUOUSLY	 FROM	 5.000 TO 100 KM.	 THE	 INSTRUMENT
COMPRISED	 A CURRENI-COLLECTING PLATE WITH SEVEN GRIDS AHEAD OF
1T.	 A	 FIXED PROGRAM Of POTENT IRIS 
WAS 
APPLIED 
To 
IHE GRIDS,
AND	 THE
	 COLLECTED CURRENTS WERE MEASURED AT 10-MS INTERVAL,.
THk
	
INSTRUMFNI OPERATED
	 IN THREE PHASES TO MEASURE ENERGEIIC
FLECIRONS,	 THERMAL	 ELECTRONS, AND THERMAL IONS.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- TRAJECTORY AND ATTITUDE DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-I4A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA $EI- DATA AT NS5DC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07720176 TO 07120176
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 1 REEL(S) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
HRIEf DESCRIPTION
	
IHISE	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED	 B1 'NE INVESIIGAIIOk IEAM, ARE ON
9-TRACK.	 BINARY,	 1600-1 FI,	 'INLABELED
	
TAE E,
	 AND	 CON IAI.
IRAJfC10R1	 AND	 AT117U OE
	 DA IA i0R 1NE VIKING 1 ANS 2 LARDERS.
THERE	 IS	 ONE FILE FOk EAC, SPACECRAFT. 	 EACH RECORD IN A FILE
CONTAINS	 THE	 FOLLOWING	 PARAMETERS:
	
IIME	 IN	 SEIOkDS
	
IRON
DEORBIT; VELOCITY IN KM/S; ALTITUDE ABOVE MARS' NEAR SUAFA(E IN
KIL 0MF IF R S:	 AND	 FI IGHT	 ANGLE.	 NCADING	 ANGLE.	 SUB-1 ANDER
LAIITUDE, SUB-LANDER ED ' I TUDE, RI • A ANGLE Of ATTACK, UAMS ANGLE
Of	 ATTACK,	 RPA	 SUN ANGLE,	 AND IENI TH ANGLE ALL MEASURED IN
DEGREES.
DATA SET NAME- RPA ION AND ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-075C-148
AVAILABILITY 01 DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING ­
 0111 SED
IIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/20776 T, 07/20/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
THESE	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED	 BY THE INVESTIGATION TEAM, ARE ON
9-/RA(K.	 1600-PP1. BINARY TAPE.
	 THE OA TA CONTAIN IHE IOMPLE I 
RECORD	 Of	 THE	 COLLECTED	 CURR E111 VS RE IARDING POTENTIAL AS A
FUNCTION Of TIME FOR BG/H LANDERS IN BOTH THE ELECTRON AND 10V
MODES.	 THERE	 ARE	 FOUR	 FILES	 ON h'!C TAPE, AND EACH RECORD
CON/AINS IIME 1N  SCION DS IRON OEOFBI T, SEQUENTIAL 
FROME 
NUMBER,
MAJUR	 FRAME	 NUMBE., AND	 PA1R5 Of	 RE IARDING POI NT
	
AND
COLLECTOR CURRENT VALUES.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- RPA ION AND ELECTRON DATA ON MICkOFILM
NSSDC ID- 75-075(-14C
AVAILABILITY Of DATA BE)- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/20716 10 07/20776
QUANil1Y Of DA i A-	 2 RF'L <5) OF MICRO ILM
BPIEF DESCRIPTION
	
INESE	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED	 BY THE INVESTIGATION TEAM, ARE ON
16-MM MICROFILM,	 THE
	
DATA	 ARE	 ESSENTIALLY TH1 SAME AS IHE
MAGNETIC	 TAPE	 DA /A	 $F1	 175-075[-1481 ANU INCLUDE CURRENT V5
RETARDING POTENTIAL
	 PLOTS
	 FOR	 EACH	 INDIVIDUAL SWEEP IN THE
ENERGETIC	 ELECTRON	 MODE;	 SIMILAR PLOTS FOR THERMAL IONS WITH
THE
	
LEAS 
7_
	 AR E1 f1T TO 1N1 1NfORET1CAl ERUATION TO DE TEkMINE
C ONCENt R A 110 NS.
	 TEMPERA I ORE.
	 AND OTHER	 PARAME IERS; AND TIME
PLOTS OF AL II TUDE, VE101111, AND PE.IINENI ANGLES TO
	 IFINS THE
INSTRUMENT ENVIRONMENT DURING IHE ENTRY.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VIKING 2 OkB1TkR
NSSDC 10- 75-OBSA
LAUNCH DATE- 07709/7S
CRBIT PARAME IERS
ORHIT "PC- AREOCENI.IC
	 EPOCH DATE- 1)8 /C9 / 76
ORBIT PERIOD-	 16'9. MIN
	 INCLINATION-	 55.2 DEG
PERIAPSIS-	 1499. KM	 APOAPSIS-
	 35600. KN
PERSONNEL
	
MG - W. S.	JAKOBOYSKI
	 NASA HEADQUARTS
	
SC - R. 	 YOU
	 A	
ER
NG	 NASA HE DQUARlf R5
	
PM - K.S.
	 WATK INS
	 NASA-1PL
	
PS - C.W.	 SNYDER 	 AASA -JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOk
THE
	 V1KIYG	 SPACFCRAFI	 CONSISTED
	 OF	 AN	 OEBIIER AND A
LANDER.	 THE	 LANDF0	 SEPARATED
	 FAOM THE ORBITER. ENTERED FRI
MARTIAN	 ATMOSPHERE.	 AND	 SOF7-LANDED
	 SCPT[ MBE.	 3.	 1976.
SCIENTIfiC	 DATA	 MERE
	 COLLEC LEO AND TRANSMITTED TO EARTH IRON
THE
	 LANDER	 DURING ENIRT AND WHILE 17 WAS ON THE SURFACE. AND
/ROM	 THE
	 ORBITER	 BEFORE
	
AND
	
AFTER LAND ER SEPARATION.	 THE
0	 111R	 YAS A SOLAR-CfLL-POWERED SAIE L L I TE STAHILIZED IN THREE
AXES
	 USING	 INERTIAL
	 AND
	 CELESTIAL	 REFERENCES.
	
THERE WAS A
SOO-W POWER	 CAPACITY FOR THE ORBITER.
	
IT CARRIED INSTRUMFNTSTo 
	 CONOUCT ING IMAGING. ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAP(R. THERMAL
MAPPING,	 AND RADIO SCIENCE I N V F S 77 GA T IONS.
	 THE SCIENTI/1. AND
PHOTOGRAPHIC
	
A NALYSIS
	 I N S T RUMENTS HAD A MASS Of AFPROKIMATELY
72 KG (158 LB).
e
P
E
f t.
12
^N+R^.+aE:•: uaW .
i0
...................................
INVf St1GAlI0N NAME - ORBITER IMAGING
ASSOC ID- 7S-CE3A-C1
PER SO'.NEL
TL - M.H.	 CARP	 U$ GEOLOGICAL SURVFI
IM - Y.A.	 BAUM	 L11
	 OBSERVATORY
TM - N,	 MASURSKY	 US GEOLOGICAL SURLY
TM - 6.A. BRIGGS
	 NASA - JPL
TN - J.A.	 CUI TS
	 SCI  NCf APPL, INC
IN - I,C.	 OURPURT	 NASA-JPL
1M - K,R,	 BLA5IU5	 PLANE TARV SCIENCE INST
TM - 4,	 GREELEV	 ARIZONA STATE U
TM - J.E.
	 GUEST	 U OE LONDON
TM - K,A,	 HOWAND	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TM - O.A.
	 SMI TN	 U Of ARIZONA
TM - L.A,	 SODERBLOM	 US 4E O1041CAL SUR VfT
IM - J.
	 WE Y ERKA	 CORNELL U
TM - J.B.	 YELLMA1.	 NASA - JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE	 VIKING	 VISUAL	 IMAGING 
SUIT' 
"I'M 
('IS' 
CONSISTED Of
TWIN	 NIGH- AE SOIUTIUN.	 SLOW- SCAN	 IEIE VISION	 EaAMING	 CAMERAS
MOUNTED	 ON THE SCAN PLATFORM Of EACH ORBITER WITH THE OPTICAL
AXE'S	 OFFSET BY 1,38 DEG.
	 EACH Of THE TWO IDENTICAL CAMERAS OM
EACH	 0191114 HAD	 A 175-M"	 IOCAL IENCI. IELESCOPE; A 37-MM
DIAMETER VIDICON, THE CENTRAL SECTION Of WHICH WAS SCANNED IN A
RASTER	 FORMAL OF	 135A LINES NY 1187 $AMPIFSi AND SIX COLOR
FILTERS	 10 RESTRICT	 IHE
	 SPECTRAL	 6ANDPAS'
	
Of	 AN IMAGE TO
LIMITED	 PORTIONS
	 Of	 THE	 CAMERAS'	 NEAR-WISUAl	 RESP^
C IIARXCIERISTICS.
	 EACH	 FIELD	 Of VIEW HAS 1.51 DEG R 1.69 DE4
WITH	 EACH	 PICTURt. ELEMENT (PIXELF SUBTENDING 25 MICROR A01 ANS.
THE	 SLIGHT	 OFF SE 	 Of	 THE	 OPTICAL	 AXES	 AND	 THE ALTEPNATE
SNUilE R1YG MOLE OF OPERATION (SHE INTERVAL BETWEEN FRAMES BEING
4.4P	 5)	 PROVIDED	 OVERLAPPING,	 W(DE-SWAIN	 IOVEIAGE	 OF	 THE
SURFACE.	 INDIVIDUAL	 IMAGES	 ARE IDENTIFIEN BY PICTURE MUNBEa
(PICNO),
	
WHICH	 IS A UNIQUE IDENTIFIER OF THE SCENE.
	 E. EMEMTS
O1	 THE P"70 ARE AS FOLLOWS: THE FIRST THREE DIGITS VEND" THE
REVOLUIION (REV) DURING WHICH 114E IMAGE WAS SHUTTERED; LE71ER A
IS	 VtX IN4 ORBITER	 1, B IS VIKING JIBITII 2; AND THE LAST TWO
D1411S ARE THE FRAME NUTIBER.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- B/W PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 75-063A-CIA
AVAILABILITY GE DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 1,1116/75 10 12/26176
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 9 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IN IS	 OATA	 SET CONSISTS Of 1- 1 5-IN, B/V NEGATIVES THAT
WE,tE	 ALLEASED BV	 THE PROJECT FOI PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION BECAUSE
TA T	 WERE	 Of	 PANTI'ULAI	 IN TFREST.	 MOST	 SNOW MARS SU.,A,F
FEATURES, BUT ONE	 S	 THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPH Of THE FAITH SEEN
FRO" MORE INAN 10 MILLION XM IN SPACE AND SNOWS THE EAITM IN A
(1ESCFNI	 PHASE. DECRIPIIONS OE EACH PNO T OGRAPN ARE INCLUDED,
DATA SET NAME- B/W RECTILINEAR PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 75-0630-CID
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD CCVERED- :8/12/76 10 03/29171
QUANTITY Of DATA- 8126 FRAMES
PRIEf DESCRIPTION
THESEDAIA, SUPPLIED BV THE OABI TER IMP GIMG TEAM, ARE ON
5-	 5-IN.	 6/r f11M AND REPRF SENT TNf SUAFACF AS VIEWED f4ON
THE	 OR BETfR	 SCAN PEA IFORM WIINOUI GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS FON
OBLIQUE - VIEWING	 DISTORTION,	 MOST IMAGES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO
PROCESSED	 VERSIONS:	 THE	 SHADING	 EDARECTEO
	 (SCR?)	 VERSION,
SUITABIF	 FOP 1LBFD0 CONTRAST AND PNOIOGRAMMETRIC STUDIES: AND
(2)	 THE	 HIGH -PA5S	 FII TIRED	 (NGF)	 VERSION,	 YNICN	 PROVIDES
MAXIMUM	 FEATURE	 DISCN I M I MITI L I T T	 (AI IMF COST OF 11,1E RLBEDO
CONTRAST).	 ROTH VERSIONS HAVE 
IT
FEN PROCESSED TO 
I 
MO VE OI FELL
IM TELEMETRY PIT ERRORS, CAMERA BLEMISHES, AND NON.. 111.n'!TI ES
IN	 VIDICON	 RESPONSE.	 CORRECTED	 DAIA	 ARE	 THEN	 LINE AIL T
STRETCHED	 IN	 CUNTNASI	 TO FIL 1. THE DYNAMIC RANGE OF THE FILM.
ENE"	 PROCESSED PICTURE HAS A DATA SEDER	 CONTAINING ALL
PERIINENT	 INFCNMATION FOR TNT IMAGE. 10 SELECT 1Mf SE DATA, USE
THE	 SEDR	 (75-G83A-i1G);	 THE	 RECtILINE AA	 AND ORTHOGRAPHIC
PNGTUGRAPNT	 INDEX	 (75-Ob3A-01K);	 THE QUADRANT. LATITUDE, AND
LON(
'
I TITUDE	 1N DEx	 (75-Ob3A-01M);	 OR	 THE
	 10-D[4 BOx	 [NDFI
175-C83A-91H),	 FOR	 DRON ING,	 SPICII1 BOTH THE IF ICNO AND THE
ROLL/FILE NUMBEN,
.....................
DATA SET NAME- B/W ORTMOGRAPHI' PHOTOGRAPHT
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-OIE
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 06/12076 TO 11/27/77
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 710 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE
	 DATA, SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER IMAGING TEAM, ARE ON
S- R	 5-1N. B/Y FILN AND ARE A SUBSET OF 1NE TOTAL IMAGE
S
THAT HAS BEEN TRANSFORMED 10 AN OR 7POGRAP"IC MAPPING PRODIIT] ON
50	 THAI THE SCENE APPEANS AS IF VIEWED fION 01 
RICE 
L7 OVERHEAD,
THE
	 CENTER Of	 PAOJEI TIOM IN ALL CASES IS THE CENTER POINT OF
THE
	
FRAME.
	 TO PRESERVE MAXIMUM DISCIIMINAB11.
	 Of FEATURES,
INE 512E OF IHF PPOJf C IFD fMAGF IS FOPMAl1E0 10 F ILL, AS MF ALY
AS	 POSSIBLE,	 THE MASR	 DI MINSIOMS	 (1561	 PIXELS SIUARf).
TNERffORF. INE SCALE WILL VAA1 FROM IRAGk 10 IMAGE IM A SERIES.
I IS	 IS	 I5PEC IALLV	 EVIDENT	 IN	 TNOSE	 SEI UENCES OBTAINED AT
PE RIAPSIS WHEN IMF V I EWING GEOMETRY AND RANGE ARE CHANGING MOST
RAPIDLY.	 THE	 SCAIE 0f EACH 1IAGE 1S GIVEN IN THE DATA BLOC:
UNDER	 S(0	 (XM/PIXEL).
	 A SCALE BAR 10 THE RIGHT OF THE IMAGE
FACILITATES
	 PHOTO ,RAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION OF A SERIES Of IMAGES
10 A SIMIL AN S I ALE.	 NOT	 ALL	 IMAGES	 ARE AVAILABLE IN THE
O RTNOGRAPHIC VERS.14: NOS/ ORT HOGRA PNIC IMAGES AVAILABLE WERE
PRODUCED IN '.HE IFGI VERSION AND, THENE,ONE, DO WOF PRESENT 10 UE
ALBEDO	 CHARACTERISTICS.
	 TO	 SELECT	 THESE	 DATA. USE IMF SFDR
(75-083A-01G);	 THE	 PECTIC (NEAR AND ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEx	 (75-OB3A-01K);	 THE QUADRANT, LATITUDE, AN0 LONGITUDE
INDEX	 (75-083A-01M):	 OR
	 IN
	 10-DEG BOX INDEX (75-OB3A-01N),
FOR	 ORDERING, SPECIFY BOTH THE PICNO ANN F"LL/FILE IF
	
13 0 .
DATA SET NAME- RECTILINEAR AND ORTHOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
INDEXES 0AOF:[0 BY ROLL/FILE NUMBER
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-01K
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSD( BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 A CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
i"IS	 ONIA
	
SET
	 IS	 ON B/r MICROFICHE GiNERATEO AT NSSDC
FROM NAIDCOPT SUPPLIED B7 1NE ORBITER IMA6IN4 TEAM.
	 THE DATA
ARE	 AN INDEX 10 THE RECT1lINEAP (75-083A-01D) AND ORTN OGRAPHIC
(7S-ORSA-01E)
	 PHOTOGRAPHY, AND ARE SORTED 
By 
ROIL/FSEE NUMBER.
THE
	 INDEX LISTS
	 THE	 PICTURE NUMBER (PICN0) AND /ilE VERSION
(PROCIAB).
	 THE	 INDEX	 [S PFRIOD1CAELY UPDATED B1 THE IMAGING
TEAM,
DATA SET NAME- 10-DIG BOXINDEX AND LATITUDE AND
L ON 
BE 
TUOE INDEX ON MI[aOFI CHE
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-OIH
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
DU ANT IIV Of DATA-	 1 CARO($) Of B/W MICROFICHE
PA Iff DL S. RIP11oft
THIS	 '1IA SET, SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER IMAGING TEAM, IS
ON BIN MICAOFICHE.
	 Il CONSISTS OF TWO INDEXES:	 ONE LISTS THE
IMAGES	 BY	 CENTER	 I. AT 11U01 '
 AND THE
	 7N 
to 
LISTS THE 10 AGES 8
10-DEG UOXES Of
	 LAIITU Df AMD LONGITU
O
DE.	 TNf FIRST BOX 15 AT
0-DEG LONGITUDE AND THE NORTH POLE. AND COVERS THE AREA O-DE6
TO 1C-DIG I LONGITUDE AND 90-DEG TO 80-DEG N LATITUDE.
	 THE
SECOND 80' IS 10-DEG TO 20-DEG W LON611 UDE AND 90-OEG TO 80-DEG
N LATIIUDF.	 THE LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE Of IN, INTERCEPT POINT
S	 (CENTER Of IMAGE) ARE USED FOR THESE COMPUTATIONS, AND ONLY
IMAGES	 WHERE
	 THE
	 INTERCEPT POINT 5 IS ON THE PLANET (IMAS LT
90-DEG)	 ARELISTED-	 EACH	 INDEX	 CCNTAIMS THESE PARAMETERS:
P'CX0;
	 IN
	 START COUNT IFSC) NUMBE1; CENTER LATITUE; CENTER
 T
LOMGI TUDE; EMISSION ANGl1, THE ANGLE PE IWEIN THE SURFACE MOIRAI
AND	 THE
	 LINE	 TO	 THE
	 SPACECRAFT; INCIDENCE ANGLE. THE ANGLE
BETWEFN THE
	 SURFACE
	
NORMAL AND THE LINE TO THE SUN; RANGE 10
SURFACE; AND MARS TIRE.
DATA SET NAME- INDEX OF IMAGES ORDERED BT QUADRANT.
LAIC TUDE, AMD LONGITUDE ON MICR Of ILA
NSSDC lo- 75-083A-01M
AVAILA131LI1V OF DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING P101111111
QUANTITY Of DATA-
	 1 RIEL(5) OE MICRO, ITN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1 HIS E	 OA T A, SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER IMAGING TEAM, ARE AN
INDEX	 OE	 RECTILINEAR, ORTHOGRAPHIC, AND MOSAIC I M AGES OaOERED
RV	 QUADRANT, LATITUDE,
	 AND LONGITUDE ON
	 TO
	 M ICPOFI(LM
BE ME RAT ED AT NSSDC LION NAIDCOPY. A QURONNY 1S ONE Of THE 30
StCIION$
	 INTO YHICM THE MARS SURIA(E IS DIVIDED ON THE SET Of
USG$	 1:5,000,000
	 SCALE MAPS.
	 THE INTO ANATION LI5710 INCLUDES
PICNO,	 CENTER LATITUDE,
	 CENTER LONGITUDE,
	 INCIDENCE ANGLE,
13	 ORIGINAL: PAGE It
OF POOR QUALITY
f~'
E FMISSION	 ANGLE•	 IILTEN.	 RANGE TO SURFACE, SCR-2 VERSION, NGF
VERSION,	 O, T H O GR A PH IC 	 P p OJIC IION VkP 510N,	 AND FOUR POSSIBLE
MOSAIC	 APPEARANCES.	 THIS	 IS	 CONSIDERED	 THE	 BEST AND MOs/
COMPLETE INDEX FOR ORDERING ORBITER IMAGES FROM NSSDC.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- PHOBOS, DE II 	 STAR, LIMO, AND
TERMINATOR IMAGES INDFK ON MI CROP ICHE
NSSDC :D- 75-CP3A-01J
AWAILABIL17Y OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
RUANIIIT 01 DATA-	 1 CARDIS) OF BIN MIC10111NE
BRIEF DESCRIP IlON
THIS	 DATA	 SET, $UPPL TED BYTHE OR8ITER IMAGING TEAK, IS
AN	 INDEX	 OF	 IMAGES Of	 THE	 NAIIIAM MOONS,	 SIAIS' MARS
/EPMINATOR. AND MAPS LIMB ON B/W MICROFICHE. II LISTS PICNO:
FILTER: EXPOSURE: THE RANGf FROM THE ORBITER 10 PAOBOS, DEIMOS.
AND THE LIMB Of MARS: AND THE SURFACE COORDINATES Of IMF CORNER
OR	 CENTER	 OF	 THE PICIURI, I
D
F BARS APPEARS IN THE PICTURE.
	
A
'TERMINATOR' PICTURE 15 DEFINE	 AS A PIC IURf FOR	 ME
	
AT LEAST
ONE
	
CORNER IS ON THE UNLIGHTED POR LION Of THE NARS SURf ACE. A
'LIMB'	 PICTURE	 HAS	 LEAST	 ONE	 CORNER	 Cif	 THE	 SURFACE
ENTIRELY.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- SEDR PMOTOGRAPNIC SUPPORT DATA ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID- 15-08SA-OIG
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 9 CARD($) OF B/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DATA AREON B/11 MICROFICHE SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER
IMAGING	 TEAM.	 THIS	 DATA	 SET	 IS	 DERIVED	 FROM	 1NE VIKING
SUPPLEMENTARY 	
THIS
	
DATA	 RECORD (SEDR).	 IT DEFINES THE
GEOMETRICAL AND OTHER OBSf AVATIONAL CONDITIONS THAT PERTAINED
TO
	
EVE RY
	 WE 	 FRAME	 ACQUIRED.	 PICTURES	 ARE	 LISTED	 IN
C M RONOLOGICAL	 0NOE*	 Of	 ACQU ISIII:N• IDENTIFIED BY PICNO WITH
SIR	 FRAMES ON A PAGE.	 SEVENTY-fiGHl PAAANF iERS• WNICN INCLUDE
'.HE
	
FOLLOWING TYPES Of INFORKA110 N. APF INCLUDED: 	 /1ME 0! TOE
EVENT:	 CAMERA	 INFORMA LION,	 INCLUDING	 IDENIIFICATI ON	 AND
E XPOSURE:	 ORBS III	 POSI IION AND CAMERA URIFN7AlI0 N: f p AME 517E
AND ORIENTATION ON IMF SURFACE: LATITUDE, IONGIIUDE, AND RANGE
FOR	 THE
	 CENTER
	
AND	 CORNERS Of	 IHF	 FRAME:	 VIEWING ANGLE,
LIGHT ING ANGLE, AND PHA5F ANGLE Of TOE CENTER AND CORNERS: AND
ROLL	 AND FRAME	 NUMBERS	 FOR	 IDENTIFYING DIFFERENT PROCESSED
VERSIONS Of EACH FRAME.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- rR:MkMISSION PICTURE CATALOG ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-01L
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 08/05/76 TO 11/07/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 96 CARD(S) OF B/Y MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 DATA	 SET	 15	 ON B/WMICRO1ICH ::	 SUPPLIED B1 THE
ORBITER	 IRAGING	 TEAN.	 THE	 MICROFICHE	 CAUDS	 ARF IN CGIRTI
F OR MAT	 WITH 67	 IMAGES PER CARD.	 THE TOP ROW Of EACH CA.-^
CONTAINS
	
DESCRIPTIVE	 INFORMATION	 SUCH	 AS	 (1)	 SPA CECRAfI
IDENII FICATION '	AND	 SEQUENCE	 NUMBER, (2) GRAY SCALE TO "I(
	 RESOLUTION COMEA OL FRAME• (4) FIRST AND LAST PICNO'S ON THE
CARD•	 AND ( 5 ) ANY MTIS TARGET FRAMES TNAI MAY HAVE ACCOMPANIED
THE	 IMAGES ON THE CARD.	 THE IMAGES ARE 	
MAY
	 BY PICNO AND
VERSION.	 DUAL ITV	 OF	 THE MI[ROFICHE IS EXCELLENT.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- B/W MOSAICS
NSSDC :)- 75-063A-018
AVAILABILITY OE DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 08/12/76 TO 11/27/77
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 95 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DATA, SUPPLIED BY THE ORBII:I IMAGING fE AM• ARE 4-
X	 5-IN.	 tl1W MOSAICS.	 NAND-RENDE RED MOSAICS ARE AYA1lABLE Env
MUCH	 Of	 IMF	 COVERAGE OBTAINED B1 THE 'E.1 NG ORBITER CAME R.•^
FOR THE MO51 PART. THESE MOSAICS PROVIDE CONTIGUOUS COVERAGE Of
SCENES NA OF	 UP FROM INDIVIDUAL IMAGES RND NO ATTEMPT HAS BEEN
MADE	 TO CONFORM 10 A GLOBAL CONT R OL NET. MEASURE"" TS MADE
FROM THESE MOSAICS WILL BE HIG HLI IHACCURATE. 	 10 1115 PRODUCED
BY	 THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY (USGS) DE SICNAIEO Al MC
QUADS JR MC SUBQUADS AND BUILT UPON THE APPROPRIATE SHAOEO
R EI IEE MAP ARE VALID MAPPING COVERAGE.	 EACH MOSAIC, IDf hTIFELD
PY	 THE PREFIX 211- AND A FOUR-DIGIT NUMBER. IS SUPPLIED WITH A
(
. - 
_ _...	
-----t
IL''
4
FOOTPRINT	 PLOTPROVIDING THE INDIVIDUAL PI ENO AS WELL A! ROIL
AND FILE ORDER NUMBERS f0R THE  
END 
IVI DORL FRA M ES MAKING LP THE
MOSAIC.	 ALL OF THESE NON8 TO S SHOULD BE SPECIFIED WHEN OR D 
ENE 
NG
INDIVIDUAL FRAMES.	 IN A FEY CASES WHERE THE PARTICULAR VERSION
OF A FRAME IN THE MOSAIC IS NOT AVAILABLE. A SIMILAR VERSION OF
THAT	 FRAME	 IS	 OESIGNAIED	 ON	 THE F00TVR I1.1 PLOT. THE MOSAIC
SUMMARY	 AND INDEX /75-C83A-011) SHOUED BE USED TO SELECT INESE
DATA.
.....................
DATA SE1 NAME- MOSAIC SUMMARY AND INDEX ON MICRCFICHE
NSSDC IG- 75-OB3A-011
AVAIIABIL2TY OE DATA SE 1- DAlA A7 NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
D UANT 111' Of DATA- 	 1 CARD(SI OE 131WM1CROfICHf
BRIEF DES C RIP1104
THIS	 DATA SET,	 SUPPLIED B7	 THE ORBITER IMAGING TEAM•
CONSISTS	 OF	 A	 SUMMARY AND INOFX OF VIKING ORNI If. MOSAICS ON
B/W MICROFICHE.	 THE	 SUMMAR1 CONTAINS IDENTIFECA1 IOM NUMBER•
MOSAIC	 ID.	 COMMENTS	 (AREA	 ON	 If ATURfS 1N VIEW), PpODUC110N
IIME.	 RE VO .U7(ON NUMBER,	 NURPER Of IMAGES MOSAICKED. MINIMUM
AND MAKINI'M LATITUDE, AND MINIMUM RND MAXIMUM LONGS TUDF. 	 1X15
SUMMARY	 FOLLOWED 6Y AN INDEX DICEAEO tlY PICN0 NUMBER THAI
CRUSS-REFERENCES	 THE	 PAGE NUMBER OF THE MOSAIC IN THE SUMMARY
SECTION.	 TMf	 INDEX	 INCLUDES PICNO•	 CENTRAL	 LATITUDE, AND
CENTRAL LGNGI TUDE Of EACH PHOTO IN THE MOSAIC.
........._.uua.......
DATA SET NAME- BIN STEREO PAIRS
NSSDC ID- 75-CP3A-01F
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/22/76 TO 04/24/77
QUANII IV OF DATA-	 24 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE
	
'A"' SUPPLIED BY THE ORBITER IMAGING TEAM• All ON
5-	 A S -IN. B/W FILM AMD CONSIST OF i1A"	 IDENTIFIED AS HA VI MG
OVERLAPPING
	
COVERAGE.	 SIC RE0 STUDIES Of VIKING IMAGES A A 
ESTILL	 IN THE EARLIEST STAGES AND NO STEREO PRODUCT AS SUCH WAS
PEENDE F INED.	 FRAMES SHOULD BE ORDERED IN IHE ORTHOGRAPHIC
VERSION 
To  
Si EAE0 ST UDIE5. IT SHOULD eE UNDF p ST ODD THAT THE
VISUAL	 IMAGING	 SUB 5Y STEM	 THE VIKING ORBITERS WAS NOT YF LL
ADAPTED
	
FOR	 ACQUIRING SSE Rf
ON
O DATA, AND THAT THEIR ACQUISITION
WAS	 N01	 A MAJOR OBJECTIVE Of THE PRIMARY MISSION. 	 THE PAIRS
TONIAIN	 lIG41111AIII	 BUT VARIABLE AMOUNTS Of OVERLAP. 	 1N SCR!
CASES	 SHF	 TWO	 MANES NE RE TAKEN Al WIDELY D...ERENI TINES 50
THAI	 LIGM TING	 CONDITIONS D)n NOT MATCH YELL.
	 s1FRf0 COVERAGE
Of	 HIGHER	 QUALITY	 AND GREATER	 QUANTITY WAS OBTAINED IN INE
EXTENDED MISSION AND PILL BE AVAILABLE AT A LA IF 	 IIMf.
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED THERMAL MAPPING (TRIM)
NSSDC 10- 75-CN3A-02
PENS^!fN EL
TL- H.N.	 KIEFFER	 U Of CALIF, LA
TN 	 NONCN	 CAL If INSI OF "(FE
TM - E.D.
	 11MEI	 NASA-JPL
71 - G.
	 NFUGEBAUER	 CAI If IN51 OE TECH
TM - S.C. CHASk ♦ JR.	 SA NIA BA0ORIA MES CSR
BRIEF ofSCRTPT IOM
THE
	 PURPOSE
	 OF	 THE	 I p TM EKPEI IMENT WAS TO MEASURE IHI
IEMPERA IORES OF	 THE
	
AINOSPH ERE
	 AND AREAS ON THE SURFACE Of
FEARS	 THE AMOUNT OF SUNLIGHT REFLECTED BY THE 	
THE
	 WAS ALSO
MEASURED.	 THE
	 IRIN WAS A MULTICHANNEL RADIOMETER MOUNIED ON
THE
	 048ITER'S SCAN PLATFORM.	 FOUR SMALI 1:LESCOPEI. EACH WI TN
SEVEN INFRARED 
D" E"
	 WE RE
	 AIMED PARALLEL TO THE VISUAL
IN A4ING	 OPTICAL ARIS. AND MADE OBSERVATIONS EVERY 1.12 S.
	
THE
INSIAUNEN/	 YAS	 CAPABLE	 Of	 MEASURING
	 DIFFERENCES
	
OF	 1 C
THROUGHOUT	 A	 TEMPERATURE RANGE OF -130 C TO . 57 C.	 THE FIELD
Of VIEW WAS CIRCULAR. 5 MIILIRAOIANS IN DIAMETER.
.....................
DATA SET NAMf- DECAL IBAATED 1NFBARED THERMAL MAPPING
DATA OM NAGNF TIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-02A
AVAILABILITYOf DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC 0E111G PROCESSED
TIME PEIIUD (OVf RED- 08/1277! lC 1G/04/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 7 REEL(S) OF MAGNETIC (APE
14
r
S
F.
s
6
0
BRIEF DE SCRfP1N
iNk :k	 DA
0
TA	 A"CONTAINED ON 9-TRACK• BINARY. BOJ-OPI
MAGNkT IC TAPE 1UPPLT ED BY THE 1NVES II GA IIOF. 1EAIA, THEY CONTAIN
THE DECALIBRAIED VALUES Of ORIGM/NESS FOR EVERY OBSERVATION AND
A VAR IIII Of GEOMETRICAL PAR AME Tt" 10 
off 
IRE THE AREA VIEWED
AND	 INE
	
PE R TINE NI	 OdSERV A T I0HAL	 PARAMFIIRS.	 l!" D ARE
81ADEN	 RECORDS SPECIFYING THE GEOMETRY OE IHE ORBIT AND Of INE
SPACEC01AFt AT 1'E TIME OF THE OtlSERVA 110NA1 SEQUENCE, AND DATA
BECORDS GIVING TMc BRIGHTNESS DATA AND THE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS
PERTAINING TO EACH MEASUREMENT.
INVESTIGATIJN NAME- MARS ATMOSPHERIC WATER DETECTION (MIND)
NSSDL 10- 75-085A-O3
PERSONNEL
TL - C.B.	 FARMER	 NASA-JPL
TM - D. D.	 LAPORIE	 5ANIA BARBARA RES CYR
1: - D.Y.	 DAVITS	 NASA - JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE MAWD USED AN INFRARED GRATING SPECTROMETER MOUNTED ON
'ME
	 ORBITER	 SCAN	 PLATFORM	 THAT	 WA5 00RIS16 H7ED	 WIIN	 INE
TELEVISION CARE A 
A 
S AND INE IR T M.	 THE INSTRUMENT MEASURED SOLAP
INf RARED
	
RADIATION	 REFLECTED	 FROM	
THE
	 SURFACE
	
iNROUGH TNf
ATMOSPHERE TO THE SPACECRAFT.	 SPECTRAL INTERVALS WERE SELECTED
COINCIDENT	 YIIN THE YAVEIENGTN Of WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION 11Nk5
1N	 IHE 1.A-MICROMETER BAND.	 THE QUANTITI Of WATER VAPOR ALONG
THE	 LINE Of	 SIG MT WAS MEASURED FROM 1 TO IOJG MICROMETERS Of
PRECIPITABLE	 RATE 	 WITH	 AN	 ACCURACY Of 5 PERCENT OR BETTER.
INE
	
INSTANTANEOUS	 FIELD Of VIEW Of THE INSTRUMENT WAS 2 A 17
MIILIRADIANi,	 AND	 A SII PPING MIRROR ROlA/E0 
THE 
TINE Of SIGHT
1HROUGX	 11 POSITIONS 10 PROVIDE A ROUGHLY RECTANGULAR fiElD Of
VIEW Of 17 K 31 MILL IRADIANS.
DATA jlil NAME- MAWD RADIANCE AND GEOMETRY DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC to- 75-0b3A-03A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SEE- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 07/31/76 10 06712277
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 11 REEL(S) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DATA	 ARE	 CONTAINEDON 9-IIACK• BINARY, d00-BPI
MAGNETIC IAPE SUPPLIED BY THE IMVf ST IGAl10N TEAM. 	 TN ET CONTAIN
INE
	
DEC AL IBRA TEO	 VALUES Of	 111E	 INf RAAED RADIANCE FROM EACH
OBSERVATION AND A VAA II I1 Of GEORE IRICAL PARAMETERS THAT DEf INE
IHE
	
AREA	 VIEWED,	 AND	 INCLUDE	 PERTINENT	 OBSERVATIONAI.
PARAMETERS.
	
EACH	 TAPE	 RECORD CONTAINS All INE DATA FROM ONE
COMPIf 
It
	 ► ASTER	 (15 COHSE CU LIVE MF ASURE ME N TS). INCLUDING INE
RADIANCES	 AND	 IHE
	
AREA	 OF	 THE	 SURFACE VIEWED, FOLLOWED B1
AVERAGE	 VALUES	 FOR	 THE WHOLE	 RASTER AS WELL AS PERTINENT
GFOMCIRICAL AND TIMIN' INFORMATION.
INVEST IGAT ION NAME- OROI III RAD10 SCIENCE
ASSOC t0- 75-Ob3A-04
PERSONNEL
TL - Y.H.	 MICHAEL, JR.	 NASA-LAIC
LM - I.I.	 So ARERO	 MASS tNS1 Of TECH
TM - G.
	 FJELDBO	 NASA-JPL
TM - J.G.	 DA VIE 	 U OF MANCHESTER
TM - D.L.
	
CAIN	 NASA-JPL
TM - M.P.	 GROSSI	 RAYTHEON CDRP
TM - G.S.	 TYLER	 ST 
ANI 
DID U
IM - J.
	
NNE NKLI	 NASA -JPL
IM -
I- H.
	 10LSON	 NASA-LAAC
1. - C.1 	 SIELINIED	 NASA-JPL
TM - G.	 BORN	 NASA-JPL
iM - R.	 IEASI N 0 1 A 6	 MASS INSI OF TECH
"I" DESCRIPTION
WERE ARE FOUR DSTINCT SETS 0/ VIKING RADIO SCIENCE DATA
-- THREE USING ORtl1TER DATA AND ONE R.IMAI.LT USING LANDER DATA
WITH CALIBRAI TONI IRON ORPI TEA DATA. THE ORBIT EI TRACKING
DATA, OBTAINED FROM 1X1 TYO-WAY (`RBI TER-EARTH S-BAND AMD K-BAND
RADIO	 LINKS, CONS ISI OF DOPPLER FREQUENCIES AND IINE-OF-FLIGHT
RANGE	 MEASUREMENTS.	 THE SE DETERMINED IHk POSITION AND AOTION
OE
	 THE	 0 18 1 TER 5,	 AND	 CAN BE	 USED	 TO SIUDT	 THE MARS
GRAVITATIONAL	 FIELD,	 THE	 PLASMA IN INTEIPLANEIART SPACE. AMD
THESIRUCIURF	 OF	 THE SOLAR CORONA WHEN THE SPACE[RAfI WAS ON
1HI OPP0" IE	 SIDE	 Of	 THE	 SUN.	 THE 000UL IA T ION DAIA WEII
U  TITHED FROM THESE SAME RADIO LINKS BY ANALOG RECORDING OF INE
SIGNAL WHEN A SPACECRAFT WAS PASSING INTO OR OUT Of OC(ULIATION
WITH MARS.
	
THE DATA CAN BE USED 10 PRODUCE AL TIIUDE PR OFLES
Of	 THE	 IEMPF. RAT U RE. 	 DENSI II,	 AND PRESSURE Of THE ATMOSPHERE.
(INCLUDING	 1X1	 IONOSPHERE)	 AND	 10 MEASURE T 	 RADIUS Of THE
PLANET	 USING	 A IARGE	 NUMBER OF SURFACE POIN IS. 	 1N1 SURFACE
PROPERTIES
	
ASPECT	 Of THIS INVESTIGATION UTILIZED THE UNE (381
MHI)	 SIGNAL	 ON	 WHICH	 111E	 LANDIIS	 IRA4S0IT7EO DATA 10 THE
ORBITERS.
	
AT	 THE	 BIG INN ING	 0I	 END Of A DATA TRANSMISSION
SESSION,	 WHEN THE	 ORBITER WAS NEAR THE LANDER'S HORIZON, THE
STRENGTH OF	 THE RECEIVED SIGNAL WAS RECORDED AS A FUNCTION OF
TINE.	 THESE	 SIGNAL	 "FADING	 PAT IEIMS," RES 
UL' 
ING	 PI N
IN IE p AC110N	 OF	 THE	 RA010	 P A VES	 YI1M	 THE	 NARTI AM SURFACEO,
CONTAIN	 IN FORMATION	 ABOU -i	 THE	 PHYSICAL	 PROPERTIES	 Of	 THE
SURF ACk	 NEAR	 TNF	 IANDENS.	 THE LANDER I^ACKING DAIA F10M THE
1W0-PAY OIRECt LANDS N -i •'IX S- 1, LINKS rFRMII DFIERMINA11 ON
OF 111E LOCATION 01 IH: LANDF.:S AND STUDIES Of THE MOTION OF THE
PL ANE I.
.....................
DATA SE 	 NAME- SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTY DATA Pl OT$ ON
MICA01 TIM
NSSDC ID- 75-083A-04A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD (0110110- 07/21/76 10 10.1,16
YUANIIII Of DAIA -	 1 REELS) Of MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE DATA ARE ON 16 
-"I
IICROF ILM GENERATED AT NSSDC .'ROM
PAPER PLOTS SUPPLIED BY 
THE 
AADIO SCIENCE TEAM.	 THE PLOTS SNOW
AMPLI JUDE	 VS TIME Of LAND R IEIEMETRI SIGNAL 	
THE
	 BT TXF
ORBITERS.	 THIS DATA SEI INCLUDES ORBITER 1 AND LANDER 1 ANO 2
DATA.	 THEIR 	 ARE
	
THREE	 SECIIONS	 TO	 THE	 DATA:	 MULTIPATH
Rfi;DUAL DATA ENO! E/.ti:.0^. • /0ORBITER 1, GAIN AND AXIAL RATIO
DATA FROM LANDER 2 10 ORBITER 21 AND GAIN AND AXIAL RAlto DATA
i ROM LANDER 2 TO ORBITER 1.
DATA SET NAME- DECALIBRAIED RANGE DATA U. MAGNETIC /APE
NSSDC 10- 75-0B3A-046
AVAILABILITY Oi DATA SET- DATA (DENT If.ED BUT NOT DECEIVED
B RTEI DE SC RIP110N
	
THESE	 DATA,	 SU P PLIED BT INE RAD10 SCIENCE TEAM, ARE ON
7-TRACK, 800-BPI TAPES.
	
FUR TNf '4000' RANGE POINTS, WNICN ARE
A SUBSEI	 OF	 THE RANGE POINIS ON 1X1 TRACKING DAIA TAPES (Sit
75-Ob3A-Ow:),	 INf
	
RE  ULIS Of AN EXTENSIVE CALIBRATION PROGRAM
ARE PRESENTED.	 THE	 PARAMETERS LISTED ARE TIME, UNCORRECTED
RANGE
	
IN NANOSECONDS,
	
CORRECTION FOR	 11NF	 DEIMI	 IN	 THE
SPACECRAFI	 TRANSPONDER,	 CORRECTION	 FOR	 TIME	 DELAY	 111	 THE
TRACKING STATION EQUIPMENT, CORRECTION FOR THE INTERPLANETARY
PLASMA 111111
	
(FROM COMPARISON OI	 S- AND X-BAND DATA). AND
FINAI
	
CORRECTED	 IANGE,	 IHE LATTER SHOULD BE THE	 BEST
OBTAINABLE
	
VALUE	 OF
	
THE
	 RANGE BETWEEN THE TRACKING STATION
ANTENNA AND 
IN  
SPALf CRAFT ANTENNA.
DATA SET NAME- ORBITER RADIO SCIENCE TRACKING DATA ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-08SA-D4D
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
THESE
	
7-TRACK.	 800-BPI	 MAGNETIC (APES, SUPPLIEDB1 THE
RADIO 5C IENC( TEAM, ARE MERGED AND REFORMATTED VERSIONS Of 7ME
ORIGINAL PROJECT TRACKING IARES.	 CACN RECORD CONTAINS ALL OR A
SUUSEI	 OF	 ENE	 FOIL OWING PARAMETERS:
	 IIME,	 S - BAND DOPPLER
FR TRUE MCI.
	 X-BAND 0ORPLED IREQUENC T, S-BAND RANGE AND R-BAND
RANGE ILIGHI IIII IN NAN OSE(ONDS), AND CERTAIN TRACKING ST ATIOM
INFORMATION.
	
SPACING BETWEEN DOPPLER POINTS 15 1 MIN OR LESS
AND BETWEEN RAN61MG POINTSI5 IRON 5 10 20 MIN.
	 FOR ANAL ISIS
OF	 THE DOPPLER AND RANGE TA ACKING DATA IRON INE ORBITERS, TWO
IIPfS Of	 ADDITIONAL	 DATA	 ARF	 REQUIRED:	 11) ORBIiEI STATE
VFCY OAS	 --	 THESE	 ARE	 TABULATIONS	 (USUALLY	 DAILY)	 Of	 THE
POSITION	 AND VELOCITY VECTORS Of	 INE SPACECRAFT IN VARIOUS
[OORDINAIF	 STSIE MS.	 AMD	 l2) CALENDAR Of ORBITAL NAMEUVFRS --
THESE	 ARf
	 CFIRON OLO.1 CAL	 LISTINGS	 Of	 THE	 TINES
	
Of ORBI III
MANEUVERS.	 PROPULSIVE MANEUVERS (NAN GFD INE SPACECRAFT ORBIT
DISCONI INUOUS I. T. 	 NONPROPULSIVI	 RANEUVERS,
	
WHICH MERELY
REORIENTED THE ORBITER. ARE NEVER T HELESS CLEANLY VISIILI IN THE
DOPPLER 9041A.	 THESE	 IW0 ADDITIONAL TYPES OF SUPPORTING DATA
WILL BE INCLUDED WITH ANY RF QUEST FIR THESE TAPES.
SPACECRA/I COMMON NAME- VIKING 2 CINDER
NSSDC ID- 75-083(
LAUNCH DATE- 09/09/75
PERSONNEL
	
A4 - Y.
	
JAKOBOYSKI	 NASA HEADQUARIt
	
SC - R.S.
	
YOUNG	 NASA HEADQUARTkRS
PN - K.S. WATICI14S
	 NASA-JPL
	
PS - C.Y.	 SNIDER	 MASA -JPL
ORIGINAE PAOJ ll
15
	 OF POOR QUAT, T -f if
	
.-s'-( --	 .-..__ ___	 __ __ __	 _	 ----
	Al	
......_..	 _._
r. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 SPACECRAFT WAS THE LANDING VEHICLE FOR IMF IWO-PAAI
SPACECRAFT MISSION.	 1T	 SOFT-L 
AN
DfC ON SE PTEMBIn 3. 1976. IN
14E
	
CIOOMIA RLGIDN Of MARS AT 47.67 DEG N LATITUDE AND 725.7!
DEG
	
W	 LUN!ITUOE.	 THE 
LAN 
DER CARRIE') INSTRUMENTS TO STUD 	
INCIII OLUGY,	 CHEMICAL
	
COMPOSITION	 (ORGANIC	 AND	 INORGANIC).
METEOROLOGY.	 SEtS000LOGI,	 NAGNf II[	 PROPERTIES.	 SURF ACF
APPEARANCE.	 AND PHYSICAL PROPER II15 Of /HE MARIlAN 1..lACE AND
ATMOSPHERE.	 THE	 LAN Dta HAD A	 70-W POWER CAPACITY AND A
SCIENT:FIC	 PAYLUA0	 OF	 APPROXIMATEL1 91 K4 (200 LB).
	
SON, Of
THE DATA COLLECTED WERE RETURNED MY DIRECT 01DIO LINK TO EARTH,
BUT	 MOSS OF IRE DATA WERE RETURNED IT
	
RELAY THROUGH ONE Of THE
ORBITERS.
INVESTIGATION NAME- PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
NSSDC ID- 75-093[-01
PERSONNEL
7L - R.Y. SNOB SHILL
	
U Of ULAN
	
1N - A,E. HUT ION	 TRY SIST EMS GROUP
IN - M,J.
	 MDORF. I1
	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TO - R.F.	 SCOTT	 CALIF INST 01 TFCN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE	 PUNP0SE Of THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION WAS
TO DETERMINE TNF PHYSICAL PROPER I' 
I
S Of THE MAN T IAN SURFACE AND
ENVIRONMENT Al	 THE	 IAN DING S  IE. PPIMAHILY USING ENGINEERING
MEASUREMENTS
	
AND SCIENTIFIC IN$TP-'NEN7S REQUIREO TO :EFT OTHER
MISSION	 OBJECTIVES.	 1N PARTICULAR, 11 ATTEMPTED 10 DETERMINE
SUCH	 PROPERTIES AS	 BULK	 DENSIII. BEARING STRENGTH, ANGLE Of
REPOSE•	 COHESION,	 AN6If	 Of	 INTERNAL	 F..IIIDN,	 P. IICLE
(N A RACIERISIICS,
	
THERMAL
	 PARAMETERS, EOLIAN IAANSPORIA..L I l I.
lOPO4RAPN1. AND CE.IA IN EMVIRONNEN1Al PROPf .TIES SUCH AS WINO.
TEMPERATURE. AND SOLAR	 FLUA LEVELS. MAXINUR USE WAS MADE OF
HARDWARE	 AND INSTAORIN15 1NIENOE0 FUR 
OF 
NEN APPLICATIONS, SUCH
ASTHE MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEMS AND LANDER CAMERAS. ONLY PASSIVE
DEVICES.	 SUCH AS MIRRORS	 AND LANDING LE4 STROKE GAGES. W111
ADDED FOR /NIS EIPF.EMEN7.
INVESTIGATION HARE- BIOLOGY
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-03
PERSONNEL
	
TL - M.P.	 KLEIN	 NASA-ARC
	
TM - J.
	
IEDE.BERG	 5TANI 090 U
	
TM - A.
	 RICH	 MASS IN51 Of TECH
	
IM - N.M.	 NOROW11l	 CALIF INST Of TF(M
	
TP - V.1.
	
0YAMA	 NASA-ARC
	
TM - G.W.	 LFVIN	 BIOS P 	 RIGS, INC
GRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
THE
	 BI OL 0('I	 EXPERIMENT	 SE ARI NED	 FOR	 THE	 PRESENCE Of
MARTIAN ORGANISMS 
BY
	 LOOXING FOR ME IABOL IC PRODUCTS.
	
IMREE
DISTINCT	 INSTRUMENTS
	
(PINOLY T IC RELEASE (PR), LABE LEO RELEASE
(LO),	 AND GAS FXZ'FANGE (G EX)) INCUBATED SAMPLES OF 74t MARIIAN
SURFACE	 UNDER	 A NUMBER Of DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS.
IN	 SORE INSTANCES A SAMPLE WAS NEAT STERILIZED AND REPROCESSED
15 A 10NIROL.
	 THE	 P.. OR CARBON 
AS 
IM IL Al10N.	 NINSTRUMET
SOUGHT 10 DF tEC/ IMF PNOIOSININE 71l OR CMERICAL FIXATION OF 102
UR	 CJ CONIAINING C-14. 	 THE SAMPLES WERE INCUBATED FOR SEVERN 
DAll	 IN	 THE	 PRESENCE	 Of	 THE	 RADIOACTIVE GAS MIXTURE, SOME
SAMPLES WI TO	 SIMULATED SUNLIGHT AND SOME rIT.OUI.	 NF XI, INCH
SIMPLE WAS HEATED 10 120 C TO REMOVE UNMEACTFD CC2 AND CO.
	
THE
SGIL WAS PIROLIZE0 AT	 650 C AND ANY ORGANIC PRODUCTS WERE
COLLECTED	 IN	 AN ORGANIC VAPOR TRAP (OVI).
	 FINALLY, THE TRAP
WAS HEATED
	 TO COMBUST	 THE	 ORGANIC
	 MATERIAL TO CC2 AND AN 
EVOLVED RAOlOA(i1VE GAS WAS MEASURE O.
	 IME LR EXPERIMENT SOUGHT
10	 DETECT	 METABOLIC	 PROCESSES	 THROUGH RADI ORE S PIROMf TRY.
LIQUID NUTRIENTS LABELED WITH RADIOACTIVE CARBON WEN  ADDED TO
/NE SAMPLES AND THE A, NOS POE Rf ABOVE YAS CONTINUOUSLY MONITORED
TO DETECT ANY RADIOACTIVE GASES RELEASED FROM THESE NONVOLATILE
NUTRIENTS.	 THE GEX MEASURED THE PPOOUCTION AND /UR UPTAKE OF
102, N2,	 CN4. H2, AND C2 DURING INCUBATION Of A $OIL SAMPLE.
THE
	 SAMPLE	 WAS SEALED ANO PURGED BY ME. /HEN A MIXTURE Of HE.
K:, AND CO2 WAS INTRODUCED AS AN INITIAL INCUBATION ATMOSPHERE.
AF TFR	 TNf
	
ADDITION	 Of	 A	 SELECTED	 QUANTI 
IT
	 Of	 A MIITR If NT
SOLUIION	 (SATU.A T E 
	 WI T M IME DIAGNOSTIC GAS, NEDF I, IMF SAMPLE
WAS INCUBATED. AI C[RI AIM INTERVALS, SAMPLES Of THE ATMOSPHERE
WERE REMOVED AND ANAL LIED 01 A GAS CNROMATOG.APH WITH A THERMAL
CONDUC IIVITI OETECIOR.
1-.1
DATA SET NAME- PUBLISHED REPO. IS ON THE RESULTS Of THE
PHISI(AI PROPERTIES EXS
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-01A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IN PUBLISHED REPORI(S)
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 18 PAGE(S) Of UNBOUND NAADCOPY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS DATA SET	 CONSISTS O F	Rf PORTS PUBLISHED BY THE
INVES1lGA TION TEAK THAI	 DISCUSS	 THE RESULTS Of THE ► NISICAL
PROP[ 01115 LAPERIMENi.	 THE REPORTS DISCUSS THE HARDWARE USE
THE RESULTS Of IISTS USING IMF SYSTEMS TEST BED, 14E RESULTS Of
THE
	
INAGING SCIENCE	 IF S T S,	 ANO
	
THE
	 RESULTS Of THE SCIENCE
END-70-f ND TE571.	 IRE APPROXIMATE DAYS OF THE TESTS AND THE
ELEMENTS	 TESTED ARE ALSO DISCUSSED.	 IT IS EMPMASI"0 THAT IME
RESULTS ARE PRELIMINARY AND, THEREFORE, SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENTRY SCIENCE ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE
NSSDC TO- 75-083(-J2
PERSONNEL
TL - A.O.C,NIER	 U OF MINNESOTA
TM - A.
	
SE I F F
	
NASA -APC
100 - N.Y. SPENCER	 NASA-6SFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE	 ENTRY SCIENCE ATMOSPHERE[ STRUCTURE EXPERIMENT COME
Of	 TN REE THAI WERE	 PART Of 1.1 ENTRY SCIENCE INVESTIGATIO.0
STUDIED	 1.1 MA./IAN ATMOSPHERE BFLOW AN AL111UDF Of 1 32 KM.	 4
VAMIE TY	 Of	 INSTRUMENTS	 (ACCELEROMETERS,	 RADAR	 ALTIMETERS.
TNER.OMETERS, PRESSURE	 SENSJ RS)	 COLLECTED DATA	 10 PROVIDE
ALTITUDE PROFILES Of PRESSURE AND 1EPPIIAIUAE Of SHE AINOSPNERE
AND ACCEIEA A1104 OE	 TNF	 LANDER	 CAPSULE.	 I... THESE DATA,
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY AND NEAR ATOMIC PASS CAN BE CALCULATED.
DATA SET NAME- TABULAl10N5 Of EN /AI Mf ASUAETENTS FOR
ATN OS HERIC S T RUCTURE ON P ICK Of 1CNE
NSSDC 1D- 7S-LE3C-02A
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT N0T RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPT IOM
THIS	 DAIA SET, SUPPLIED BY
L
INE INVf STIGATIO11 YEA:, IS ON
B/Y :ICROf ICHE• AND CONiA(NS IABULA1.0. Of VARIOUS PA.AMf 
"'S
AS	 FUNCTIONS Of T{NF. COVERING TWO PHASES OF ENE OESCE4 TS: (1)
F RON	 132 KM	 TO 6 KM	 IN ALTITUDE 
WE 
IN THE LANDERS IN iNEIR
AEROSHELLS AND	 (2)	 FROM 6 KM 10 1.S K: ON PARAC.0 TES.
	 THE
PARAMETERS LISTED	 FOR 80111LANDERS ARE ACCELERATION ALONG TWO
AXES.	 ALIITU DE MEASUAt. BI IME AL IINE/ER, VFLOCITI (MAGNITUDE
AND PAT. ANGLE), P.ESS U.E. AND IE:PEA RIO RE.
DATA SET NAME- GAS EXCHANGE. LABELED RELEASE. AND
PYROLYT IC RELEASE DATA ON ME CROP ILR
N Ss  ID- FS-OE 3C -03F
A VA[LABILITT CIE DAIA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEIf-G PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVfRFG- 09/04/ 7 . TO 05:29/77
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 11 REEL($) OF MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TNESf D4 T A, SUPPLIED BY THE INVESTIGATION TEAM, ARf ON
16-AM MICROFILM AND CONSIST Of O'SC.IP 
T 
ONS Of THE COMMANDS
THAT WERE SENT 10 OPERATE THE INREE INSIRUMEN TS AND TABUL AT 10
 NS
Of	 RAW AND REDUCED DATA .17 URNED.
	 THE COMMAND DATA INCLDE:
MANS
	 IIME	 FOR EACH I: APERI MEN I
	 SEQUENCE, THE COMMANDS SE
U
 NT,
PREDICTED	 DATA POINTS FOR EACH CONRANO FILE THAT .1.1 USED TO
TIME	 TAG THE DATA W.EM IT CAME BACK FROM TIME INSTAL)"NI• A.. A
SU:.A.I OE	 THE
	 NAJOR EVENTS Of EACH COMMAND SEQUENCE.
	 THESE
COMMAND
	 DATA ARE 10,1:11/IfD A l
 110LOGY/C,	 T11F TABULAT I O N7 PLOT
D MIA INCLUDE IN SI.UMFNI AF SPONSE, TIM E
-IAGGF0	 FNGI NEf PING. AND
SUMMAPY PLOT DATA.	 THE INSTRUMENT RESPONSE DATA CONSIST Of RAW
RETURN	 DOWNLINK	 DATA IN OCTAL 10.00, THE SAME DATA AFTER BASIC
I1 0"...	 AND	 1NE IIME -IAGGID DATA 1N VAL')E POINT FORM.
	 THE
TIME-TAGGED	 OA TA ARE
	 IRE
	 PR IFIARY
	 REDUCED FORM OF THE DATR,
I"111 DAIA ARF .A.S MISSION II:E (001) OF THE DATA ►DINT, LOCAL
1A..I.	 1100E	 (LL1), IYPE OF MEA$U RIMINI, THE VALUE Of THE DAIA
POINT,	 AND	 DIAGNOSTIC
	 INFOR M ATION	 ABOUT	 EACH	 DATA
	 POIN1_
ENGINEERING	 DATA	 ARE INCLUDED AT T ER IRE MAY ANO REDUCED DAIA.I M E
	 FOUR IN	 PART OF THE DATA IS PLOTS IAT SUMMANII( THE DATA.
THE
	 RE DIFC FD	 DATA	 FOR	 THE	 0 10 1 OG7
N	
INSTRUMENT	 ARE GII
CHROMATOGN AM
	
VOL IAGE S.
	 GEM NANOMOLES VS	 TIME	 PLOTS, PR
RADIOACTIVI?I	 VS	 TIME. L 	 COUNTS /MIN SUMMARI, AND TIME-IAGGFD
INSTRUMENT VALUES.
INV(SIIGAlION :ARf- MOLECULAR ANALYSIS
NSSDC lo- 75-083C-04
PERSONNEL
TL -	 K, BIEMANN MASS	 INSI	 Of	 if CH
TM -	 N.C. UAL/ U	 Of	 CAL If,	 SAN	 DIEGO
IN -	 D.M. ANDERSON USA-.RREL
TR -	 1. OYFN STATE
	 U Of	 NEY	 YORK
/M -	 J.
0
U OF	 HOUSTON
TO -	 L.E. ORGEL SAIK	 INST	 BIOL
	 STUDIES
IN -	 A, O.C.NIIA U	 Of	 MINNESOTA
IN -	 P. ToULMIN.	 3RD US	 GEOIOG 1 .AL	 SURVEY
OF
16
L v	 ..	 •
Fr
r
1.
BRIT Of SCRLPIION
THE	 MOILIULAR	 ANALISIS EXPERIMENT S'ANCHED FOR CHEMICAL
(UMVOUND^	 IN TM!
	
UPPER
	 SURfA(I
	 TAT to 01 MARS AND K[ASUNED
ATMOSPHERIC
	 COMPOS IIION	 Nf AR	 IHf SUR14(F.	 THE SO II ANALISIS
WIRE
	
PE IF ILANE0 USIN4 A DAS
	
CN40"ATOGRAPH MASS SPf(IROMFTER
,GCMS!	 THAI HAD HIGH SINS I T IV III, HIGH STRUCTURAL SPFC111(III.
AND	 BR0 AD	 APPL IC AB IL 111	 IO	 A	 YID'	 RAN4f
	
01	 COMPOUNDS.
S Uk•STA N(ES
	
6f11E
	 VAPORISED	 FROM	 IHF
	
SURFACE
	
MATERIAL
	
BI A
HEATING
	
PROCESS
	
WHILE	 CO J CL ABEIE0 WITH C-15) SWEPT THROUGH.
11k
	 MATERIAL WAS THEM CARRIED INTU A IENfN GAS-CHNOMATOGRAPMIC
COLUMN	 THAI	 WAS	 SWEPT WITH HVDROGEN AS A CARRIER GAS . WHILE
PASSIN:,	 THROUGH	 1MY	 COLUMN,	 SUBSTANCES
	
WE NE
	
SEPARAIED BY
.IF1ERfNl DIGRESS 01 AE TENT ION. 	 IHF RESIDUAL $1Rf AM K0110 
INTOIHt	 w453	 S ► ECIROOf TER	 TAI "	 HYDROGEN WAS
	
RF MO VED RY
HYDR UGf N-ONLY-PERMLABLI	 PALLADIUM, AND A MASS SPEC/NUM IRASSES
FAUN 12 TO :'ll U)	 AS UBIAINED EVERT 10 5 TOR THE BA MIN Of THE
GAS	 CMROM4TOGR AM.	 (N SOH[ CASES, IHf SAME SAMPLE WAS 11HE AT ED
AT	 A	 HIGHER	 IE M PF MATURE AMD ANALIZED 10 ."EC
	 lfSS VOIA,III
MATTA JAL$.
	 FOR	 AIM0$P NENIC MEASURE HEM S. GASES WERE DIRECTLY
INTRODUCED	 INTO	 THE	 MASS	 SPECTROMETER,	 b1PASSING	 THE
	
GAS
CNROMATO„NAPH COLUMN.
DATA SE:NAME- GAS CNRUKAIOGRAPH M45S SPECTROMETER SOIL
ANAL15IS DATA ON MAGNE IIC TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-04A
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED HUT NOT RECEIVED
bRIE' RESIN IF TION
T HE5f	 DATA,	 ON	
4-1 RACK'
	 BOC-bpl,
	
UNLABELED,
19 M -COMPAI ISLE	 TAPES,	 ARE	 IN	 NAY	 FORM,	 JUST	 AS THEY YERt
RECEIVED	 81	 THE	 VIKING
	 tX p kRIMENTERS
	
TRUN	 TNF
	 IELEMEIAI
DE COMNUI A110 1  PROGRAM OUTPUT. ENCEPI EPA  THEY HAVE BEEN OUT
INFO	 LOGICAL	 ORDER	 AND	 PS	 HA VF BE,W TILLED IN.	 IIEY ARE
UNLIKEII	 TO BE	 USABLE	 BY	 ANYONE NOT VERY PAKILIAN IIIN THE
MISSION OPERATIONS AND INS INSTRUMENT DESIGN.	 EACH SAMPLE RUN,
COMPRISE VG	 CHI	 IILE	 ON	 THE	 TAPE, INCLUDES SEVERAL SPECTRAL
SCANS	 DIVIDED	 ARBITRARILY	 INTO SMALL BI OCKS.
	 IHF YUANII T I'S
LISTED	 ARE	 THE OUTPUT Of THE ANALOG -TU -DIGIIAL CUNVFRTfR ON A
LOGARITHMIC	 SCALE
	 AS A IUNC110N UI 11 ME. MAR A11 BLOCKS Of
CN'IN”" ING DATA	 CONTAIN	 TEMPERATURES, PRESSURES, AND OTHER
INSIRUMINI FARAKETENS.
DATA SET NAME- SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA GN MAGNETIC
:API
NSSDC ID- 75-0830-040
AVAILAPILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE SPECTRAL DATA, ON 9-IIA(K, 100-BPI TAPEl. ARE REDUCED
VENSION5	 CI	 INS	 GCO5 SOIL ANALISIS DAIA l)5-013(-04A),	 EACH
SAMPLE	 RUN	 IS UN A SEPARATE IILE, AND THERE ES ONE RECORD 104
EACH	 SPECTRAL
	
SEAN,	 INCLUDING	 MASS
	
SBECT REIN	 DANA AND
INGINf EKING	 DATA.	 LISTED IS THE INTENSITY IN ARBITRARY LINEAR
UNITS	 AS	 A	 FUNCTION 
OF 
AA$$	 NUMBER	 FROM 12 TO 215 IN TNf
CONVE NI TONAL PASS SPEC 1RUM FORNAI. 	 THE ENGINEERING INFOA.A 1100
INCLUDED	 PERMITS CONVERSION Of INTf NS11lf5 TO (UNREST UNITS.
DATA SET NAME- SOIL ANALYSIS MASS SPECTRA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID- 75-06SE-04C
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IHE
	 SAME DATA AS ON THE MASS SPECTRA TAPES ARf PRk SENSED
AS BAN	 69A PH$ ON	 16-KPI MICROFILM,	 FACN IRAI CON TRIMS ONE
COMPLE 7E	 GRAPH	 Of	 THE	 71,C	 fl 	 Of	 ALL MASSES DE IIC IE D.
BECAUSE	 THE LOWER MASSES (MOSI" CO2 AT: I. N20) ARE PREDOKIN AN T•
A	 SECOND GRAPN STAN IING AT	 ABOUT MA>S 45 SHOWS THE HEAVY
ELI MINIS	 AI	 A NONE 4PPRUPAIATF SCALE.
	 GNAEHS OF ENGINEERING
PARAMETER: ARE ALSO INCLUDED.
DATA SET NAME- GCMSATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS DATA ON
MAG Nf T IC IApE
NSSDC ID- 75-OA 3C-040
A VAILABIitTY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1" 51	 DAIA.	 ON 9-TRACK. DOJ-BCI IAPf. ARE THE GCMS RAV
DATA	 FOR	 THE
	 AIMOSPHER IC ANAL ISIS.	 FO q IMF VIKING 1 PRIMARY
M; S 10%	 WERE
	 WENT
	 fILIEkfD AINOSPHFAIC SAMPLES WITH C'i AND
C C 2	 REMOVED.	 I'	 USIIL IERE0	 SAMPLES.	 AND 3 SAMPLES AFTER lO
I NRICHMF N/ 
	 CYCLE 5	 70	 INCREASE	 IHE	 CO NCEOIII AI ION
	
OF	 TRRCE
IIiMINIS.	 FOR	 'HE	 VIKING	 2	 PRIMARY	 MISSION	 IHk Rt NINE 4
f ILTERED	 ATMOSPHERIC	 SAMPLES I  7  CC AND CO2 NIMOVED. 2
UNE It 
FIR
kD	 SAMPLES•	 1	 SAM MLE	 ASTER	 S	 [NNICNM ENI CY ` \E5, 2
SAMPLES	 A'IIA	 1C.	 ENR1CHNf NI	 CICL LI.	 AND A SAMPLES AFTER 15
[NOICMMEST	 CYCLES.	 THESE	 TAPE 	 CONTAIN	 DATA	 IN	 RAY FORM
SIMILAR TO THAT ON THE SOIL ANALYSIS 111GNf DAIA I4vE3• BUI TNf
DATA	 QuAN71TY	 ES	 MUCH	 LESS.	 THE	 PARAMITE RS
	
ANF
	 MASS
SPFCIROMf TER	 !(((IRON	 MULIIPLIFR OUTPUT AS A /UN(IION )F TIME
10A IA(M Mf ASU4E
 .EN "A
 SCAN AMD IHF ASSOCI.TlO tlACK 4ROUN0 SCAN.
INVESTIGATION NAME- LANDER IMAGING
NSSDC ID- 75-085C-06
PERSONNEL
It
-	
7,A. NOTCH BROWN u
IN -	 (. SAGAN COpNfLL
	 U
(N -	 A.B. bIMOER SCIENCE	 APPL,
	 141
TN -	 E.C. PONA15 US	 GEOLOGI[AI	 SU"'I
TN -	 1,0. MUCK NAIA-LARC
IM -	 f.C. IEVINIHAL STANFORD	 U
IN -	 5, llEtlfl.	 JA. S14MIORD
	 U
TM -	 J.B. POLLACA NASN-ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THELANDER	 IMAGING
	
IXPER THEM
	 VIl WED	 1Hk	 SC E.
SURROUNDING	 THE LANDER• THE SURFACE SAO pLER AND OTHER PARTS 01
THE LANDER. TO  SUN. AND PNOBOS 10 PROVIDE DATA TOR OPkRA1I0NAl
PURPOSES
	 AND 10R GEOLOGICAL AND Kf If OROl0U1CAl INVESiiGATI0N5.
IWO SCANNING	 CAMERAS,
	 CAPAMLE
	 OF	 R
 ISO LVIN4 0.04 OEG (NIGH
RE $OIBIION,	 OR	 1) Z	 016 (LOW R E SOLUTION. COLOR, AND in) WERE
USED ON EACH LANDER. 	 EACH IMPLY ACQU3AED COV[RlD A VENT1C Al
fIELD OF	 2G	 DEG 'HIGH NESOLUTION) OR 60 DEG 'IOW R'SOLUTION •
COLOR, AND IR: AND A HORIZONTAL FIELD THAI IAS 000MANDABLE FAO;
7.S DF4 10 5.2.1 DEG IN 2.5-DfG INCREMEN7S. IMAGES WERE
ACoUIRE. FROM 40 DEG ABUVE THE NOMINAL NO LEON TO 60 DEG BELOW,
AND YF Rf	 COMNANDABLE
	 IN 10-DEG INCRF MINTS.
	 THE CAMERAS YEAS
MOUNTS(	 1.3 M ABOVE THE MOMINAI SANDING f'L AN' AND Yf RE CAPABLE
OF	 VIEWING TWO FOOTPADS AND MOSI OF TNF AREA A CCESSIBIf TO 1HE
SURFACE
	
SAMPLER.	 FNE TWO CAMERAS WINE SEPARATED BY 0.6 M, AND
SIERE OS COP IC
	
P 
I 
C LURES
	 WfRF	 OBTAINED OVER MOSS Of THE SCENE.
BLACK	 AND W H 1/E	 IMAGES	 IN	 EIIHER	 L01 CR	 HI 4H RE 50LUT ION
INCLUDED	 RADIATION	 WAVELENGTHS
	
IRON 0.4 TO 1,1 RICRO MITE AS.
FNE US' OF A SINGLE DETECTOR TO IMAGE AN ENTIRE ;NAME ALLOYED A
RELATIVE AAD10 ME ERIC ACCURACY 0' PLUS OR MINUS 10 BEAT[ NT_
	 TOR
MORE INIGRMA IION CONCERNING THE CAMERAS. SEE HUCK FT Al.. SPACE
SCIENCE
	 INSTRUMENTATION 1, 189-241 (1975).
DATA SE T
 NAME- B/Y PRESS REIEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
NSSDC ID- 15-083C-06A
A VAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
110E PERIOD COVEH f
 D- 09/05/76 10 02/22/77
6UKN" " O1 DATA-	 IS FRAMES
"Rift 
DESCRIPTION
THESE	 041A	 ARE
	 ON 4- A 5-IN. 11 11 NEGATIVES RELEASED 111
THE
	 PROJECT FOR PLFBLIC DI5 to LOU 110..
	 THESE PHOTOGRAPHS AAE OE
SELECTED SCENES NEAR THE LAND(R THAT ARE Of GENERAL INTEREST 10
THE PUBLIC.	 A DESCRIPTION Of EACH PHOTOGRAPH IS INCLUDED.
.....................
DATA SET NAME - COLOR PRESS RELEASE PHOTOGRAPHY
ASSOC ID- 75-083C-0611
AVAILABICIII 01 DATA SET- DAIA AT NSSDC BEING PNO(E11E1
TIRE PERIOD COVERED- 11/26/76 TO 01/17/77
OU ANIIt1 Of DAIA-	 2 FRAMES
B g lfT Dk 5CR IPTION
THIS!
	
DATA
	 ARE ON 4- X5-IN, COLOR PILO RELEASED BY THE
PROJECT	 f0A	 PUBLIC	 DI S IR IBUT ION,
	 THE SF
	 PIDIDGR4 PH5 4Nf 01
SELECTED SCENES Nk4R TNF LANDER TNA/ A p E Of GENERAL INEEREST TO
THE
	 PUBLIC.	 A DESCRIPTION OF [ACM PHOTOGRAPH IS INCI UDlD. THE
COLORING	 CANNOT	 BE CONSIDERED 10 BE ACCURATE BECAUSE Of COLOR
INACCURACIES IN REPRODUCTION.
DATA SET NAMF- EXPERIMENT DATA RECORD Q DR) b/W IMAGES
ON FILM
NSSDC ID- 5-0 3C-Of",
AVA IIABItIT1 Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSD( BEING PROCESSED
T I ME PERIOD COVERED- 09103/76 10 11/05/76
RUANT 111 OF DAT4-
	 1128 FRAMES
MRIEf DESCRIPTION
THIS	 DATA
	 $I 1•	 SUV p l 1fC
	 111	 SHE
	 LANDER IK a 41NG 1fAM.
CONSISTS Of THE B/W IDA VEASION Of THE IAN OE n PHOIOGR4.NI,	 TH;
OAT'	 BLOCK	 ON EACH FRAME CONTAINS IDENI;FICAT' ON. PRO(tSIING,
AND	 CA010A EVENT INfORM4TION.
	
III DATA ANY AV AILABIE ON S-I N.
NOLL F ILM OR AS IN0IVIOU4I S- ; S-IN. FRAMES AND "AV Of On DINED
YIIN	 OR	 YI IN LEE	 THE
	 DAIA	 BLOCK.	 THIS TOTAL DATA SET 1S A
CUNPLF IE
	 RECORD
	 O F	THE	 LANDER	 IMAGING	 DATA AS RECEIVED ON
FAR1M.
	 THE	 PICTURE	 CAIAIOG	 Of	 pRIMAR/	 MISSION	 [UR
17
	
ORIGINAL; PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
J
a	 ,
r
r"
R
I
r
POE" MR IF
(75-083(-06() SHOULD HE USED TO ORDER FDR IMAGES.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- PICTURE CATALOG 01 PRIPARY MISSION
EXPERIMENT DATA RECORD (EDP)
NSSDC 10- 75-083C-06E
AVAILAB,LITT OF DATA SET- DATA At NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 6 CARD(5) 01 B/W MI( OFIC.F
b 4 1 E I DESCRIPTION
1HE51	 DA IA ARE ON B/W MICNO FICHE GENERATED AT NSSDC IRON
NASA	 AEFERENCE	 PUBLICATION 1007 PRE PAAED 
BY 
ROBERT B.	
.....
 ,
THIS	 PUBLICA/ION	 15	 4 GENERAL REIEREFFCf FJR THE IMAGING DATA
/ROM INE	 VIKING LAMOi.M PPI"AM/ MISSION. 	 1T PRESENTS THE
RESULTS Of THE PROCEDURES TNAT WERE APPLIED to 
TO  
IMAGING DATA
10 PRODUCE	 AN ORGANIZED RECORD IHA7 	 15 AS CORPLE TE AND AS
ERROR-FREE
	 AS	 POSSIBLE.	 T.t RESULT IS CALLED THE EXPERIMENT
DATA RECORD.	 T.15 PUBL IIA110N CONTAINS ALL IM4Gf5 DEIURNED flTTHE
	
TWO	 VIKING LANDERS	 DURING IMF PR III AD  MISSION.	 SK ILINE
DRAWINGS DISPL AT	 THE 
0  
IL INES OF THE IMAGES AS THEY APPEAR IN
THE
	
VIEWING	 AREA.	 ALSO	 INCLUDED ARE	 A SEL EC110N Of
COMPUTER-Gf NERAIED	 CAMERA EVENT RE PO RID T.AI LIST SUP PLEMEN1 AL
INiORMAI TON ABOUT	 1.1	 CONDITIONS	 UNDER	 WHIC', IN 	 OA TA YE
 
RI
COLLECTED AND NOW	 THEY	 .1.1	 PROCESSED AND RECORDED. 	 IN
ADDITION	 10 A	 COMPRfNENS1Vk	 REPORT,	 SEVERAL	 LIS1'NGS	 ARE
INCLUDED	 THAT	 GROUP THE IMAGES IN A VA p 1F 71 OF VATS (E.G.. BI
TIME	 OF	 DAY),	 A SECTION ON TERMINOLOGY HAS BEEN INCLUDED 10
ASSIST	 WITH	 THE	 INTE R PR E TAI ION Of THE L15 ARCS AND IMF IMAGE
PRESENTATION,	 SEVERAL DIAGRAMS ALSO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE ON THIS
SUBJ ICY 
'
THIS PUBLICATION "I L AC11UAINT THE 
USE R WIIN TIC
IMAGING 
DAY 
A INAI ARE AVAILABLE  TOO M I E VIKING LANDER IPIMARY
MISSION AND THE PROCEDURE USED 10 OBTAIN PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS.
11	 IS	 NECESSARY	 1O	 ORDER THIS DATA SET 10 SELECT FDA IMAGES
(75-083(-06D).
.....................
NSSDC IP- 75-083(-06K
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BANG PROCESSED
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 3 CARO(S) OF B/Y MICROFICHE
BRIEF Dk S(RIP110M
IRIS OA IA SET. SUPPLIED BY THE LANDER IMAGING TEAM, 15 ON
91W
	
MICROFICHE.
	 THE NECkSSAIV ORDERING INfO R MATIO N IS CAMERA
f VENI	 (CE)	 LABkI.	 VfRD10N.	 SF GMEN I.	 AND	 LPL	 f1C	 ID.
tNGINEFRI NG IA.AMf1f RS ARE ALSO IN(LUO'D. 	 AN ASTERISK NIT. T.I
(E	 LABEL	 INDICATE'	 THE AVAILABILITY Of A COLOR IMAGE.	 11 IS
NECESSARY	 TO ORDER	 THIS	 DATA	
SIT
	 TO	 SELECT	 FOR	 IMAGES
(75-063(-06C AND -061).
.....................
DATA SET NAME-HIGH-RESOLUTION B/W MOSAICS
NSSDC ID- IS-083(-061
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
RAIFF DESCRIPTION
THIS	 DATA	 SET,	 SUPPLIED	
a'
	THE	 LANDER IMAGING IEAM,
CONSISTS	 Of COPPUTER-GENERATED .I 1M111SOLUI IO N MOSAICS ON R- l
10-IN. B/W ME 	 I VES.	 THREE SF1S OF NO 5AICS WERE PPODU(I D: ONE
SET	 FOR	 {MACES	 ACQUI p ED	 EA p LY	 IN	 THE M ORNING, OMf Sfl FOR
IMAGESACQUIRED AROUND NOON, AND ONE :FT FOR IMAGES ACQUIREG INTHE
	
EAPII EVENING.	 1.E COMPLEIE M.11" 	 ' SCIN' EXTENDS 342.5
DEG
	 1N	 AZIMUTH,	 INE IMAGE APfA EX1f NDS FPOM APP q OXIMATkLY S
DIG ABOVE	 THE	 HORIION TO 60 DEG BELOW. 	 IN  MOSAIC NEGATIVES
HAVE	 PEEN	 MADE	 IN	 TWO	 F01NS.	 IN ONE	 CASE, USING A
25-MICR OMEVER	 SP01	
S"',
	
THE
	
COMPLCIf
	
FOUR QUADRANTS Of A
SINGLE	 MOSAIC	 A I CONTAINED ON A SINGLE 8- R 10-IN. NEGATIVE.
IM	 THE	 SECOND	 CASE,	 THREE	 PRODUCTS ARE	 MADE	 USING A
130-MICROMEIFR SPOT SIZE.	 IIII COVER QUADRANTS 1 AND 2, 2 AND
j,	 4"D	 3
	
AND
	
4 ON EACH Of THREE 6- A 10-IN. NEGATIVES.
	
THE
QUACRANI A1IPUIM LIMITS ARE AS TOLL 0WS: QUADRANT 1 IS 0 TV 90
Dt , QUADRANT 2 IS B4 TO 174 DEG, QUADRANT 3 1S 160 TO 258 DE(,.
AND QUADRANT 4 IS 752 1F) 342 DEC..
[-. L
t}1
T=.
DATA SET NAME- TEAM DATA RECORD (TDR) B/W IMAGES ON IILP
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-06C
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSCC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/03/76 70 06/07/77
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 879 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TNFSED	
D	 CO
ATA,	 SUPPLIED BY ThE LANDER IMAGING TEA, ARE ON
5-	 X 12-IN. B/W FIL M ,	 TOM DATA	 NS	
:
151 Of IMO SE CAMERA EVEN/S
(CFI	 FRON	 T.E EDR T..UGHI 10 BE OF MOST GENEN AL INTEREST. 	 11
EXCLUDES	 SUCH	 THINGS	 AS	 SPFCI ALLIED	 PHOTOMETRIC	 SER.ES,
CALIBRATION	 AND	 SCAN	 VERIFICATION	 EVENTS. ANO SOLAR IMAGES.
THE PROCESSING PAR AMEIERS 
FOR 
THE CAMERA IVENTS 1N THE TDR WERE
CHOSEN	 TO	 CREATE	 PHOT GRAPH C PRODUCTS OF 	 TIE HIGHEST
SCIENTIFIC	 QUALITY.	 EACH FRAME IS DIVIDED INTO SEGMENTS, WITH
THE
IF
	 BLOCK	 APPEARING ON THE LAST SEGMENT Of IMF CAMERA
EVENT.	 IHE	 TOR	 AND	 FOR	 CE	 LABE I.S AR1 10EN1ICAL.	 THE FOR
YEAST 04	 WILL 
Of 
SUPPLIED FUR REQUEST 	 UNLESS EDR IS SPECIFIED.
THE
	
TDR-IPL PRIME MISSION CATALOG (75-083(-06K) SHOULD BE USED
TO ORDER TOP IMAGES.
.....................
DA1A SEI NAE- DONUT P101EC T ION M1 AGES ON 1110
NSSD[ ID- 75M-OBSC-061
AVAILABILITY Of DATA III- DATA IDENTIFIED BUT NOT RECEIVED
PR III OFSCP IPIION
I.IS	 1141A SET,	 SUPPLIED BY	 INE
	
LANOEM IMAGING IIA0,
CONSISTS	 Of	 8-	 X	 10-IN. B7W NEGATIVES Of C0 PUT, M-GF Nf RA TED
PANORAMAS PROD GCED TO SNOW A 360- DEG fl  HIT[- I YPE IMAGE OF THE
R 1011AN
	
TERRAIN	 V1 T.	 TIE	 CAMERA IN IHE CENTER Of INE IMAGE.
THIS	 PRODUCES	 A	 'HOLE'	 YMERE THE CAMERAS COULD I.OT SCAN AND
HENCE	 "' NAME 'DONU T ',	 THEY ARE USEFU: PRIMARILY FOR SHOWING
INM AGE
	 VAS CREATED
E	 LOCATIONS IF	 ff AIURfSNG A RELATIVE TO I.E LANDERS.
	
EACH DONUT
I	 USI	 HEG4-RESOLUTION MOSAIC FROM DATA SET
75-083(-C6H.	 THESE MOSAI(S WERE	 SUB - SAMPLED 6Y A 	
DATA 
0/
THREE. REDUCING THE RESOLUTION, 10 CONSERVE COMPUIER PROCESSING
TIME.	 INE	 00NUT	 IMAGES	 WERE	 GENfRATED	 FOR	 THE SAME 110,
PERIODS AS INE MOSAICS.
..........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEIfOROLOGY
ASSOC ID- 75-083(-07
PERSONNEL
TL - S.L.	 MESS	 fLOR10A STATE U
TM
	 LEOVT	 U OI WASHING TON
IM - A.M.	 HENRY	 NASA-LAIC
	
TM - J,A. R/AN
	 14CDONNELI-DOUGLAS CORP
IM - J.f.TILLMAN
	 'U Of WASHINGTON
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS EXPERIMENT ANALIIED TNT Of I  OROIOGICAL ENVIRONMF NI
HEAR	 TNT
	 II ANI TAX/	 SUIIACF	 AND
	
OBTAINED	 INIORMAIION AtlO UT
N011..
	
'IS IEM,	 01 VARIOUS SCALES.	 THE ATMOSPHERIC IARAME 7115
O'FERMINED	 VERE	 PRESSURE.	 TEMPERATURE,	 WIND SPEED, AND WI MD
DIKECTION.	 DIURNAL AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS WERE OF PARTICUL AI
IOPLRIANCf.	 THE
	
DAMPLING RATES
	
AND DURATIONS
	 TOR AM1 ONF
MARI!AM DAY WERE
	 SELECIAFILE BY GROUND COARM"D.
	
IHE SENSORS
YEPE OOUNTED ON AN ERECTABLE 800:. 	 THPFk NOT-FIL71 ANEMOMEIER3,
THROUGI WHICH AN ELECTRIC CURRENT WAS PASSED TO HEAT IN. GLASS
NEE OL':S	
COAI'D WIT 14 PLATINUM	 AND
	 OVERCOATED WITH ALUMINUM
OXIDE,	 WERE USED	 T O MEASURE WLHD SPEED.	 THE ELEC TMIC PUWfP
NEEDED	 TO 	
USED
	 THESE SENSORS .,, A FIRED TfMPfPATURk ABO Vf
T.E SURROUNDING AIR
N
 WAS 1NI MEASURE OF WIND SPEED.
	
ATMOSPHERIC
1EMPER AT URI	 YAS
	 E ASURkD BY THREE FINE-WIRE THERMOCOUPLES IN
PARALLEL.	 A	 THIN MEI AL DIAPHRAGM, MOUNTED IN A VACUUM SEALED
CASE. WAS USED TO MEASURE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSU AT
.....................
DATA SIT NAME- SAMMEI LISTINGS Of TEMPERATURE AND VECTOR
W1'ED VS TIME ON NICNOFICMe
18
DATA SET NAME- TEAM DATA RECORD (TOR) COFOR IMAGES ON
FILN
NSSDC 1D- 75-083(-061
AWAIL481LITY Of DATA SET- DATA At NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/05176 TO 11/U31ib
DUANT IVY Of DATA-	 47 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1MES	 DATA	 SET,	 SUPPLIED BT	 TIE	 LANDER IMAGING TEAR.
CONSISTS	 OF	 5-	 K	 12-IN.	 COLCR IMAGES SF LE CIFD IRON THE IDR
IMAGES.	 THERE	 ARE GENERALLY TYO VERSIONS OF EACH SCENE. 	 THE
TWO VERSIONS REPRESENT	 THE COLORS AS SFEN ON MARS UNDER MARS
LIGHTING CONDITIONS AND AS SEEN ON EAR I 	 UNDER EARTH LIGHTING
CONDITIONS_	 INCLUDED ON 
LAC 
N INANE AN  6MAI SCALE WEDGES, DATA
BLOCKS.	 411	 CULOR SPFCTRUR MIST064A:S. 	 OCCASIONALLY, A THIRD
TYPE
	
1S GIVEN	 IN WHICH THE 
Co 
LOP IS AS ON MARS BUT WAS MADE
FROM	 PMOOUCIS	 THAI	 DID NOT	 HAVE	 THE 1,ULI SIX-CHANNEL DATA
ACQUIRED,	 IM(S	 TVPE	 IS	 CALLED 'RADIAN'.	 TFIf FDA-LPL PRINT
MISSION (A14LOG	 175-083C-06K)	 SHOULD BE	 USED	 TO ORDER TDR
IMAGES.	 THE	 COLORING CANNOT	 BE	 CONSIDERED	 10 Of ACCURATE
1	 BE CAU$I Of COLOR IMACCURAC TES IN PEP RODUCTION.
DATA Sit NAME- TDR-IPLPRIME MISSION CATAL06 ON
MIC It 0f1CIFI
1k
s
NSSDC ID- 75-,@3C-07A
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC B(!NG PROCESSED
110-1 PERIOD COVERED- 11/17/76 10 G2/11//6
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 SSS CARD(S) OF B/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCIIPTION
7H IS	 DATA	 SET,	 ON 01W MICROFICHE CONSISTS OE A COPT Of
IMF	 COMPUTER	 PRINTOUT	 OF THE SCIENCE ANALYSIS OF ME IEOROLOGY
ISANMF I)	 PRO" AM,	 WHICH PRf SEMIS ALL	 1.1 J.FORMA110IF ABOUT
EVERY MEASUREMENT THAI WAS AVAILABLE TO THE VIKING MFTEOROIOGY
SCIENCE	 IF	 RAW DATA IINSIRUNENT VOLTAGE READINGSI, RF 1UCED
DATA,	 AND SIA IlSI3C Al	 SUHMAMIES	 ARE	 INCLUDED.	 MUCH 01 THE
IN, 0AM ATION	 IS REDUNDANT OR OF NO V A I UE 10 THE USER.	 FOR EACH
MAR 
	
DAY	 WERE ARE FOUR SETS Of DATA LISIINGS: (1) INSTRUMENT
VOLTAGE OUTPUTS (RAW DATA); (2) CALCULATED VOLTAGE, RFSISIANCE,
AND
	
IfMP, RA TOME	 VALUES:	 (3)	 WIND AND	 IINPERATO*[	 DATA 10-
GFOPHISEC AL	 UNITS: AND (4) PRESSURE DAIA IN GEOPHYSICAL UNITS.
THERE
	 IS	 ALSO	 INFORMATION ON	 THE	 DATA BASE	 INPUT	 THAT
CONTROLLED THE	 SAN MET AON AND ON PARIII ERRORS IN THE DATA.
THE
	
REDUCED
	
DATA	 (I/EMS	 S	 AND	 {) WERE USED 10 PREPARE THE
ABRIDGED	 DATA SEIS -O7B AND -07C.
DATA SET NAME- HIGH TIMERf SOIUT ION PLOTS GE VECTOR WIND
AND TEMPERATURE VS TINE ISECONDSI
NSSD( ID- 75-083L-070
AVAILABILITY Of D I TA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/03/76 TO 11/03/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 5 RFfL(S) OF MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTI
1"15 16-M
ON
N MICROFILM DAIA SET WAS GENERATED A7 NSSDC FROM
HARDCO P Y	 REDUCED DATA PLOTS PREPARED BY THE iXPERI M FNIER.	 TMf
DATA	 CO NS ISE	 OF	 PLOTS	 01 THREE PARAMETERS (WINO SPEED, MIND
DIRECTION.	 AND	 TEMPERATURE)	 VS	 TINE	 (MA R S SECONDS) IIAIS1.D
SINCE	 THE	 BfGINN ING OF THE MEASUREMENT.	 SUCH INFORMATION AS
EARTH START ANO STOP 11MES Of THE OBSERVATION IS PRINTED AT THE
TOP OF	 EACH	 FRAME.	 NOWMALLY	 THERE	 IS ONE 5-MIN OBSERVING
PE RIUD	 FO',	 EACH	 MAR5	 HOUR,	 E[CEPI THAT THE FIRS/ OBSERVING
PERIOD	 EACH	 DAY 1S FOR 1C MIN.	 EACH PLOT DISPLAYS IFEL A T:VELY
FINE	 TIME	 SCALE	 DATA TAKEN FOR ONE OF THE NOORLY OBSERVATION
PERIODS.
DATA SET NAME- LOW TIME RFSOlUTION (AVERAGE) PLOTS Of
VECTOR YIN D, AND IEMPE IFAIUITE VS TIME (HAS)
NSSDC ID- 75 C831-07C
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/05/:6 TO 11103/76
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 2 REEL(5) Of MICROFILM
BREE f DESCRIPTION
IN IS 16-NM MICROFILM DATA SET WAS GENERATED AT NSSDC FROM
HARD( 
op'
	 ANALYZED	 DATA	 PREPARED 
By 
ENE EXPERIMENTER IRON TNE
REDUCED DATA	 IN DATA SET	 /5-083(-076.	 INE DATA CONSIST Of
SERIFS
OF
	 THREE
	 FILM	 FRAMES. ONE FRAME EACH FOR MIND SPEED.
Y1.0	 DIRECTION,	 AND	 TEMPERATURE.	 EACH YJOTTED	 POINT	 IS
OBIA.NED BY AVERAGING ALL OBSERVAYIONS TAKEN OUNING ONE MARS
HOUR	 (MODULE).	 EACH PLOT DEPICTS DAILY PARAMETER VARIATIONS
FOR A PARTICULAR DAT.
• .........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- SEISMOLOGY
•	 NSSDC ID- 7S-083C-08
PERSONNEL
TL - D.L.	 ANDERSON	 CALIF INST Of TECH
TM - M.N.	 TOK SOI	 MASS INST Of TECH
TM - G.M.	 SUIT ON	 U OF NAVAII
IN - R.L. KOVACH	 SIANFORO U
IM - G. V. LAT H AM	 U Of TEXAS, GALVESTON
•	 IN - F.
	
DUENNEBIER	 U OF NAVAII
BRIEF OESCRIPT(ON
TNE
	
S  ISMOLUGY	 EXPERIMENT WAS DESIGNED 10 DETERMINE THE
LEVEL	 01	 SEI5 MIC ACTIVITY ON MARS AND ITS INTERNAL STRUCTURE.
THE
	
SEISMOLOGY	 INSTRUMENT	 CO N TA N'.	 THREE	 MUTUALLY
PERPEND ICUTAR	 SE ISMOME IED 5.	 EACH	 SEISMOMETER CON5151LD Of A
MOVING	 :OIL	 AND A	 FIKED MAGNET.	 THE OPERATING MODES WERE
SELECTION Of VARIOUS FILTERS FOR FREQUENCYCOMIENI OR /0 ADJUST
TO	 BEST	 RECEPTION	 OE	 SPECIFIC TAPES 01 DATA, A LOW SAMPLING
RAZE	 FOR	 GENERAL	 A(71VIT1,	 A	 HIGH	 DATA	 RATE FOR DETA II ED
EXAMINATION AT	 EVENTS,	 AND A	 COMPRESSED MEDIUM RATE 	 FOR
CONTINUOUS PONIIORING Of MARSQUAKfS THAI WERE DORMANT UNTIL
ACTIVATED	 BY	 AN
	 EVENT.
	 INE
	
DA IA MERE	 COMPRESSED FOR
/A ANSMISSION TO EARTH BY AVERAGING THE AMPLITUDE Of NORMAL
GROUND NOISE	 OVER A 15-S PERIO0.	 WHEN AN EVENT OCCURRED. A
TRIGGER	 AC II VAIED	 A HIGHER	 DATA	 RATE MODE THAT SAPPLED THE
AMPS IIUDE	 Of	 THE	 OVERALL EVENT fNVfl01F, YN(CH RkQU1RED ONLY
ONE	 AMPLITUDE SAMPLE PER Sf COND /0 INDICATE ITS SNAPS. 	 Al THE
SAME TIME, IHE CHANGE IN P0CAAITT Of IN 	 DATA SIGNAL IC AUSED BT
CROSSING	 THE	 7ERO AXIS)	 WAS SAMPLED ONCE EACH SECOND. 	 TNE
SMAPE Of THE ENVELOPE AND ITS INCREMENTAL ERE QUINCY CO  TFNI WAS
IRA M5M1 TIED	 TO EAR 
IN
	 AND RECONSTRUCTED	 10 APPROXIMATE IN 
ORIGINAL	 EVENT.	 THE VIKING 1 SEISMOMETER (AILED TO LINEAGE AND
IOUL0
	
IF 	 BF	 USED	 IM	 A	 SEISMIC	 NI INOaX WITH THE VIKING 2
INS  UMENI.
DATA SET NAME- SEISMIC DATA RECORD FORMAT PROGRAM
ON MRGNf iif /APk
MSSDC ID- 75-083E-OBA
AVAILABILITY Of DAIA SET- DATA AT NSSDi BEING PAOCf SSE.
0UAN1IlV OF DAIA-	 1 RF EL (S) 0! MAGNf TIC TAPE
BRIEF OE SC RIP 110N
INE SE	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED BY THE INVESTIGATION YEAH, CONSIST
OF	 A	 7-1RACR, 800-BI(. EVEN PARI T V, bCD MAGNf IIC IAPE PROERAM
THAI	 IS	 USED	 '0	 READ	 INE	 1:11TAPES DESCRIBED IN DATA SEi
75-083C-OBB.	 I"II PROGRAM (EDRFMT) WAS WAITIEN TO REMOVE 
IN CONTROL	 NO 
IF	
AND TO WRITE	 THE	 OUTPUT AS CARD IMAGES, ONE
RECORD	 10	 AN IMAGE.	 THIS WAS NECESSARY BECAUSE THE FOR TAPES
MERE	 WRITTENIM BCD BV	 A fOR7RAh PROGRAM ON A U4IV A' 1108.
WHEN DATA ARE YRI TIEN BI A FORTRAN PROGRAM N INAI MACHINE.
ONL Y 	ONE	 RECORD	 FORMAT IS PF AMISSIBLE. AND T O E CONTROL WORDS
ARE
	
IN BINARY, NOT BCD, WHICH COMPLICATES THE TASK Of READING
TNE FDR IAPES.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- SEISMIC DATA RECORDS ON MAGNETIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID- 75-083,-O8B
AVAILABILITY Of DATA $F/- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 04/04176 TO 02/16/77
QUANTITY Of DATA-	 40 REfL(S) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IHESE
	
0AIR,	 SUPPLIED BY INE INVESTIGATION TEAM. CONSIST
OF 7-TRACK, DO -BPI, EVEN PAA1l/. BCD MAGNEIIC IAPfi CRFA IED ON
R UNIVRC	 1108 COMPUTER.	 1.E RECORDS ARC ARRANGED IN B'JFEERS,
WHICH ARE IHf BASIC UNITS OF SEISMOMETER DAIA. 	 EACH BUFFER HAS
TWO	 HERDER	 RECORDS CONTAINING INFORMATION SUCH 1 5 TIMING, THE
NUMBER OF DATA SAMPLES IN TNE 
BUFFER' 
AND THE OPERATING >TATUS
OF	 THE
	
INSTRUMENT.	 F LLOWI N 	 INE HEADER HECOR IF ARE I"t CATA
SAMPLES.
	
EACH DAIA 5AMPLE CONSISTS Of ONE SAMPLE IRON LACK Of
THE
	
THREE
	 INDIVIDUAL	 SEISMOMETERS.	 If	 A	 SAMPLE	 IS	 NOT
AVAILABLE	 FROM A COMPONENT, ZEROS ARE WRITTEN.	 AT LEAST ONE
DATA	 SAMPLE IS WRITTEN FOR EACH MEASUREMENT PERIOD.
DATA SET NAME- SEISMOGRAM RECORDS FOR SOL 1-8 ON
NICA0"LM
NSSDC IO- 75-083E-0RC
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/04/70 10 09/11/76
QUANTI T Y Of DATA-	 1 REEL(S) Of M1CROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DAIA CONSIST OF PLOTS GENERATED FROM TNE DATA ON
THE	 ED IF
	
MAGNEIIC
	
TAPES
	 (75-083C-0"B)	 FOR	 INE	 FIRST EIG:'T
MARTIAN DAYS	 (SOL$)	 Of	 OPERATION.	 THE	 PLOYS SNOW TIME VS
VOLTAGE.	
"'
	 PLOTS	 ARE TO	 THE THREE SEISMOMETERS WITH EACH
BEING PLOi1fD TO SHOP	 AMPLITUDE AMO iERO CROSSINGS YS TIME.
ADDITIONAL	 INFORMATION SUCH AS FILTER, MODE. AND BOTH UT AND
LOCAL MARS TIME,ARE INCLUDED WITH EACH PLOT. THIS,
EXPERIMENTER-GENERATED PLOTS AS, ALL THAT ARE EXPECTED IN THIS
DATA FOPM.
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MSSDC ID- I5-08SC-10
PERSONNEL
TL - R.B.	 HARGRAVES	 PRINCETON U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TNE
	 MAGNEIIC PROPERTIES E[PEAIME NT DETECTED INE PRESENCE
Of	 MAGNETIC	 PARTICLES	 IN	 MARTIAN SURFACE MA IE R:AL. 	 IT USED
THREE	 PAIRS Of	 SAMARIUM-COBALT MAGNETS. 	 TWO MOUNIEO ON ENE
BACKHOE Of THE SURF A 
CE 
-SAMPLE R COLLECTOR HEAD AND ONE ON TOP Of
104E
	
LANDER.	 EACH PAIR CONSISTED OF AN OU1FR RING MAGNET ABOUT
Z.S	 CM	 IN	 DIAMETER	 WI TN	 AN	 INNER	 CORE NAG NfI Of OPPOS,"f
POLARITY.	 THE	
IF
	 IS	 WERE	 DI VECTLY	 IMAGED	 BY THE CAMERA
S11 JEFF	 IN BLACK AND WHITE AND IN COLOR. 	 A A -POWER MAGNIFYING
MIRROR WAS USED FOR MANIOU14 RESOLUTION-
^k s
19
ORIGINAL PAGE 18
OF POOR QUALITY
16
..........................................
f	 /
INVESTIGATION NAME- LANDER RADIO SCIENCE
NSSDC 10- 7•-083C-11
Pf RSONNEL
TL - W,M,	 MICHAEL• J0.	 NASA-LARC
TN - I.l.
	
SHAF	 MASS INST Of TECH
^. L	TM - G.
	
IIILDBO	 NASA - JPL
TO - J.G.	 DAVIES	 U Of NANCHESTER
TM - D.L.	 CAIN	 NASA-JPL
IN - N.D.
	
GROSS(
	
RAVINE ON 
'O'pET'	 TN - G.L.	 TYLER	 S/A.FORD 'J
1	
IM - J,	 BRENKLE	 NASA-JPL
TM - A.M.	 70LSON	 NASA-LARC
TM - C.I.	 STEL7RIED	 NASA -JPL
TM - G.
	
BDRN	 NASA - JPL
IM - R.	 REASENBERG	 MASS INST OF TECH
I
BRIEF DESCRIP130M
IXIS	 EXPERIMENT USED	 THE S-B1 ND RADIO 14ANSMITTFR TO
ACQUI Rf	 DOPPLER	 AND RANGE DATA FOR I ME LANDER• UTILIZING 1XF
S AM 	 FP SPACE	 NETVORK	 FACILITIES	 THAI	 WERE	 USED BI THE
OOBITE.S.	 THE RESULTING	 DATA NERC	 USED	 IU DETERMINE 
IN'LOCAII0W OF	 THE	 LANDER ON THE PLANET	 SURFACE,	 THEY ALSO
PROVIDE MORE p REC1St INFORMATION ABOUT THE ORBITAL, ROTATIONAL•
AND PRECESSIONAL MOTION Of MARS	 THAN HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN
AVAILABLE.	 IME	 TWO PRINCIPAL 01FfEREMCES BETYf FN ORBITED AND
L LAND ER TRACKING DAIA ARE: III LANDER TRACKING PERIOD5 ARE I'VEI
[l¢4-	 LONGER	 THAN 2 M AND Alf	 SOMETIMES MUCH SHORTER BECAUSE OF
THERMAL CONSTRAINTS ON 	 THE	 DURATION OF	 LANDER TRANSMITTER
0PENAT ION•	 ANO 12)	 LANDE RS HAVE NO X-BAND SIGMALS TO PROVIDE
IXF	 COR RECI10IS	 10	 RANGF	 DATA FOR THE INTERPLANETARY PLASMA
EFFECTS,	 CONSEQUENILT. LANDER RANGING SESSIONS WERE SCHEDULED
TO BE NEAILI SIMULTANEOUS WITH ORBITER 0ANCING WHENEVER
POSSIBLE. SO 1NA/ THE ORBITER S- AND —BAND DATA COULD SUPPLY
THESE COORECTIONS,
i
f
7
DATA SET NAME- DOPPLER AND RANGE TRACKING DATA ON
RAGNE TIC TAPE
ASSOC IO- 7S-LB3C-11S
AVAILwB/LITI Of DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
QUANTI71 Of DATA-	 1 REEL (S) OF MAGNE I 
I 
C IApI
"RIFF DES"'' .ON
THIS	 D.TA	 SE I,	 SUPPLIED	 II/THE RADIO SCIENCE TEAR, IS
CONTAINtO ON 7-TRACK• b00-b p !	 TAPES	 THAT	 AAE MEIGCD AND
a'To RIAT FED 
WE 
OSIONS	 OF	 THE ORIGINAL PROJECT TRACKING (APES,
AND
	
NAVE
	
ESSEIIIIALLI	 IRE	 SAME	 FORK.	 S !HE ORBITER TAPES.
EACH	 RECORD IONTAI N5
	
ALL,
	
OR A SUF	 OF,	 THE FOLLOWING
PARAMET'RS: TIRE, DOPPLER FREQUENCI• RAN..E (I.E,• LIGHT IIII IN
NANOSECONDS)•	 AND	 CERTAIN	 HACKING	 STAf ION TNFOR F!ATION.
SFACING BE TWEE. DOPPLER POINTS IS USUALLY 10 S: BE 1W  EN RANGING
POINTS	 17	 IS FROM 2 TO 20 MIN.	 EACH TAPE CONTAINS DATA FROM
ONE	 SPACECAAFI.	 A SET Of IBM CARDS LISTING THE RANGE HARDWARE
DELAY	 CALIBRATION	 DATA	 IS	 :NCLUDED	 WIT.	 THESE	 OA TA.	 THE
20
Z-)
s
DATA SET NAME- INDEX Of MAGNET IMAGES ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID- 75.083C-IOA
AVAILABILITY OF DATA SET- DATA Al NSSDC bE1NG PROCESSLO
TINE PERIOD COVERED- (9/03/76 VO 10/31/71
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 CARD(S) Of B/W MICROFICHE
BRIEF DESCRIP110N
	
IHESI	 DATA ARE ON B/W MICROFICHE 6f NEIA1E0 AT NSSDC FROM
A	 HARDCO p Y	 1N DkX	 SUPPLIED	
By
	 TwI IMV[StI.AIOR.	
IMIS 
INDEX
LIS 1S THE	 LARDER CAMERA	 IMAGES	 TAKEN Of	 THE MAGNET PAIRS
ROUNIED ON THE	 SAMPLER ARM ANU THE LAN%M BODY. 	 IN  LISTING
CONTAINS	 THE	 MAOIIAN DAY (SOLI: IMAGE DEFER ENCE NURSER BV 'E
LABEL:	 RESOLUTION:	 IF 
COLOR, 
BLACK AND WRITE• UR INFRARED: IF
IN THE SUN OR SHADED: AND COMMENTS.
DATA SET NAME- MAGNET IMAGES ON MOLL FILM
NSSDC ID- 75-083E-108
AVAILA31LIlY OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVEPkD- 09/03/76 TO 10/31/76
QUAN111Y Of DATA-	 47 FRAMES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
THESE	 DATA ARE ON S-IN. B1W ROLL FILM GE REBATED A T NSSDC
FROM LANDER CAMERA :RAGES SUPPLIED BI TXE LANDER IMAGING TEAM.
THESE DATA ARE THE BEST IMAGES 0! IN 	 RAGNET PAINS TAKEN BT THE
LANDED CAMERA.	 THEY	 ARE	 ALSO AVAILABLE	 AS INDIVIOUAL B/W
FRAMES.
CALIBRATIONS ARE 91VEN ION ENE COMBINED fflE[T Uf IRE SIGNAL
OEI AYS CAUSED b y BOTH A TR ACKEM4 STATION'S EEUIPNENI AND THE
SP ACECRAII TRANSPONDER,.....................
DATA SEE NAME- DECALIBRAIED TANDEM RANGE DATA ON
RAG F# TIC TAPE
N556C 10- 75-083C-11C
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA IDENTIFIED 30 NOT RECEIVED
BRIEF DESCRIP110M
IN15	 DATA
	
SET,	 SUPPLIED	 BT TNT RADIO SCIENCE TEAM• 11
CONTAINED ON	 7-TRACK• 800-BPI	 TAPE.	 FGR THE 'GOOD' RANGE
POINTS, WHICH A4E A SUBSET Oi Thk RANGE POINTS ON TnE TRACKING
DATA	 TAPES	 175-Ob3C-11b)•	 THE	 RESULTS	 Cf	 AN	 EXTENSIVE
CALIBRATION	 PROGRAM ARE IMESENTED.	 IRE PARAMF TEAS LISTED ARE
TIME• UNCORRECIFD RANGE	 IN	 NANOSECONDS• CORRECTION FOR ,IME
DELAV 1N THE LANDER TRANSPON " CORREC TIJN FDA TIME DF 	 IN
THE	 IPACKING
	
SIAIEON	 EQUIPMENT•	 CORREC110N	 FOR	 THE
INTERPLANETARY PLASMA EFFECT (FROM NEAR-SIMULTANEOUS ORBITER S-
AND
	
"AND
	
DATA),	 AND FINAL
	 CORRECTED RANGE-	 TNf	 FINAL
CORAEl TED RANGE
	
SHOULD BE
	
IME
	 BEST OBTAINABLE VALUE 01 1NE
RANGE 011PEEN THE IOACKING STATION ANTENNAS AND THE LANDER,
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENTRY SCIENCE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC
COMPOSITION
NSSDC 1D- 7S_0	 _1?
PERSONNEL
TL - A.O.C.NIEO	 U Of RINNESCTA
111"I - N,Y-	 5PENCcR	 NASA-GSIC
BRIEF DISCO IPT IOM
THE
	
VIKING fN1R1 SCIENCE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
EXPERIMENT	 (ONE	 Of	 THREE THAI MERE PAOI Of THE ENVOY SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION)	 WAS	 DESIGNED	 TO PROVIDE IHE COMPOSIIION DATA
TOO	 THE VA 
IT
	
NE UTAAL SPECIES THAT WERE NkEDFD TO Off IME IHF
PRESENT PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 5 
1 
A I E OF THE MARTIAN AINOSpHERE,
MOUNTED IN AN OPENING IV THE AEIOSMELL WITH ITS ELEC1R0F1-IFIpACI
OPEN ION SOURCE RECESSED BELOW THE SURFACE Of iNE AEROSMEII. A
DOUBLE-f OCUSING	 (ELfCIROSIATIC AN D MAGNiT1C) MASS SpECI00RF1FP
.% USED TO MEASURE THE CONCENTRATIONS OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
SPECIES	 THAT	 MA V 	 MASF-10-CHARGE	 RAIIOS	 IRON 1 IU 19,	 TWO
COLLECTORS WERE
	
U SID
• ONE COVERING THE MASS PANG[ FROM 1 VO 7
U. AND THE OTHER SIMULTANEOUSLY COVERING THE RANGE FILM 7 TO N9
U.	 MASS SPECTRA WERE OB TAINkO BV SWEEPING THE IOM ACCELERATION
VOLTAGE	 AND	 VHF	 DEFLECTION	 VOLTAGE ACROSS THE ILE(10DST A TIC
p IA T ES.	 THE SrEEP PERIOD WAS APPROV IRAT ELV 5 S. AM A DYNAMIC
RANGE
	 OS 1.X5 WAS PROVIDED WITHIN '_AIN SPECTRUM.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- TINE-ORDERED MASS SPECTRA PLOTS ON
111CROF IFM
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-12A
AVAILAPILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/03/76 10 09/01/76
QUANTIII OF DATA-	 1 OFFI(S) OF MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS to-MM MICROFILP DATA SET WAS GEVEIAIED AT NSSDC FROM
MARDCOPI DATA PLOTS SUP-LIED BY THE INVESTIGATION IFA
	 TNf SE
DAIA	 INCLUDE	 TIME-ORDERED MASS
	 SPECTRA P1015 DISPLAY
.N.
 ED ON A
SEMILOG GRAPH,	 7H  Ono IN7TE SCALE IS ION CURRENT, AND THE
LINkAR	 ABSCISSA SCALE IS WORD N1 1 MBER.	 BFNEATM THE ABSCISSA 15
POINTED SPACECIAFI TIME (MEASURED f p OM THE TIME Of OED
	
IT) 
AN
O
UNIVFR5IL	 11'11.
	
YITN	 1.1
	 ACCOMPANYING OOCUMINTATIGM
RB
 • IT IS
POSSIBLE TO f.ON "' CUPRENI VALUES 10 APBIE NI PARTICLE NUMBER
DENSITIES•	 WOOD	 NW FIBII TO A/OMIC MASS. AND 1101E INTO ALTITUDE
IN KILOMETERS.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- TIME-ORDERED ION CURRENT LISTINGS ON
MICROFILM
NSSOC ID- 75-COJC-120
AVAILABILITY OE DAIA Sf t- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
71Mk Pf Ri 
DO 
COVFR1 - 09/03/76 10 09/03776
QU ANIIIY Of DAIA-
	
1 
	
EEL
(S) Of MICROf ILM
HRIEF DESCRIPTION
THIS 16-MPI MICROFILP DATA SET YAS Gk NENATED AT NSSDC FROM
NARDCOPY TABUL AIEO DATA PROVIDED BY THE INVESTIGATION 
it 
AM,
THESE
	
DAIA	 CONSIST	 OF	 THE /IME-OR DEOFD EON CURRENT L15714GS
FROM YNICH	 THE
	 MASS	 SPECTRA PLOTS WERE PRODUCED.	 THE ITFPS
TR9'JLA/ED
	 INCLUDE:	 WORD NUR?ER•	 FRAME
	 NUMBER• ILf CTROMETER
CURRENT READINGS.
	 AND GAIN STEP.	 Al THE END Of THE FILM ARE
ADDIIIONAL
	 ION	 CURRENT DATA NOT	 IN	 TEMPORAL ORD TO	 AND
MISCFtLANEUUS HOUSEKEEPING DATA,	 THE ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS
k
3S
4
vfRMll	 IMF
	 CONVERSION OF	 CURRENT TO AMBIENT PARTICLE NUMBER
DEM . II1,	 WONO NUMBER	 TO ATOMIC MA55. Ah0 II MF IO AL II IUD( IN
KILOIf IEAS.
INVESTIGAIION NAME- INORGANIC ANALYSIS
NSSDC ID- 75-083(-13
PERSONNEL
	
TJULMIM, SRD	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
	
TM - A.N. BAIN0
	 PON0 NA COLLEGE
	
IM - K.	 NEIL	 U Of NEW MEXICO
	
IM - N.J.
	 ROSE
	 US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
	
TM - B.C.
	
CLARK	 MARTIN-MARLETIA AEROSF
PPiff DESCRIPTION
	
THIS	 EXPERIMENT	 UIILI "DAN EM:RGY-DISPERSIVE	 --RAY
FLUORESCENCE	 SPECTROMETER	 (ARE i)
	 IN WMICH	 FOUR	 SEALED,
GAS-FILLED PROPORTIONAL COON IERS (PC'S) OFTECIED X-RATS EMI. TED
FROM	 SAMBLES Of MARTIAN SURFACE MATERIALS IRRADIATED BI 1-RATS
FROM RA D101501O
p t
	
SOURCES	 (IRON-55	 ANO	 CADMIUM-1091.	 THE
OUTPUT	 OF	 THE	 PRO PORII OMAL	 COUNTERS
	
WAS SUBJEC IED 10 P1;1 S 
HEIGHT	 ANALYSIS BY	 AN ONBOARD STEP-SCANNING, SINGLF- ­ RN1CL
ANALIIER WITH ADJUSTABLE (UUNTIMG PERIODS.	 THIS INSIRUM '.T WAS
LOCATED
	 INSIDE	 THE LANDER BODY, AND SAMPLES Yf RE DELIV' 'J IG
II	 BY	 THE LANDER SURFACE SAMPLER.	 CAL IBRAlTON STANDARDS WERE
AN	 INTEGRAL	 PAR/	 Of	 THE
	
INSTRUMENT, RECONSTRUCIEO SPECTRA
1IELJED SURFACE COMPUS) • '	 .;A WITH ACCURACIES RANGING FROM A
FEN	 1ENS 01	 PARTS
	
PEN J' MILLI^N	 FOR TRACE ELEMENTS TO A FEY
FERCENT FOR MAJOR ELEMENTS.
DATA SET NAME- SPECTRA PLOTS ON MICR0IICHF
NSSDC 1D- 75-0111(-11A
AVAILABILITT Of DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
FINE PERIOD COVERED- :9/05/76 TO 11/09/76
QUANTITY 0" DATA-	 6 CARD(S) Of B/Y MICROFICHE
3RIEF DF SCRIPT.ON
	
THIS	 OATH SEI CONSISTS GE B/W MICROFICHE PROVIDED B/ THE
INVEST IGATION	 TEAM CONTAINING LOGAA TTNM LC PLOTS Of THE DATA IN
THE SPECTRAL 11510141 FILE (111 75-OB3C-13E).	 THE TITLE OM EACH
PLOT	 INCLUDES LA MDEN	 1D, SPECTRUM NUMBER. PC TUBE, SAMPLE OR
CAI IBRATION TNf O RMATION, 	 COMMAND HISTORY	 INFORMATION, COUNI
PERI^O	 (IF	 BIKER THAN 7,7 S), OPERATON. DETECTOR VOLTAGE, AND
DAT.,	 THE	 X-AXIS REPRESENTS ENERGY (CHANNEL NUMBER). AND THE
/-AXIS REPRESENTS INTENSITY THA I • HAS BEEN NORMALIZED TO REFLECT
A	 50.7-5
	
COO "I PERIOD/CHANNEL. 	 THE PC 1 AND 2 DATA REPRESS T
THE
	 1140"-55 RADIATION SOURCE INFORMATION WHILE PC 3 AND t DATA
REPRESENI THE CAOPIUM-109 INFORMATION.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- COMMAND, SPEC IRA, AND TEMPERA TUNE HISTORY
ON MAG N111C IApI
ASSOC ID- 75-083C-13E
AVAILABILITT OF DATA SET- DATA AT NSSDC LEING PROCESSED
TIME PER 100 COVERED- 09/03/76 TO 11/01/76
QUANTI T • Of DATA-	 1 REELS) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
	
IM IS
	 DA IA ARE	 ON	 7-TRACK,	 600-BPI, BCD. EVEN PART T/
MAGNETIC	 TAPE	 SUPPLIED BY THE 1NVES"GATION IFAM. 	 ERCH /APE
CON TA 1 115	 THREE	 FILES.	 IPI COMMAND n15 T ORY (f I L 1 11 CONTAINS
THE	 INS FROM  NI PARAMETERS	 THAT WERE	 51%1	 TO THE GUIDANCE
CONTROL AND SEQUENCING COMPUTER (GCSC)-	 141 Flli CONSISTS Of A
HEADER; THE NUMBER OF COMMANDS .N EACH GROUP. THE NUMBER Of THE
FIRST COMMAND IN EACH	 GROUP: IMF PURPOSE: IHE COMMAN: !ABLE
NUMBER; THE NUMBER Of THE 011511 INERT; THE PC TUBE NUMBER: THE
HIGH-VOLTAGE	 BIAS;	 TN:	 CODE	 USED 10 IDSMiI', DUMP, FLAG, OR
SAMPLE	 INFORMATION;	 INE	 COUNT PERIOD PER CHANNEL; THE YIMDOY
CROUP	 (START CHANNEL); THE I" CUTION TIME; THE I I 
A 
I IN SECONDS
TO BEGIN E" COON ON MARS; AND THE PREDICTED NUMBER 01 DATA
F.I.ES.
	
THE
	
TEMPERATURE
	 MIS TORY
	
I I L I	 (FILE	 2)	 CONTAINS
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN THE AR f S BOX.	 THE FILE CONSISTS Of
A HEADER, THE TOTAL NUMBER Of TEP?ERAIURE GROUPS AS PROVI DE D tlY
TNf
	
VIK1"C DATA SOE7WARE (EACH GROUP CONTAINS A MAII MUM Of 671
Mf ASUREMENT S),	 THE	 NUMBER OF	 GROUPS STORED IN THE FILE, THE
Tf POPE	
IF;
	 READINGS	 IN	 THE	 1RFS BOX, AND THE GCSC TIME (IN
SEC NDS)	 WHEN EACH	 TEMPETURE	 WAS MEASURED.	 THE SPECTRAL
HIS 	 FILE	 (FILE	 3) CO:NTAINS THE INSTPUME NI RESPONSE DATA.
THE
	 FILE CONSISYS OF A HEADER, THE SPECTRUM NAME, RAY S p ECT OUR
DATA NORMALIZED TO A COUNT TIME Of 30_7 S PER CHANNEL, 111E PC
TUBE	 THAT GENERATED	 THE	 SPECTRUM,	
I"
I III
	
AND	 DATE IMF
SPECTRUM W.AS
	
ASSEMBLED AT JPL, THE DATA fRAME NUMBERS USED TO
MA AE
	 THE	 SPECTRUM,	 IHE COUNT PERIOD FOR EACH DATA FRAME, AND
IMF NAME Of THE 0^PATOR WHO GENERATED THE SPECTRUM,
..........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENTRY SC 
- EMIL IONOSPHERIC PROPf RTIXS
NSSDC ID- 75-083C-14
PERSONNEL
TL - A,O.C.NICRU Of MINNf SOYA
IM - W,B,
	 NANSON	 U Of I  HAS, DALLAS
IN - N,W,
	 SPENCER	 NASA-GSf(
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THE
	
V I K IMG	 :MTRV	 SCIENCE
	 IONOSPHERIC	 PROPERTIES
EXPERIMENT	 (ONE	 Of	 TREE THAI WERE PART Of THE ENT RI SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION)
	
ST U'1111
	 INE	 COMPOST 1108.	 STRUCTURE,	
AN
G
TEMPERATURE Of IN 1ON0, PH[ ME. WHICH WERE PROBED DURING INE
DESCENT
	
IF	 IHE LANDER CAPSULE BY M EANS Of RF LARDING POTENTIAL
ANALYIER	 <RPA)	 MOUNTEG	 F  US.	 WIIN	 THE	 f p UNT	 FACE	 01 THE
AEROSHFLL,
	
TO CONSERVE	 BATTERY POWER,	 THE
	
INS T RUNENI WAS
OPERATED	 INTERMIT/FNTLY	 BE IWEEN	 16,C00 AND S, OOC KM ALI11UDI
BUI	 CO HIINUOUSLY	 FROP 5,000	 TO	 100 KM.	 THE
	
INSTRUMENT
COMPR!SEO	 ACURRENT-COLLECTING PLATE WITH SEVEN GRIDS AHEAD Of
I1.	 A	 i1XFD	 PROGRAM Of PO T I NII ALS WAS APP/ISO 10 THE GRIDS,
AND
	
!NF
	 COLLECTED
	 CURREN IS WERE MEASURED AI 1G-MS INIE RVAL S.
THE
	 INSIRUME NT	 OPERATED	 IN 1H1EE PHASES TO MEASURE ENERGETIC
ELECTRONS, TNEFINAL ELECTRONS. AND THERMAL IONS.
.....................
DATA 11  NAME- IRAJEC/OR1 AND AITITUDE DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC 1U- 75-083[-14A
AVAILABILITY Of DATA SET- DATA AT ASSOC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/03/76 TO 09103/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-	 1 REELS) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
THESE	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED	 BE INN INVF ST16AIlON IFAM, ART ON
9-TRACK,	 BINARY,	 16'!0-BPI,	 UNLABELED	 IA p t,	 AND	 CONTAIN
TAAJEC/ORY	 AND	 Al''ITUDE
	 DATA FOR THE VIKING 1 AND 1 LANDERS.
THERE
	 IS	 ONE FILE FOR EACH SPACECRAFT. 	 EACH RECORD IN A FILE
CONTAINS	 IHE	 FOLLOWING p ARAMETERS:	 TIME
	
IN SECONDS
	 FROM
DEORBI I: VELOCITY IN KM/S; AITIIUDF ABOVE MARS' MEAN SURFACE IN
KILOMETERS;	 AND	 FLIGHT	 ANGLE, HEADING ANGLE,	 SUB-LANDER
L IITUDF, SUB-LANDER LCNGITUDI. RYA ANGLE OF ATTACK, 
UM	
11
 ANGLE
OF	 ATTACK, RPA SUN ANGLE.
	 ANO ZENITH ANGLE ALL NFAMIU RED IN
DEGREES.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- RPA ION AND ELECTRON DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID- 75-083[-148
AVAILABILII/ OfDATA 111- DATA AT NSSO( BEING PROCESSED
TINE PERIOD COVERED- 09/0]/76 TO 09/03/76
9UANT IIT Of DATA-	 1 REELS) Of MAGNETIC TAPE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
IHISE
	
DA IA,	 SUPPLIED	 BY THE INVESTIGATION TEAM, ARE ON
9-/RACK,	 1600-BPI. BINARY TAPE- 	 THE DATA CONTAIN THE COPMLf TE
RECORD	 OF	 INE	 COlLEC7E0	 CURRENT VS RETARDING POTENTIAL AS A
FUNCTION	 OF 11ME FOR 001	 LAN Of RS IN BOTH ENE ELI(
	 ON AND ION
MODES - 	 THERE	 ARE	 FOUR	 FILES ON THIS TAPE. AND EACH RECORD
CONTAINS 111E IN SECONDS FROM C10113.1, SEQUENTIAL FRAME NUMBER.
MAJOR	 FRAME	 NUMBER.	 104D	 PJIRS Of	 RETARDING
	 POTENTIAL AND
COLLECTOR CURRENT VALUES.
.....................
DATA SET NAME- RPA ION AND ELECTRON DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC 10- 75-083(-14C
AVAILABILIIT Of DATA SEI- DATA AT NSSDC BEING PROCESSED
TIME PERIOD COVERED- 09/03/76 TO 09/05/76
QUANTITY OF DATA-
	 2 REEL(S) Of MICROFILM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
I HIS I	 DATA,	 SUPPLIED	 BY THE INVESTIGATION TEAM, APE ON
16-MM	 MICR0f 1lM_	 7nE
	 DATA	 ARE
	 ESSENTIALLY THE SAM; AS THE
MAGNETIC	 TAPE	 DATA	 SE1	 175-083(-1481 AND IN CI UDE CURRENT VS
R!TARDING	 POTENTIAL
	 PLO/5
	 FOR	 - ACH	 INDIVIDUAL SWEEP IN THE
ENERGETIC	 ELECTRON MODE;
	 SIMILAR PLOYS FOR IMERMAL IONS YI IH
THE
	
LEA 5Y-SQUARES 
fly 
10 TNf 1NEORE
TI 
CAL IQOAT 10N TO DETERMINE
CON(E7IR A IIONS, iEMPERAT URI, AND OTHER PARAME
 TER S; AND LIME
PLOTS Of AL IIIUDE. VELOCITY. AND VERIINENI ANGLES TO DEF7ME THE
INSTRUMENT ENVIRONMENT DURING THE ENTRY,
ORIGINAL PAGE Ir
OF POOR QUALITY'
21.
(.N
ORIGINAT—  PAGE 15
OF POOR (QUALITr
23
INVESTIGATOR NAME INDEX
This index contains an alphabetical listing of the names of the team lead-
ers and team members associated with each experiment described in the Data
Descriptions section of this CataZog. The organizational affiliation of
the person is also shown. Listed under each person's name are the associ-
ated experiment names along with the spacecraft name, the NSSDC ID code
assigned to the experiment, and the page number referencing the description
of the experiment. Are asterisk preceding the experiment name identifies
the person associated with that experiment as the team leader.
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APPENDIXES
APPENDIX 1 - NSSDC FACILITIES AND ORDERING PROCEDURES
NSSDC PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and
information from space science experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by principal investigators.	 Available and expected
Viking data are announced in this Catalog.	 Data available from NSSDC in
other disciplines (see inside front cover) comprise additional published
catalogs or catalogs to be published in the near future.	 In addition to
its main function of providing selected data and supporting inforrrs*_ion
for further analysis of space science flight experiments, NSSDC produces
other publications.	 Among these are a report on active and planned space-
craft and experiments and various users guides.
Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual
experiments carried on board individual spacecraft. 	 The Data Center has
developed an information system utilizing a spacecraft/experiment/data
identification hierarchy. 	 This Catalog is based on this information sys-
tem, and additional program information has been provided.
NSSDC FACILITIES AND SERVICES
NSSDC provides facilities for r,.;r-o,'action of data and for onsite data use.
Resident and visiting researchers are invited to study the data while at
the Data Center.	 The Data Center staff will assist users with additional
data searches; and with the use of equipment. 	 Advance notice of such a
visit enables the staff to provide better services to the data user. 	 In
addition to satellite data, the Data Center maintains some supporting in-
formation and other supporting data that may be related to the needs of
researchers.
AGE I'
DATA AVAILABILITY, COSTS, AND ORDERING PROCEDURES
} The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individual or organiza-
tion resident in the United States and to researchers outside the United
States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-
R;S).	 Normally a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost
I" of reproduction and the processing of the request.	 The researcher will be
e
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notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior to the pro-
cessing of the request. However, as resources permit, the Director of
NSSDC/WDC-A-R$S may waive the charge for modest amounts of d^.ta when they
are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational pur-
poses and when they are requested by an individual affiliated with: (1)
NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S.
Government agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universi-
ties or colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5) nonprofit organi-
zations.
A researcher may obtain data described in this CataZog by a letter or
telephore request, an onsite visit, or the NSSDC/WDC-A-R$S Order Form for
Viking Mission Data that accompanies this CataZog. This form enables a
requester to order: (1) documentation that will facilitate ordering
specific data and (2) specific data where definitive information can be
obtained from this Catalog. Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a scien-
tific study should specify the NSSDC identification number, the name of
the experiment, the form of the data, and the time span (or location, when
appropriate) of interest. A researcher should also specify why the data
are needed, the subject of his work, his affiliation, and any Government
contracts he may have for performing his study.
NSSDC would also appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting
from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have been used. It is further
requested that ASSDC be acknowledged as a source of the data in all publi-
cations resulting from use of the data provided.
Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that noted in the
data descriptions. For example, magnetic tapes can be reformatted, com-
puter printout or microfilmed liFtings can be reproduced from magnetic
tape, enlarged paper prints can be produced from data on photographic
film and microfilm, etc. The Data Center will provide the requester with
an estimate of the response time and, when appropriate, the charge for
such requests. When requesting data on magnetic tape, the user should
specify whether he will supply new tapes prior to the processing, return
the original NSSDC tapes after the data have been copied, or pay for new
tapes.
The Data Center's address for requests is:
National Space Science Data Center
`	 Code 601.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
j	 Phone:	 (301) 982-6695
30
Researchers who reside outside the U.S. should direct requests for data
to:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 601
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Phone:
	
(301) 982 -6695
•	 Because the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R£,S)
also maintains listings of rocket experiments, requests for inf.-)rmation
concerning rocket launchings and experiments may be directed to this in-
stitution.
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